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FOREWORD
In 1993, I gave a series of lectures “ELAF93” at the Latin American School
of Physics at Mar del Plata, Argentina, on “Cheshire Cat Hadrons” which then
appeared in hep-ph/9310300 and was published in Phys. Rep. 240 (1994)
1. In addition to a (shamefully) large number of trivial as well less trivial
typographical errors and misprints, some of the concepts developed there and
the arguments presented to support them turned out to be either incomplete
or defective if not entirely wrong. Most of them have since been corrected
and further clarified. I thought it to be fair to those who read the review
to point out what’s not correct and what’s incomplete in the published version.
More importantly, there have been significant novel developments in some of the
materials covered at the time which are revived in an intriguing context in the
current research activity in the physics of hadrons under extreme conditions.
The purpose of this article is to correct the errors uncovered thus far in the
original version and to supplement the revised version with a brief account of
the modern understanding of the matters which were treated incorrectly or
incompletely at the time. I will keep the original version, with however the
erroneous results or statements pointed out in the footnotes and the relevant
chapters preceded with short summaries of the novel developments and followed
with the details of the selected issues in the appendices at the end of the chapters
involved. To distinguish from the original ELAF93, the additions and corrections
are put in italics.
∗and School of Physics, Korea Institute for Advanced Study, Seoul 130-012, Korea
ABSTRACT
This article is based on a series of lectures given at ELAF 93 on the descrip-
tion of low-energy hadronic systems in and out of hadronic medium. The focus
is put on identifying, with the help of a Cheshire Cat philosophy, the effective
degrees of freedom relevant for the strong interactions from a certain number of
generic symmetry properties of QCD. The matters treated are the ground-state
and excited-state properties of light- and heavy-quark baryons and applications
to nuclei and nuclear matter under normal as well as extreme conditions.
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INTRODUCTION
[Updating remark]
[The principal notion developed in this series of lectures “ELAF93,” Cheshire Cat
Principle (CCP), touches on a variety of related concepts that are a lot more general than
originally thought. Apart from the notion that physics should not depend upon the “confine-
ment size” per se which was the principal theme of the ELAF93, it turns out now as I shall
develop in this revised version that one can match the flavor symmetry – which is an “emer-
gent” symmetry phrased in terms of Berry potentials – to a fundamental gauge symmetry,
namely color symmetry of QCD. Amazingly, one can not only generate the symmetry bottom
up as a hidden gauge symmetry that incorporates the observed vector particles as “hidden
gauge bosons” but also obtain it top down from color gauge symmetry as a manifestation
of spontaneous breaking of the color gauge symmetry. The modern development involves
“color flavor locking” observed at superhigh density and conjectured at low densities, gluon-
meson/quark-baryon dualities, the scaling of hadron properties in density and temperature
– so-called “BR scaling” – related to Fermi-liquid fixed point quantities, the matching of
effective field theories with QCD etc. Not all these concepts are well formulated and un-
derstood. Some are rather loose in conception but the challenge is to make the connections
as firm as possible and test them against the future experiments to be performed at various
laboratories in the world. I will discuss them at appropriate places with concrete examples.]
In this series of lectures, I would like to describe how far one can go in understanding
hadronic properties, both elementary and many-body, at low energy based principally on
generic features of the fundamental theory, QCD. For this I will use a specific simplified
model, the chiral bag model, but the results should not crucially depend upon its charac-
teristics. In fact, what matters is the generic consequence of symmetries considered, not
the dynamical details of the model. If one wishes, once the generic structure is extracted,
one can simply forget about the model without losing relevant physics.
This way of approaching hadron and nuclear physics is in line with the effective
theory approach to other fields of physics. As emphasized since some time by Nambu [1],
one generic effective theory, Ginzburg-Landau or Gell-Mann-Le´vy Lagrangian, is able to
capture the essence of the physics of superconductivity, 3He superfluidity, nuclear pairing,
low-energy QCD and standard model with appropriately rescaled length parameters such
as gap and condensate parameters. It is an intriguing fact of Nature that a sigma model so
aptly describes the generic structure of all these interactions. Recently this point is given a
more rigorous basis by Polchinski, Weinberg and others [2, 3] in terms of effective actions.
Effective actions play an important role in two ways: One, when fundamental theory is
not known above a certain energy scale as in the case of the standard model; two, when
fundamental theory is known but the solution is unknown as in the case of QCD at low
energy. In both cases, symmetries of the physical particles that one is trying to describe
allow one to write the effective actions. In this lecture we are concerned with the latter.
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The aim of this lecture is to show how much of low-energy properties of elementary
hadrons and many-hadron systems can be understood with a set of effective degrees of
freedom consistent with chiral symmetry of light quarks and heavy-quark symmetry of
massive quarks. In doing this, I will resort to the Cheshire Cat philosophy [4]. Now while
exact in two dimensions, the Cheshire cat can only be approximate in four dimensions.
Clearly it would be meaningless to try to be too quantitative. Furthermore this cannot be
a substitute for a real QCD calculation. But I feel that one can learn a lot here as one does
in other areas of physics #2.
This lecture consists of three broad sections. In the first, I use the chiral bag model
and the Cheshire Cat approach to “guess” an effective Lagrangian for hadrons. The notion
of induced gauge fields as Berry potentials on the strong interaction sector is introduced.
In the second, I apply a simple effective theory to describe the ground-state and excited-
state properties of both light and heavy baryons. In the last, some properties of nuclei and
nuclear matter are treated in terms of effective chiral Lagrangians motivated in the two
preceding lectures.
The nature of this note is strongly influenced by my collaborations or discussions
with many people, in particular with Gerry Brown, Andy Jackson, Kuniharu Kubodera,
Hyun Kyu Lee, Dong-Pil Min, Holger Bech Nielsen, Maciej Nowak, Tae-Sun Park, Dan
Olof Riska, Norberto Scoccola, Andreas Wirzba, Koichi Yamawaki and Ismail Zahed.
Part I
“Guessing” an Effective Theory
1 The Cheshire Cat Principle (CCP)
[Updating remark]
[The Cheshire Cat Principle was conceived to explain how the low-energy properties of
hadrons should not depend on the size of the space in which the quarks and gluons are
confined. The key ingredient that enters here is the variety of quantum anomalies that
#2 As sketched in [5], a minority of nuclear physicists, to which we belonged, argued early on that under-
standing of the structure of the nucleon should come mostly from chiral symmetry of QCD – in particular
the pion cloud – rather than asymptotic freedom and confinement. This led to the description of the nucleon
as a “little bag” in which quarks and gluons are confined, surrounded by a big pion cloud [6]. It was pro-
posed that nuclear dynamics at low energy in which nonperturbative aspect of QCD dominates be mainly
attributed to the interactions involving pion and associated heavier meson degrees of freedom. Although the
initial crude model is by now largely superseded by more sophisticated topological as well as nontopological
models, the physical picture proposed then with the “little bag” model appears to have survived more or
less intact as we get to understand better the nucleon structure through lattice calculations and QCD-based
models. What follows is an attempt to give a more modern and certainly personal account of what we have
learned since the notion of the “little bag” was put forward.
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induce certain quantum numbers such as baryon charge to leak out of the “confinement re-
gion” without upsetting the color gauge symmetry. The bottom line of the picture is that
the degrees of freedom associated with the quarks and gluons can be transformed to and
from the degrees of freedom associated with the hadrons. Since the confinement size is not
a physical quantity, it is natural to elevate it to a gauge degree of freedom. This idea which
was proposed in 1992 by Damgaard, Nielsen and Sollacher has not received much attention
since then and there has been no further development along the given line. However what
has been recently revived is the notion that the microscopic QCD degrees of freedom and
the macroscopic hadronic degrees of freedom can be interchanged leading to the notion that
there is “continuity” between quarks and baryons and also between gluons and mesons. This
development will be discussed in a supplementary subsection in the last section.
What transpired in the context of the original Cheshire Cat Principle, in particular
in connection with the structure of the nucleon, is summarized in a recent monograph [135]
and the more recent development is given in a review article [136]. In a nutshell, there is no
known case where the Cheshire Cat Principle is visibly violated although in four dimensions,
the CCP cannot be quantitatively established except for topological quantities. Up to the time
of [135], there was one case which was not in full conformity with the CCP and it had to do
with the so-called “proton spin crisis.” Since then, this problem has found a simple resolution
in terms of the ABJ anomaly [136]. This will be discussed in an appendix below.]
1.1 Toy Model in (1+1) Dimensions
In two dimensions the Cheshire Cat principle (CCP in short from now on) can be
formulated exactly. Let us discuss it to have a general idea involved. Later we will make a
leap to reality in four dimensions by making a guess. We shall use for definiteness the chiral
bag picture[7]. The result is generic and should not sensitively depend upon details of the
models. Thus other models of similar structure containing the same symmetries could be
equally used. We will leave the construction to the aficionados of their own favorite models.
In the spirit of a chiral bag, consider a massless free single-flavored fermion ψ confined
in a region (say, inside) of “volume” V coupled on the surface ∂V to a massless free boson
φ living in a region of “volume” V˜ (say, outside). Of course in one-space dimension, the
“volume” is just a segment of a line but we will use this symbol in analogy to higher
dimensions. We will assume that the action is invariant under global chiral rotations and
parity. Interactions invariant under these symmetries can be introduced without changing
the physics, so the simple system that we consider captures all the essential points of the
construction. The action contains three terms#1
#1Our convention is as follows. The metric is gµν = diag(1,−1) with Lorentz indices µ, ν = 0, 1 and the
γ matrices are in Weyl representation, γ0 = γ
0 = σ1, γ1 = −γ
1 = −iσ2, γ5 = γ
5 = σ3 with the usual Pauli
matrices σi.
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S = SV + SV˜ + S∂V (I.1)
where
SV =
∫
V
d2xψ¯iγµ∂µψ + · · · , (I.2)
SV˜ =
∫
V˜
d2x
1
2
(∂µφ)
2 + · · · (I.3)
and S∂V is the boundary term which we will specify shortly. Here the ellipsis stands for other
terms such as interactions, fermion masses etc. consistent with the assumed symmetries of
the system on which we will comment later. For instance, there can be a coupling to a U(1)
gauge field in (I.2) and a boson mass term in (I.3) as would be needed in Schwinger model.
Without loss of generality, we will simply ignore what is in the ellipsis unless we absolutely
need it. Now the boundary term is essential in making the connection between the two
regions. Its structure depends upon the physics ingredients we choose to incorporate. We
will assume that chiral symmetry holds on the boundary even if it is, as in Nature, broken
both inside and outside by fermion mass terms. As long as the symmetry breaking is
gentle, this should be a good approximation since the surface term is a δ function. We
should also assume that the boundary term does not break the discrete symmetries P, C
and T . Finally we demand that it give no decoupled boundary conditions, that is to say,
boundary conditions that involve only ψ or φ fields. These three conditions are sufficient
in (1+1) dimensions to give a unique term[8]
S∂V =
∫
∂V
dΣµ
{
1
2
nµψ¯e
iγ5φ/fψ
}
(I.4)
with the φ “decay constant” f = 1/
√
4π where dΣµ is an area element with nµ the normal
vector, i.e, n2 = −1 and picked outward-normal. As we will mention later, we cannot
establish the same unique relation in (3+1) dimensions but we will continue using this
simple structure even when there is no rigorous justification in higher dimensions.
At classical level, the action (I.1) gives rise to the bag “confinement,” namely that
inside the bag the fermion (which we shall call “quark” from now on) obeys
iγµ∂µψ = 0 (I.5)
while the boson (which we will call “pion”) satisfies
∂2φ = 0 (I.6)
subject to the boundary conditions on ∂V
inµγµψ = −eiγ5φ/fψ, (I.7)
nµ∂µφ = f
−1ψ¯(
1
2
nµγµγ5)ψ. (I.8)
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Equation (I.7) is the familiar “MIT confinement condition” which is simply a statement of
the classical conservation of the vector current ∂µj
µ = 0 or ψ¯ 12n
µγµψ = 0 at the surface
while Eq. (I.8) is just the statement of the conserved axial vector current ∂µj
µ
5 = 0 (ignoring
the possible explicit mass of the quark and the pion at the surface)#2. The crucial point
of our argument is that these classical observations are invalidated by quantum mechanical
effects. In particular while the axial current continues to be conserved, the vector current
fails to do so due to quantum anomaly.
There are several ways of seeing that something is amiss with the classical con-
servation law, with slightly different interpretations. The easiest way is as follows. For
definiteness, let us imagine that the quark is “confined” in the space −∞ ≤ r ≤ R with a
boundary at r = R. Now the vector current jµ = ψ¯γµψ is conserved inside the “bag”
∂µjµ = 0, r < R. (I.9)
If one integrates this from −∞ to R in r, one gets the time-rate change of the fermion (i.e,
quark) charge
Q˙ ≡ d
dt
Q = 2
∫ R
−∞
dr∂0j0 = 2
∫ R
−∞
dr∂1j1 = 2j1(R) (I.10)
which is just
ψ¯nµγµψ, r = R. (I.11)
This vanishes classically as we mentioned above. But this is not correct quantum mechan-
ically because it is not well-defined locally in time. In other words, ψ†(t)ψ(t + ǫ) goes like
ǫ−1 and so is singular as ǫ → 0. To circumvent this difficulty which is related to vacuum
fluctuation, we regulate the bilinear product by point-splitting in time
j1(t) = ψ¯(t)
1
2
γ1ψ(t+ ǫ), ǫ→ 0. (I.12)
Now using the boundary condition
iγ1ψ(t+ ǫ) = e
iγ5φ(t+ǫ)/fψ(t+ ǫ)
≈ eiγ5φ(t)/f [1 + iǫγ5φ˙(t)/f ]e
1
2
[φ(t),φ(t+ǫ)]ψ(t+ ǫ), r = R (I.13)
and the commutation relation
[φ(t), φ(t + ǫ)] = i sign ǫ, (I.14)
we obtain
j1(t) = − i
4f
ǫφ˙(t)ψ†(t)ψ(t + ǫ) =
1
4πf
φ˙(t) +O(ǫ), r = R (I.15)
#2Our definition of the currents is as follows: jµ = ψ¯ 1
2
γµψ, jµ5 = ψ¯
1
2
γµγ5ψ.
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where we have used ψ†(t)ψ(t + ǫ) = iπǫ + [regular]. Thus quarks can flow out or in if the
pion field varies in time. But by fiat, we declared that there be no quarks outside, so the
question is what happens to the quarks when they leak out? They cannot simply disappear
into nowhere if we impose that the fermion (quark) number is conserved. To understand
what happens, rewrite (I.15) using the surface tangent
tµ = ǫµνnν . (I.16)
We have
t · ∂φ = 1
2f
ψ¯n · γψ = 1
2f
ψ¯t · γγ5ψ, r = R (I.17)
where we have used the relation ψ¯γµγ5ψ = ǫµνψ¯γ
νψ valid in two dimensions. Equation
(I.17) together with (I.8) is nothing but the bosonization relation
∂µφ = f
−1ψ¯(
1
2
γµγ5)ψ (I.18)
at the point r = R and time t. As is well known, this is a striking feature of (1+1)
dimensional fields that makes one-to-one correspondence between fermions and bosons[9].
In fact, one can even write the fermion field in terms of the boson field as
ψ(x) = exp
{
− i
2f
∫ x
x0
dξ[π(ξ) + γ5φ
′(ξ)]
}
ψ(x0) (I.19)
where π(ξ) is the conjugate field to φ(ξ) and φ′(ξ) = ddξφ(ξ).
Equation (I.10) with (I.15) is the vector anomaly, i.e, quantum anomaly in the vector
current: The vector current is not conserved due to quantum effects. What it says is that
the vector charge which in this case is equivalent to the fermion (quark) number inside the
bag is not conserved. Physically what happens is that the amount of fermion number ∆Q
corresponding to ∆tφ˙/πf is pushed into the Dirac sea at the bag boundary and so is lost
from inside and gets accumulated at the pion side of the bag wall#3. This accumulated
baryon charge must be carried by something residing in the meson sector. Since there is
nothing but “pions” outside, it must be be the pion field that carries the leaked charge.
This means that the pion field supports a soliton. This is rather simple to verify in (1+1)
dimensions using arguments given in the work of Coleman and Mandelstam [9], referred to
above. This can also be shown to be the case in (3+1) dimensions. In the present model,
we find that one unit of fermion charge Q = 1 is partitioned as
Q = 1 = QV +QV˜ , (I.20)
QV˜ = θ/π,
QV = 1− θ/π
#3One can see this more clearly by rewriting the change in the quark charge in the bag as
∆QV =
1
2
∫
V
〈0|[ψ†(x), ψ(x)]|0〉 − 1 = −
1
2
{∑
En>0
1−
∑
En<0
}
.
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with
θ = φ(R)/f. (I.21)
We thus learn that the quark charge is partitioned into the bag and outside of the bag,
without however any dependence of the total on the size or location of the bag boundary.
In (1+1)-dimensional case, one can calculate other physical quantities such as the energy,
response functions and more generally, partition functions and show that the physics does
not depend upon the presence of the bag[10]. We could work with quarks alone, or pions
alone or any mixture of the two. If one works with the quarks alone, we have to do a
proper quantum treatment to obtain something which one can obtain in mean-field order
with the pions alone. In some situations, the hybrid description is more economical than
the pure ones. The complete independence of the physics on the bag – size or location– is
called the “Cheshire Cat Principle” (CCP) with the corresponding mechanism referred to as
“Cheshire Cat Mechanism” (CCM). Of course the CCP holds exactly in (1+1) dimensions
because of the exact bosonization rule. There is no exact CCP in higher dimensions since
fermion theories cannot be bosonized exactly in higher dimensions but we will see later that
a fairly strong case of CCP can be made for (3+1) dimensional models. Topological quan-
tities like the fermion (quark or baryon) charge satisfy an exact CCP in (3+1) dimensions
while nontopological observables such as masses, static properties and also some nonstatic
properties satisfy it approximately but rather well.
1.1.1 “Color” anomaly
So far we have been treating the quark as “colorless”, in other words, in the absence
of a gauge field. Let us consider that the quark carries a U(1) charge e, coupling to a U(1)
gauge field Aµ. We will still continue working with a single-flavored quark, treating the
multi-flavored case later. Then inside the bag, we have essentially the Schwinger model,
namely, (1+1)-dimensional QED[11]. It is well established that the charge is confined in the
Schwinger model, so there are no charged particles in the spectrum. If now our “leaking”
quark carries the color (electric) charge, this will at first sight pose a problem since the
anomaly obtained above says that there will be a leakage of the charge by the rate
Q˙c =
e
2π
φ˙/f. (I.22)
This means that the charge accumulated on the surface will be
∆Qc =
e
2π
φ(t, R)/f. (I.23)
Unless this is compensated, we will have a violation of charge conservation, or breaking of
gauge invariance. This is unacceptable. Therefore we are invited to introduce a boundary
condition that compensates the induced charge, i.e, by adding a boundary term
δS∂V = −
∫
∂V
dΣ
e
2π
ǫµνnνAµ
φ
f
(I.24)
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with nµ = gµνnν. The action is now of the form [12]
S = SV + SV˜ + S∂V (I.25)
with
SV =
∫
V
d2x
{
ψ¯(x) [i∂µ − eAµ] γµψ(x)− 1
4
FµνF
µν
}
, (I.26)
SV˜ =
∫
V˜
d2x
{
1
2
(∂µφ(x))
2 − 1
2
m2φφ(x)
2
}
, (I.27)
S∂V =
∫
∂V
dΣ
{
1
2
ψ¯eiγ
5φ/fψ − e
2π
ǫµνnµAν
φ
f
}
. (I.28)
We have included the mass of the φ field, the reason of which will become clear shortly.
In this example, we are having the “pion” field (more precisely the soliton component
of it) carry the color charge. In general, though, the field that carries the color could be
different from the field that carries the soliton. In fact, in (3+1) dimensions, it is the η′
field that will be coupled to the gauge field (although η′ is colorless) while it is the pion
field that supports a soliton. But in (1+1) dimensions, the soliton is lodged in the U(1)
flavor sector (whereas in (3+1) dimensions, it is in SU(nf ) with nf ≥ 2). For simplicity,
we will continue our discussion with this Lagrangian.
We now illustrate how one can calculate the mass of the φ field using the action (I.25)
and the CCM. This exercise will help understand a similar calculation of the mass of the
η′ in (3+1) dimensions. The additional ingredient needed for this exercise is the UA(1)
(Adler-Bell-Jackiw) anomaly [13] which in (3+1) dimensions reads
∂µj
µ
5 = −
e2
32π2
ǫµνρσF
µνF ρσ (I.29)
and in (1+1) dimensions takes the form
∂µj
µ
5 = −
e
4π
ǫµνF
µν = − 1
2π
eE. (I.30)
Instead of the configuration with the quarks confined in r < R, consider a small bag
“inserted” into the static field configuration of the scalar field φ which we will now call η′
in anticipation of the (3+1)-dimensional case we will consider later. Let the bag be put in
−R2 ≤ r ≤ R2 . The CCP states that the physics should not depend on the size R, hence we
can take it to be as small as we wish. If it is small, then the charge accumulated at the two
boundaries will be ± e2πφ/f . This means that the electric field generated inside the bag is
E = F01 =
e
2π
(φ/f). (I.31)
Therefore from the UA(1) anomaly (I.30), the axial charge created or destroyed (depending
on the sign of the scalar field) in the static bag is
2
∫
V
dr∂µj
µ
5 = 2(−j51 |R
2
+ j51 |−R
2
) = − e
2
2π2
(φ/f)R. (I.32)
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From the bosonization condition (I.18), we have
2f
(
∂1φ|R
2
− ∂1φ|−R
2
)
=
e2
2π2
(φ/f)R. (I.33)
Now taking R to be infinitesimal by the CCP, we have, on cancelling R from both sides,
∂2φ− e
2
4π2f2
φ = 0 (I.34)
which then gives the mass, with f−2 = 4π,
m2φ =
e2
π
, (I.35)
the well-known scalar mass in the Schwinger model which can also be obtained by bosonizing
the (QED)2. A completely parallel reasoning will be used later to calculate the η
′ mass in
(3+1) dimensions.
1.1.2 The Wess-Zumino-Witten term
Let us consider the case of more than one flavor. For simplicity, we take two flavors.
We shall see later that in (3+1) dimensions, we have an extra topological term called Wess-
Zumino-Witten term (WZW term in short, alternatively referred to as Wess-Zumino term)
if we have more than two flavors. In (1+1) dimensions, such an extra term arises already
for two flavors[14]. The relevant flavor symmetry is then U(2)×U(2). The UV (1) symmetry
associated with the fermion number does not concern us, so we may drop it, leaving the
symmetry UA(1)×SU(2)×SU(2). The scalar field discussed above corresponds to the UA(1)
field, so we will not consider it anymore and instead focus on scalars living in SU(2)V to
which SU(2)×SU(2) breaks down . The scalars will be called πa with a = 1, 2, 3. As stated
before, the soliton lives in the U(1) sector, so the SU(2) scalars have nothing to do with
the “baryon” structure but its nonabelian nature brings in an extra ingredient associated
with the Wess-Zumino-Witten term which we will now show emerges from the boundary
condition. Let the scalar multiplets be summarized in the form
U = ei~τ ·~π/f (I.36)
with f = 1/
√
4π.
As before the action consists of three terms
S = SV + SV˜ + S∂V . (I.37)
The bag action is given as before by
SV =
∫
V
d2xψ¯iγµ∂µψ + · · · , (I.38)
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where the fermion field is a doublet ψT = (ψ1, ψ2). A straightforward generalization of the
abelian boundary condition consistent with chiral invariance suggests the boundary term
of the form
S∂V =
∫
∂V
dΣµ
{
1
2
nµψ¯U
γ5ψ
}
(I.39)
with
Uγ5 = eiγ5~τ ·~π/f . (I.40)
As is very well-known by now, the meson sector contains an extra term, the WZW
term, which plays an important role in multi-flavor systems even for noninteracting bosons.
This will be derived below using the Cheshire Cat mechanism. (For a standard derivation,
see [14]). The outside (meson sector) contribution to the action takes the form
SV˜ =
∫
V˜
d2x
f2
4
Tr(∂µU∂
µU †) + · · · + SWZW . (I.41)
As seen, the main new ingredient in this action is the presence of the extra term SWZW in
the boson sector. This is the WZW term which in the (1+1)-dimensional system we are
interested in takes the form
SV˜WZW =
2πn
24π2
∫
V˜×[0,1]
d3xǫijk Tr(LiLjLk) (I.42)
with an integer n corresponding to the number of “colors”, where Lµ = g
†∂µg with g
“homotopically” extended as g(s = 0, x) = 1, g(s = 1, x) = U(x). The action (I.42) is
defined in the partial space V˜ . As we will see later, the WZW term plays a crucial role
in the skyrmion physics in (3+1) dimensions, so the question we wish to address here is:
How does the Cheshire Cat manifest itself for the WZW term? To answer this question,
we imagine shrinking the bag to a point and ask what remains from what corresponds to
the WZW term coming from the space V in which quarks live. The obvious answer would
be that the bag gives rise to the portion of the WZW term complement to (I.42) so as to
yield the total defined in the full space. This is of course the right answer but it is not at all
obvious that the chiral bag theory as formulated does this properly. For instance, consider
the variation of the action of the meson sector (I.42)
δSV˜WZW = 3
n
12π
∫
V˜
d2xǫµνTr((g†δg)LµLν)
+ 3
n
12π
∫ 1
0
ds
∫
∂V˜
dΣµǫ
µναTr((g†δg)LνLα). (I.43)
The second term depends on both the homotopy extension and the surface. By the CCP,
such a term is unphysical and must be cancelled by a complementary contribution from the
bag. Thus the consistency of the model requires that the cancellation occur through the
boundary condition. We will now show this is exactly what one obtains within the model
so defined [15].
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Consider the action for the quark bag with the quark satisfying the Dirac equation
i 6∂ψ = 0 (I.44)
subject to the boundary condition
(eiθ(β,t)γ5− 6n)ψ(β, t) = 0. (I.45)
where the bag wall is put at x = β and θ ≡ ~τ ·~π/f . We will use the Weyl representation for
the γ matrices as before. We will move the bag wall such that the bag will shrink to zero
radius. The general solution for (I.44) with (I.45) is
ψ(x, t) = exp
{
−i[1
2
(1 + γ5)θ− +
1
2
(1− γ5)θ+]
}
ψ0(x, t) (I.46)
where θ± = θ(x ± t) and ψ0 is the solution for θ = 0 (for the MIT bag). The boundary
condition is satisfied if
θ−(β, t) − θ+(β, t) = θ(β, t). (I.47)
Since we are dealing with a time-dependent boundary condition #4, it is more convenient to
use the path-integral method instead of a canonical formalism. Let 6∂θ denote the Euclidean
Dirac operator#5 associated with the boundary condition (I.45). Then integrating the quark
field in the bag action, we have
e−SF = det (6∂θ/ 6∂0) (I.48)
or
SF = −tr ln(6∂θ 6∂−10 ) = −
∫ 1
0
ds tr(∂s 6∂θ 6∂−1θ ) (I.49)
where we denote by SF the effective Euclidean action for the bag. On the right-hand side of
Eq.(I.49), θ is homotopically extended as θ(x, t)→ θ(x, t, s) such that θ(x, t, s = 1) = θ(x, t)
and θ(x, t, s = 0) = 0. The trace tr goes over the “color”, the space-time, γ matrices and
the flavor (τ) matrices. Since the θ dependence appears only in the boundary condition, we
can use the latter to rewrite
SF = −
∫ 1
0
ds tr
(
∆B∂s[e
iθγ5− 6n] 6∂−1θ
)
(I.50)
where ∆B is the surface delta function. This expression has a meaning only when it is
suitably regularized. We use the point-splitting regularization
SF = − lim
ǫ→0+
∫
V×[0,1]
dsd2x∆Btr (∂se
iγ5θGθ(x, t+ ǫ;x, t− ǫ)) (I.51)
#4An alternative way is to make a local chiral rotation on the quark field so as to make the boundary con-
dition time-independent and generate an induced gauge potential (known as Berry potential or connection).
This elegant procedure is discussed below.
#5For a short dictionary for translating quantities in Minkowski metric to those in Euclidean metric and
vice-versa, see Ref.[16].
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with G the Dirac propagator inside the chiral bag which can be written explicitly using the
time-dependent solution (I.46)
Gθ(x, t;x
′, t′) =
(
e−iθ−(x−t) 0
0 e−iθ+(x+t)
)
G0(x, t;x
′, t′)
(
eiθ+(x
′+t′) 0
0 eiθ−(x
′−t′)
)
(I.52)
where G0 is the bagged-quark MIT propagator which has been computed by multiple-
reflection method [17]
lim
x,x′→β
G0(x, t+ ǫ;x
′, t− ǫ) = 1
4
(1 + γ1β)(γ
0/4πǫ)(3 − γ1β) +O(1) (I.53)
with γ1β = γ
1 · nβ and nβ = n± = ±1. The WZW term arises from the imaginary part of
the action, so calculating Im SF to leading order in the derivative expansion, we get
ImSF = i
2πn
24π2
∫ 1
0
ds
∫
V
dxdtTr (∂sθ∂tθ∂xθ) + · · · (I.54)
where the trace Tr now runs only over the flavor indices and the ellipsis stands for higher
derivative terms. Invoking chiral symmetry and going to the Minkowski space, we finally
obtain
SVWZW = −i
2πn
24π2
∫
V×[0,1]
d3xǫµναTr (LµLνLα) (I.55)
which is exactly the complement to the outside contribution (I.42). Notice that there is no
surface-dependent term whose presence would have signaled the breakdown of the CCP.
So far our discussion has been a bit non-rigorous. A lot more rigorous derivation
was given by Falomir, M.A. Muschietti and E.M. Santangelo [15] who computed the path
integral
Z =
∫
Dψ¯Dψe−SE (I.56)
where
SE =
∫
V
d2xψ¯eγ5θi 6∂eγ5θψ + 1
2
∫
∂V
d1xψ¯(1 + i 6n)ψ. (I.57)
A careful analysis showed indeed that there is no surface term in the effective action, cor-
roborating the above derivation: the model is fully consistent with the CCP. Note that in
(I.57), the field θ is defined in the interior of the volume V whereas in the above consider-
ation all the action occurred on the surface. The physics is equivalent, however, since our
argument was based on “shrinking” the bag whereas in the formulation of these authors,
the quarks are being plainly integrated out from the bag. (The real part of the effective
action gives SV =
f2
4
∫
V d
2xTr (∂µU∂
µU †) + higher derivative terms, just to complement
the meson sector.)
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To summarize the point in case the readers did not find the above discussion illu-
minating, the Cheshire Cat argument provides a “derivation” of the WZW term in (1+1)
dimensions. This is certainly not a very elegant derivation but ties the anomaly issue nat-
urally with non-anomalous phenomena within the model. The same argument holds for
(3+1) dimensions as shown by Chen et al. [15].
1.1.3 A bit more mathematics of the Wess-Zumino-Witten term
Here we give a slightly more rigorous explanation [18] of the WZW term we have
derived. The argument can be easily extended to higher dimensions but the situation in
(1+1) dimensions is vastly simpler.
Consider a field g valued in the group SU(N) with N ≥ 2 (in the case of two
dimensions) which we can represent by N×N unitary matrices with unit determinant. The
configuration space Q is given by fields in one spatial dimension. If we impose the boundary
condition that g → 1 at x = ±∞, so that at a fixed time, the space is a circle S1, then Q
is just the set of maps
Q : S1 → SU(N)
x1 → g(x1). (I.58)
We will consider the WZW term in the full space Ω = V ∪ V˜ . Now let D be a disc in Q
parameterized by x0 corresponding to time and an s with 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 such that the boundary
D is just the space-time Ω (we are implicitly understanding that time is included therein).
The field is then g(x0, x1, s) chosen so that g(x0, x1, 0) = 1 and g(x0, x1.1) = g(x1) = U .
Then the WZW term in Euclidean space is
SWZW =
2πn
24π2
∫
D[∂D=Ω×[0,1]]
ǫijk Tr(g
†∂igg†∂jgg†∂kg). (I.59)
This action has the properties that the quantity n is quantized to an integer value and that
the action is invariant under the infinitesimal variation in the interior of the disc D. One
can see the latter in various ways. One way is to note that SWZW/(2πn) is just the charge
of the winding number current
Jµ =
1
24π2
ǫµναβTr[g
†∂νgg†∂αgg†∂βg], (I.60)
namely
SWZW/(2πn) =
∫
d3xJ0(x) (I.61)
which is just the conserved winding number. Another way of seeing this is to note that
SWZW is just an integral of a closed three form. Now to show that n is quantized, it suffices
to notice that D ∪ D¯ = S2 × S1 (where D¯ is the disc complement to D) and that
2πn
24π2
∫
S2×S1
Tr[g†dg]3 = 2π × integer. (I.62)
This proves the assertion. Similar quantization of the coefficient of the WZW term in four
dimensions will turn out to be crucial for skyrmion physics later.
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1.2 Going to (3+1) Dimensions
Since we cannot bosonize completely even a free Dirac theory in four dimensions
(not to mention highly nonlinear QCD), we will essentially follow step-by-step the (1+1)-
dimensional reasoning and construct in complete parallel a simple, yet hopefully sufficiently
realistic chiral bag model which will then be partially bosonized. The roles of CCP and
bosonization will then be reversed here: We will invoke CCP in bosonizing the chiral bag.
Here again the boundary conditions play a key role. Ultimately we will motivate a modelling
of QCD at low energies in terms of effective chiral Lagrangian theory which we will use to
describe low-energy hadronic/nuclear processes.
'              
)( bosons Goldstone
η
pi
µ
ψ
A Gluons
 Quarks
V
V
V∂
µn
Figure 1: A spherical chiral bag for “deriving” a four-dimensional Cheshire Cat model. ψ represents
the doublet quark field of u and d quarks for SU(2) flavor or the triplet of u, d and s for SU(3)
flavor and π the triplet π+, π−, π0 for SU(2) and the octet pseudoscalars π, K, K¯ and η for SU(3).
The axial singlet meson η′ figures in axial anomaly.
1.2.1 The model with UA(1) anomaly
For generality, we consider the flavor group SU(3) × SU(3) × UA(1) appropriate to
up, down and strange quark systems. The chiral symmetry SU(3)×SU(3) is spontaneously
broken down to SU(3), with the octet Goldstone bosons denoted by π = λ
a
2 π
a with λ the
Gell-Mann matrices and the UA(1) symmetry is broken by anomaly, with the associated
massive scalar denoted by η′. Vector mesons can be suitably introduced through hidden
gauge symmetry (HGS) but we will not use them here for simplicity. We do not yet have a
fully satisfactory theory of Cheshire Cat mechanism in the presence of vector-meson degrees
of freedom. We will develop our strategy using a Lagrangian that contains only the octet
π fields and limit ourselves to the lowest-order derivative order. We will for the moment
consider the chiral limit with all quark masses equal to zero. The symmetry breaking due
to quark masses will be discussed later.
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We consider quarks “confined” within a volume V which we take spherical for def-
initeness, surrounded by the octet Goldstone bosons π and the singlet η′ populating the
outside space of volume V˜ . This is pictorially represented in Figure (1). The action is again
given by the three terms
S = SV + SV˜ + S∂V . (I.63)
Including gluons, the “bag” action is given by
SV =
∫
V
d4x
(
ψ¯i 6Dψ − 1
2
tr FµνF
µν
)
+ · · · (I.64)
where the trace goes over the color index. The action for the meson sector must include
the usual Goldstone bosons as well as the massive η′ taking the form [19], i.e,
SV˜ =
f2
4
∫
V˜
d4x
(
Tr ∂µU
†∂µU +
1
4Nf
m2η′(lnU − lnU †)2
)
+ · · · + SWZW (I.65)
where Nf = 3 is the number of flavors and
U = eiη
′/f0e2iπ/f , (I.66)
f0 ≡
√
Nf/2f.
The WZW term is the five-dimensional analog of the three-dimensional one we encountered
above [20],
SWZW = −Nc i
240π2
∫
D5[∂D5=V×[0,1]]
ǫµνλρσTr(L
µLνLλLρLσ) (I.67)
with L = g†(x, s)dg(x, s). We will come back to this WZW term later. Now the surface
action is nontrivial. It has the usual term
1
2
∫
∂V
dΣµ(nµψ¯U
γ5ψ) (I.68)
with
Uγ5 = eiη
′γ5/f0e2iπγ5/f , (I.69)
but it has more because of what is called “color anomaly”, analogous to what we had in
two dimensions, which we need to analyze [21].
The trouble with the boundary condition (I.68) is that it is not consistent with
quantum anomaly effect and hence breaks color gauge invariance at quantum level. To see
what happens, first we clarify what the color confinement is at classical level. With (I.68),
the gluons inside the bag are subject to the boundary conditions
nˆ · ~Ea = 0, nˆ× ~Ba = 0 (I.70)
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with nˆ the outward normal to the bag surface and a the color index. These are the celebrated
MIT bag boundary conditions. What these conditions mean is as follows. A positive helicity
fermion near the surface with its momentum along the direction of the color magnetic field
moves freely in the lowest Landau orbit, because the energy −|gB|/ω (where ω is its total
energy and g is the gluon coupling constant) resulting from its magnetic moment cancels
exactly its zero point energy |gB|/ω. Since the color electric field points along the surface,
it cannot force color charge to cross the bag wall and hence the color charge will be strictly
confined within.
We will now show that quantum mechanical anomaly induces the leakage of color.
The main cause is the boundary condition associated with the η′ field{
iγ · nˆ+ eiγ5η(β)
}
ψ(β) = 0 (I.71)
where as before β is a point on the bag surface Σ = ∂V and we define
η ≡ η′/f0. (I.72)
Consider now the color charge (indexed by the Roman superscript) inside the bag
Qa =
∫
V
d3xg(ψ†
λa
2
ψ + fabc ~Ab · ~Ec). (I.73)
The color current is conserved inside the bag, so integrating over the spatial volume of the
divergence of the current (which is zero), we have
Q˙a = −
∮
Σ=∂V
dβ~ja · nˆ (I.74)
where using temporal gauge, Aa0 = 0,
~ja = gψ¯~γ
λa
2
ψ + gfabc( ~Ab × ~Bc). (I.75)
As mentioned above, classically there is no color flux leaking out, so Q˙a = 0. However as
in the case of (1+1) dimensions encountered above, the integrand on the right-hand side of
Eq.(I.74) is not well-defined without regularization. Let us regularize it by time-splitting it
as before. To simplify further our discussion, we will make the quasi-abelian approximation.
After the calculation is completed, we can extract the non-abelian structure by inspection.
In this case, we can write
~ja(β) = gTr[
λa
2
~γS+(β−;β+)] (I.76)
where the fermion propagator S+ is defined as
S+(β, β′) = lim
(x,x′)→(β,β′)
S(x, x′) (I.77)
and
β± ≡ β ± ǫ
2
. (I.78)
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Using (I.71) for β replaced by β− ǫ/2 and and the hermitian conjugate of it for β+ ǫ/2, we
have
Q˙a =
i
2
g lim
ǫ→0+
ǫ
∮
Σ
Tr[
λa
2
γ5~γ · nˆS+(β−;β+)]η˙. (I.79)
Therefore if we take, for the moment, η to depend on time only (this assumption will be
lifted later), we can write
dQa
dη
=
i
2
g lim
ǫ→0+
ǫ
∮
Σ
Tr[
λa
2
γ5~γ · nˆS+(β−;β+)]. (I.80)
Using the multiple reflection method in four dimensions [22], in Euclidean space,
S+(β−;β+) =
1
4
(1 + γE · nˆU5)S(β−;β+)(3 − U5γE · nˆ) (I.81)
with U5 = eiγ5η, γE = −iγ, AEai = −Aai for i = 1, 2, 3, AEa0 = −iAa0 and
S(β−;β+) ∼
∫
R×V
d4xS0(β− − x)(−igγαEAbαE (x) ·
1
2
λb)S0(x− β+) (I.82)
where R× V is the Euclidean space-time and S0 is the free field Euclidean propagator
S0(x− x′) = 1
2π2
γαE(x− x′)α
(x− x′)4 . (I.83)
Substituting (I.81) and (I.82) into (I.80) and returning to Minkowski space, we arrive at
dQa
dη
= − g
2
4π2
ǫ0µασ
∮
Σ
dβ
∫
R×V
d4xδ4(β − x)∂σAaα(x)nµ. (I.84)
In the quasi-abelian case that we are considering, we can write #6
dQa
dη
=
g2
8π2
∫
Σ
dβ ~Ba(β) · nˆ. (I.85)
Since Qa is covariant under small gauge transformations that are constant on the bag
surface, Eq.(I.85) equally holds for a nonabelian color magnetic field. Furthermore, one can
generalize (I.85) to a variation with a space-time dependent η(~x, t) by replacing the normal
derivative by a functional derivative with it.
Roughly speaking, what (I.85) means is that color charge “disappears” from the
bag following the time variation of the η field. Coming from the regularization, this is a
quantum effect which signals a disaster to the model unless it is cancelled by something
else. A simple remedy to this is to impose, in a complete analogy to the (1+1)-dimensional
Schwinger model considered above, a boundary condition that cancels the leaking color
charge which can be effected in the Lagrangian by a surface term of the type
LCT ∼ −g
2NF
8π2
∮
Σ
dβAa0
~Ba · nˆη(β) (I.86)
#6There is a factor of 1/2 going from (I.84) to (I.85) since one is approaching the surface from inside.
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where we have taken into account the number of light flavors involved. Heavy-quark flavors
are irrelevant to the issue #7. Chiral invariance, covariance and general gauge transforma-
tion properties allow us to rewrite (I.86) in a general form
LCT = i g
2
32π2
∮
Σ
Kµ5 nµ(Tr lnU
† − Tr lnU) (I.87)
where Kµ5 is the (properly regularized) “Chern-Simons current”
Kµ5 = ǫ
µναβ(AaνF
a
αβ −
2
3
gfabcAaνA
b
αA
c
β). (I.88)
Note that (I.87) is invariant under neither large gauge transformation (because of the Chern-
Simons current) nor small gauge transformation (because of the surface). Thus at classical
level, the Lagrangian is not gauge invariant. However at quantum level, it is, because of the
cancellation between the anomaly term and the surface term (I.87). A concise way to see
all this is to note that the surface term (I.68), when regularized in a gauge-invariant way,
takes the form
− 1
2
∫
d4x∆∂V ψ¯(x+ ǫ/2)e
iγ5ηPe−ig
∫ x+ǫ/2
x−ǫ/2 Aµdξ
µ
ψ(x− ǫ/2) (I.89)
with the ∆δV the surface δ function and P the path ordering operator. Taking the limit of ǫ
going to zero, one then recovers (I.68) suitably normal-ordered plus the Chern-Simons term
(I.87). It may appear somewhat bizarre that we have here a theory which violates gauge
invariance classically and becomes gauge invariant upon proper quantization. Usually it is
the other way around. But the point is that when anomalies are involved as in this hybrid
description, only quantum theory makes sense.
In summary, the consistent Cheshire bag model is given by the action
S = SV + SV˜ + S∂V , (I.90)
SV =
∫
V
d4x
(
ψ¯i 6Dψ − 1
2
tr FµνF
µν
)
+ · · ·
SV˜ =
f2
4
∫
V˜
d4x
(
Tr ∂µU
†∂µU +
1
4Nf
m2η′(lnU − lnU †)2
)
+ · · · + SWZW ,
S∂V =
1
2
∫
∂V
dΣµ
{
(nµψ¯U
γ5ψ) + i
g2
16π2
K5µ(Tr lnU
† −Tr lnU)
}
.
1.2.2 An application: η′ mass
The presence of the Chern-Simons term in the surface action affects at classical level
the boundary conditions satisfied by the gluon fields. In place of the usual MIT conditions
#7Why this is so is easy to understand. When the fermions have a mass m, there is a gap between the
positive and negative energy Landau levels. Now if the time variation in the η field is large on the scale of
1/m, then there is no net flow out of the Dirac sea. In terms of anomaly, this is seen as follows. In the
presence of heavy fermion masses, the anomaly is formally nonzero. However this is balanced by the term
2m〈ψ¯iγ5ψ〉 coming from the explicit chiral symmetry breaking term in the Lagrangian.
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(I.70), we have instead
nˆ · ~Ea = NF g
2
8π2f0
nˆ · ~Ba η′, (I.91)
nˆ× ~Ba = −NF g
2
8π2f0
nˆ× ~Ea η′. (I.92)
The fact that radial color electric fields can exist contrary to the MIT conditions will most
likely have an important ramification on the so-called “proton spin” problem discussed later.
But no work has been done so far on this interesting issue. Here we will discuss how to
do a calculation analogous to that of the scalar mass in the (1+1)-dimensional Schwinger
model to obtain the mass for the η′ [23]. As there we shall make use of the UA(1) (or ABJ)
anomaly.
Consider the situation where the η′ excitation is a long wavelength oscillation of zero
frequency and let V be a small volume in space. The CCP states that it should not matter
whether we describe the η′ in V in terms of QCD variables (quarks and gluons) or in terms
of effective variables (i.e, mesonic degrees of freedom). Since we are looking at the static
situation, Q˙5 = 0 where Q5 is the gauge-invariant singlet axial charge Q5 =
∫
V d
3xj05(x).
The UA(1) (or ABJ) anomaly translates into the statement that the flux of the singlet axial
current through the bag wall is just the axial anomaly
∮
∂V
~j5 · nˆ ≈ NF g
2
4π2
∫
V
d3x~Ea · ~Ba(x). (I.93)
In terms of the bosonized variables, the flux is given by∮
∂V
~j5 · nˆ = −2
∮
∂V
f0~∇η′ · nˆ = −2
∫
V
f0∇2η′ (I.94)
where f0 ≡
√
Nf
2 f . Note that unlike in the previous cases, here the bosonization is done
inside the volume V . Combining (I.93) and (I.94), we obtain
f20∇2η′(0, ~x) ≈ −f0
NF g
2
8π2
~Ea · ~Ba(0, ~x). (I.95)
This is an approximate bosonization condition. The left-hand side of (I.95) is
∇2η′ ≈ m2η′η′ (I.96)
while the right-hand side can be evaluated using (I.91) and (I.92)
~Ea · ~Ba ≈ −NF g
2
8π2
η′
f0

1−
{
NF g
2
8π2
}2
η′2
f20


−1
1
2
F 2. (I.97)
Expanding to linear order in η′, we obtain from (I.95)
m2η′f
2
0 ≈ 2
(
NF g
2
16π2
)2
× 〈F 2〉V . (I.98)
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This is the four-dimensional analog of (I.35), the scalar mass in the Schwinger model. In
this expression, the gluon condensate density is averaged over the bag volume V . A similar
result was obtained by Novikov, Shifman, Vainshtein and Zakharov [24] by saturating the
functional integral with only self-dual gauge configurations (i.e., instantons). In obtaining
(I.98), we have been a bit cavalier about the definition of the gluon coupling constant. In
principle, it should be a running coupling constant and it makes a difference whether it is
defined on the surface as in Eqs.(I.91) and (I.92) or in the volume as in Eq.(I.93). We are
using both in Eq.(I.98) and one should distinguish them. If one puts in rough numerical
factors for the gluon condensate and appropriate running coupling constants into (I.98), we
find that the η′ mass comes out to be in the range (315 MeV–1650 MeV) to be compared
with the experimental value 958 MeV. There is a large uncertainty in this prediction for
the reason that it is difficult to pin down the relevant scales involved in the running of the
coupling constant. But the qualitative picture comes out right.
1.3 Cheshire Cat as a Gauge Symmetry
In a nut-shell, the Cheshire cat phenomenon means that the “bag” in the sense of the
bag model is an artifact that has no strict physical meaning. An extremely attractive way
to view this is to interpret the “bag” as a gauge artifact in the sense of gauge symmetry.
Thus a description in terms of a particular “bag” radius can be interpreted as a particular
gauge fixing. Therefore physics is strictly equivalent for all gauge choices (“bag” radii) one
may make. This is a novel way of looking at the classical confinement embodied by the
MIT bag. Let us briefly discuss this fascinating and elegant approach [25]. The idea can be
best described in (1+1) dimensions where the Cheshire cat is exact.
Consider the case of massless fermions coupled to external vector Vµ and axial-vector
Aµ fields, the generating functional of which (in Minkowski space) is
Z[V,A] =
∫
[dψ][dψ¯]eiS , (I.99)
S =
∫
d2xψ¯γµ (i∂µ + Vµ +Aµγ5)ψ.
One can get from this functional the massless Thirring model if one adds a term ∼ VµVµ
and integrate over the vector field. One can get the massive Thirring model if one adds
scalar and pseudoscalar sources in addition. In this sense, the model is quite general. Now
do the field redefinition while enlarging the space
ψ(x) = eiθ(x)γ5χ(x) , ψ¯(x) = χ¯(x)eiθ(x)γ5 . (I.100)
Since this is just a change of symbols, the generating functional is unmodified
Z[V,A] =
∫
[dχ][dχ¯]J eiS
′
, (I.101)
S′ =
∫
d2xχ¯γµ (i∂µ + Vµ +Aµγ5 − ∂µθ(x)γ5)χ
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where J is the Jacobian of the transformation which can be readily calculated
J = exp
{
i
∫
d2x
(
1
2π
∂µθ∂
µθ +
1
π
ǫµνVµ∂νθ − 1
π
Aµ∂µθ
)}
. (I.102)
This nontrivial Jacobian arises due to the fact that the measure is not invariant under local
chiral transformation (I.100)[26]. The important thing to note is that since by definition
(I.99) and (I.101) are the same, the physics should not depend upon θ(x). The latter is
redundant. Therefore modulo an infinite constant which requires a gauge fixing as de-
scribed below, we can just do a functional integral over θ(x) in (I.101) without changing
physics. Doing the integral in the path integral amounts to elevating the redundant θ(x) to
a dynamical variable. Now if we define a Lagrangian L′ by
Z[V,A] =
∫
[dχ][dχ¯]ei
∫
d2xL′ , (I.103)
L′ = χ¯γµ (i∂µ + Vµ +Aµγ5 − ∂µθγ5)χ
+
1
2π
∂µθ∂
µθ +
1
π
ǫµνVµ∂ν − 1
π
Aµ∂µθ. (I.104)
We note that there is a local gauge symmetry, namely, that (I.104) is invariant under the
transformation
χ(x)→ eiα(x)γ5χ(x) , χ¯(x)→ χ¯(x)eiα(x)γ5 , θ(x)→ θ(x)− α(x) (I.105)
provided of course the Jacobian is again taken into account. Thus by introducing a new
dynamical field θ, we have gained a gauge symmetry at the expense of enlarging the space.
In order to quantize the theory, we have to fix the gauge. This means that we pick a
θ, say, by a gauge-fixing condition
Φ(θ) = 0. (I.106)
Then following the standard Faddeev-Popov method [27], we write
Z[V,A] =
∫
[dχ][dχ¯][dθ]δ(Φ[θ])|det(δΦ
δθ
)|ei
∫
d2xL′. (I.107)
Note that if we choose Φ = θ, we recover the original generating functional (I.99) which
describes everything in terms of fermions. In choosing the gauge condition relevant to the
physics of the chiral bag, we recall that the axial current plays an essential role. Damgaard
et al. [25] choose the following gauge fixing condition
Φ[θ, χ, χ¯] = ∆
∫ x
x0
dην χ¯(η)γνγ5χ(η) + (1−∆)1
π
θ(x) = 0 (I.108)
which corresponds to saying that the total axial current consists of the fraction ∆ of the
bosonic piece and the fraction (1−∆) of the fermionic piece. This may be called “Cheshire
Cat gauge”. We will not dwell on the proof which is rather technical but just mention that
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the functional integral does not depend upon the path of this line integral. The Faddeev-
Popov determinant corresponding to (I.108) is
det
(
δΦ
δα
)
= det
(
− 1
π
)
. (I.109)
To see this write the constraint
δ(Φ[θ, χ¯, χ]) =
∫
[db]ei
∫
d2x bΦ
=
∫
[db]ei
∫
d2x Lg.f. (I.110)
defining the gauge-fixing Lagrangian Lg.f.. Now do the (infinitesimal) gauge transformation
(I.105) on (I.110). We have
δαLg.f. = − 1
π
{(1 −∆) +∆}α (I.111)
where the first term in curly bracket comes from the shift in θ and the second term from
the Fujikawa measure. Now the right-hand side of this equation is just bδαΦ, from which
follows equation (I.109).
The Cheshire Cat structure is manifested in the choice of the ∆. If one takes ∆ = 0,
we have the pure fermion theory as one can see trivially. If one takes instead ∆ = 1, one
obtains after some nontrivial calculation (the detail of which is omitted here and can be
found in the paper by Damgaard et al.[28])
Z[V,A] = const.×
∫
[dθ]ei
∫
d2xLθ (I.112)
with
Lθ = 1
2
∂µθ∂
µθ − 1√
π
ǫµνVµ∂νθ + 1√
π
Aµ∂µθ. (I.113)
This can be recognized as the bosonized form of the fermion theory coupled to the vector
fields. The Cheshire Cat statement is that the theory is identical for any arbitrary value of
∆.
One can go further and take ∆ to be a local function. In this case, one can contin-
uously change representation from one region of space-time to another, choosing different
gauge fixing conditions in different space-time regions. This leads to a “smooth Cheshire
bag.” The standard chiral bag model [7] corresponds to the gauge choice
∆(x) = Θ(x− z) (I.114)
with z = rˆR. The usual bag boundary conditions employed in phenomenological studies
arise after certain suitable averaging over part of the space and hence are a specific real-
ization of the Cheshire Cat scheme. Possible discontinuities or anomalies caused by sharp
boundary conditions often used in actual calculations should not be considered to be the
defects of the effective model. An interesting conclusion of this point of view is that one can
in principle construct an exact Cheshire cat model without knowing the exact bosonized
version of the theory considered.
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1.4 Appendix Added: “Proton Spin Problem”
Although we have no rigorous proof in the absence of a full solution, it appears now
very plausible that the CCP as given by (I.90) can be made a faithful modelling of QCD.
As a case of an approximate CCP that is obtained in a highly non-trivial way from the
Cheshire bag Lagrangian (I.90), we consider the celebrated problem of the so-called “proton
spin crisis.” This problem has been studied extensively not only in the context of hadronic
models but also from the point of view of QCD proper. For an extensive recent review and
references, see Filippone and Ji [137]. The objective of the present discussion is not so much
to “explain” the resolution of the problem but as an illustration of the subtlety involved in
the way the CC manifests in this problem. In fact there are many, most likely equivalent,
ways, some more in line with QCD than others, but we will not go into this matter. We
follow here the work of [138].
Since the “proton spin” issue is connected with the flavor singlet axial matrix element
a0, we have to define what the current is in the chiral bag model (CBM) (I.90). We write
the current in the CBM as a sum of two terms, one from the interior of the bag and the
other from the outside populated by the meson field η′ (how to account for the Goldstone
pion fields is known; they will be taken into account for the baryon charge leakage)
Aµ = AµBΘB +A
µ
MΘM . (I.115)
For notational simplicity, we will omit the flavor index in the current. We shall use the
short-hand notations ΘB = θ(R− r) and ΘM = θ(r−R) with R the radius of the bag. We
interpret the UA(1) anomaly as given in this model by
∂µA
µ =
αsNF
2π
∑
a
~Ea · ~BaΘB + fm2ηηΘM . (I.116)
We are assuming here that in the nonperturbative sector outside of the bag, the only relevant
UA(1) degree of freedom is the massive η
′ field. This allows us to write
AµM = A
µ
η = f∂
µη (I.117)
with the divergence
∂µA
µ
η = fm
2
ηη. (I.118)
It turns out to be more convenient to write the current as
Aµ = AµBQ +A
µ
BG
+Aµη (I.119)
such that
∂µ(A
µ
BQ
+Aµη ) = fm
2
ηηΘM , (I.120)
∂µA
µ
BG
=
αsNF
2π
∑
a
~Ea · ~BaΘB . (I.121)
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The subindices Q and G imply that these currents are written in terms of quark and gluon
fields respectively. In writing (I.120), the up and down quark masses are ignored. Since
we are dealing with an interacting theory, there is no unique way to separate the differ-
ent contributions from the gluon, quark and η components. In particular, the separation
we adopt, (I.120) and (I.121), is neither unique nor gauge invariant although the sum is
without ambiguity . This separation, however, is found to lead to a natural partition of the
contributions in the framework of the bag description for the confinement mechanism that
is used here.
We now discuss individual contributions from each term.
• The quark current AµBQ
The quark current is given by
AµBQ = Ψ¯γ
µγ5Ψ (I.122)
where Ψ should be understood to be the bagged quark field. Therefore the quark current
contribution to the FSAC is given by
a0BQ = 〈p|
∫
B
d3rΨ¯γ3γ5Ψ|p〉. (I.123)
The calculation of this type of matrix elements in the CBM is nontrivial due to the baryon
charge leakage between the interior and the exterior through the Dirac sea. But we know how
to do this in an unambiguous way. A complete account of such calculations and references
can be found in the literature[135]. The leakage produces an R dependence which would
otherwise be absent. One finds that there is no contribution for zero radius, that is in the
pure skyrmion scenario for the proton. The contribution grows as a function of R towards
the pure MIT result although it may never reach it even at infinite radius.
• The meson current Aµη
Due to the coupling of the quark and η fields at the surface, we can simply write the
η contribution in terms of the quark contribution,
a0η =
1 + yη
2(1 + yη) + y2η
〈p|
∫
B
d3rΨ¯γ3γ5Ψ|p〉 (I.124)
where yη = mηR. Since the η field has no topological structure, its contribution also vanishes
in the skyrmion limit. Due to baryon charge leakage, however, this contribution increases
slowly as the bag increases. This illustrates how the dynamics of the exterior can be mapped
to that of the interior by boundary conditions. We may summarize the analysis of these two
contributions by stating that no trace of the CCP is apparent from the “matter” contribution.
As shown in Fig. 2, there is a sensitive dependence on R. Thus if the CCP were to emerge,
the only possibility would be that the gluons do the miracle!
Let us turn to the gluon contribution. The gluon current is split into two pieces
AµBG = A
µ
G,stat +A
µ
G,vac. (I.125)
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Figure 2: Various contributions to the flavor singlet axial current of the proton as a function
of bag radius and comparison with the experiment: (a) quark plus η (or “matter”) contribution
(a0BQ + a
0
η), (b) the contribution of the static gluons due to quark source (a
0
G,stat), (c) the gluon
Casimir contribution (a0G,vac), and (d) their sum (a
0
total). The shaded area corresponds to the range
admitted by experiments.
The first term arises from the quark and η sources, while the latter is associated with the
properties of the vacuum of the model. One might worry that this contribution could not
be split into these two terms without double counting. However this worry is unfounded.
Technically, it is easy to check it by noticing that the former acts on the quark Fock space and
the latter on the gluon vacuum. Thus, one can interpret the former as a one gluon exchange
correction to the quantity. One can also show this intuitively by making the analogy to the
condensate expansion in QCD, where the perturbative terms and the vacuum condensates
enter additively to the lowest order.
• The gluon static current AµG,stat
Let us first describe the static term.
We first ignore the η coupling. Afterwards, the η contribution can be added. The
boundary conditions for the gluon field would correspond to the original MIT ones. The
quark current is the source term that remains in the equations of motion after performing
a perturbative expansion in the QCD coupling constant, i.e., the quark color current
gΨ¯0γµλ
aΨ0 (I.126)
where the Ψ0 fields represent the lowest cavity modes. In this lowest mode approximation,
the color electric and magnetic fields are given by
~Ea = gs
λa
4π
rˆ
r2
ρ(r) (I.127)
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~Ba = gs
λa
4π
(
µ(r)
r3
(3rˆ~σ · rˆ − ~σ) + (µ(R)
R3
+ 2M(r))~σ
)
(I.128)
where ρ is related to the quark density ρ′ as#8
ρ(r,Γ) =
∫ r
Γ
dsρ′(s)
and µ,M to the vector current density
µ(r) =
∫ r
0
dsµ′(s),
M(r) =
∫ R
r
ds
µ′(s)
s3
.
The lower limit Γ is taken to be zero in the MIT bag model – in which case the boundary
condition is satisfied only globally, that is, after averaging – and Γ = R in the so called
monopole solution – in which case, the boundary condition is satisfied locally. We take the
latter since consistency with the CCP condition rules out the MIT condition.
We now proceed to introduce the η field. We perform the same calculation with
however the color boundary conditions Eqs.(I.91) and (I.92) taken into account. In the
approximation of keeping the lowest non-trivial term, the boundary conditions become
rˆ · ~Eastat =
NF g
2
8π2f
rˆ · ~Bagη(R) (I.129)
rˆ × ~Bastat = −
NF g
2
8π2f
rˆ × ~Eagη(R). (I.130)
Here ~Eag and
~Bag are the lowest order fields given by (I.127) and (I.128) and η(R) is the
meson field at the boundary. The η field is given by
η(~r) = −gNNη
4πM
~S · rˆ1 +mηr
r2
e−mηr (I.131)
where the coupling constant is determined from the surface conditions.
Note that the magnetic field is not affected by the new boundary conditions, since ~Eag
points into the radial direction. The effect on the electric field is just a change in the charge,
i.e.,
ρstat(r) = ρ(r,Γ) + ρη(R) (I.132)
where
ρη(R) =
NF g
2
64π3M
gNNη
f
(1 + yη)e
−yη . (I.133)
#8Note that the quark density that figures here is associated with the color charge, not with the quark
number (or rather the baryon charge) that leaks due to the hedgehog pion.
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The contribution to the FSAC arising from these fields is determined from the expec-
tation value of the anomaly
a0G,stat = 〈p| −
NFαs
π
∫
B
d3rx3 ~E
a
stat · ~Bastat|p〉. (I.134)
One finds that including the η contribution in ρstat(r) brings a non-negligible modification
to the FSAC but does not modify the result qualitatively. The result as one can see in Fig.
2 shows that this contribution is zero at R = 0 but increases as R increases but with the
sign opposite to that of the matter field, largely cancelling the R dependence of the matter
contribution. We should remark here that there is a drastic difference between the effect
of the MIT-like electric field and that of the monopole-like electric field: The former is
totally incompatible with the Cheshire Cat property whereas the latter remains consistent
independently of whether or not the η contribution is included in ρstat.
• The gluon Casimir current AµG,vac
Up to this point, the FSAC is zero for R = 0 and non-zero for R 6= 0. This is in
principle a violation of the CCP although the magnitude of the violation is small. We now
show that it is the vacuum contribution through Casimir effects that the CCP is restored.
The calculation is subtle involving renormalization of the Casimir effects, the details of
which are to be found in [138]. Here we summarize the salient feature of the contribution.
The quantity to calculate is the gluon vacuum contribution to the flavor singlet axial
current of the proton, which can be gotten by evaluating the expectation value
〈0B | − NFαs
π
∫
V
d3rx3( ~E
a · ~Ba)|0B〉 (I.135)
where |0B〉 denotes the vacuum in the bag. To calculate this, we invoke at this point the
CCP which states that at low energy, hadronic phenomena do not discriminate between QCD
degrees of freedom (quarks and gluons) on the one hand and meson degrees of freedom (pions,
etas,...) on the other, provided that all necessary quantum effects (e.g., quantum anomalies)
are properly taken into account. If we consider the limit where the η excitation is a long
wavelength oscillation of zero frequency, the CCP asserts that it does not matter whether
we choose to describe the η, in the interior of the infinitesimal bag, in terms of quarks and
gluons or in terms of mesonic degrees of freedom. This statement, together with the color
boundary conditions, leads to an extremely simple and useful local formula [23, 135],
~Ea · ~Ba ≈ −NF g
2
8π2
η
f
1
2
G2, (I.136)
where only the term up to the first order in η is retained in the right-hand side. Here we
adapt this formula to the CBM. This means that the couplings are to be understood as the
average bag couplings and the gluon fields are to be expressed in the cavity vacuum through a
mode expansion. That the surface boundary condition can be interpreted as a local operator
is a rather strong CCP assumption which while justifiable for small bag radius, can only be
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validated a posteriori by the consistency of the result. This procedure is the substitute to the
condensates in the conventional discussion.
Substituting Eq.(I.136) into Eq.(I.135) we obtain
〈0B | − NFαs
π
∫
V
d3rx3( ~E
a · ~Ba)|0B〉
≈
(
−NFαs
π
)(
−NF g
2
8π2
)
y(R)
f0
〈p|S3|p〉(N2c − 1)
∑
n
∫
V
d3r( ~B∗n · ~Bn − ~E∗n · ~En)x3xˆ3, (I.137)
where we have used that η has a structure of (~S · rˆ)y(R). Since we are interested only in the
first order perturbation, the field operator can be expanded by using MIT bag eigenmodes (the
zeroth order solution). Thus, the summation runs over all the classical MIT bag eigenmodes.
The factor (N2c − 1) comes from the sum over the abelianized gluons.
The next steps are the numerical calculations to evaluate the mode sum appearing in
Eq.(I.137): (i) introduction of the heat kernel regularization factor to classify the divergences
appearing in the sum and (ii) subtraction of the ultraviolet divergences. These procedures
– which involve an intricate manipulation – are described in [138]. The result is shown in
Fig. 2. Though the magnitude is small compared with the others, it is important at small
R to restore, within the CBM scheme, the CCP.
The lesson from this calculation is that neither the matter contribution nor the gluon
contribution to a0, both of which non-gauge-invariant and CCP-violating, is physical. Only
the total which is gauge invariant is physical and CCP-preserving.
2 Induced (Berry) Gauge Fields in Hadrons
[Updating remark]
[In this section, the notion that “hidden gauge symmetries” may be induced as geometrical
Berry phases was explored. Although the notion was attractive, no further developments
were made in this direction. Let me just mention that the ultimate objective which was
to obtain the observed vector degrees of freedom, namely, the vector mesons, as “emergent
gauge degrees of freedom” is in line with the ambitious program of attempting to arrive
at fundamental theories as “emergent” from collective phenomena as in condensed matter
physics, see, e.g., [139, 140]. Perhaps related to this is the observation I will make later
in connection with the notion that the low-energy light-quark vector mesons are equivalent
to the gluons “dressed” with cloud of collective degrees of freedom, e.g., pions. This will be
addressed in terms of color-flavor-locking in QCD.]
In this section, we introduce another aspect of the Cheshire Cat mechanism
which generalizes the concept to excitations. So far our focus has been on the ground-state
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properties. That topological quantities satisfy the CCP exactly even in (3+1) dimensions
(such as the baryon charge) is not surprising. This is a ground-state property associated
with symmetry. It is a different matter when one wants to establish an approximate CCP
for dynamical properties such as excitations, responses to external fields etc. To establish
that certain response functions can be formulated in terms of effective variables, it proves
to be highly fruitful to introduce and exploit the notion of induced gauge fields familiar
in other areas of physics [29]. In this section, we discuss how a hierarchy of “vector-field”
degrees of freedom can be induced and how they can lead to a natural setting for describing
excited states and their dynamic properties[30]. Since the resulting structure is quite generic,
we will spend some time discussing simpler quantum mechanical systems. When the dust
settles, we will see that much of the arguments used for those systems can be applied with
little modifications to hadronic systems.
2.1 “Magnetic Monopoles” in Flavor Space
A useful concept in understanding baryon excitations is the concept of induced mag-
netic monopoles and instantons, viz, topological objects, in order-parameter or in our case
flavor space. First we consider a toy model, the quantum mechanical spin-solenoid system
a` la Stone [31] which succinctly illustrates the emergence of a Berry phase.
2.1.1 A Toy Model: (0+1) Dimensional Field Theory
Consider a system of a slowly rotating solenoid coupled to a fast spinning object (call
it “electron”) described by the (Euclidean) action
SE =
∫
dt
(I
2
~˙n
2
+ ψ†(∂t − µnˆ · ~σ)ψ
)
(I.138)
where na(t), a=1,2,3, is the rotator with ~n2 = 1, I its moment of inertia, ψ the spinning
object (“electron”) and µ a constant. We will assume that µ is large so that we can make an
adiabatic approximation in treating the slow-fast degrees of freedom. We wish to calculate
the partition function
Z =
∫
[d~n][dψ][dψ†]δ(~n2 − 1)e−SE (I.139)
by integrating out the fast degree of freedom ψ and ψ†. Formally this yields the familiar
fermion determinant, the evaluation of which is tantamount to doing the physics of the
system. In adiabatic approximation, this can be carried out as follows which brings out the
essence of the method useful for handling the complicated situations which will interest us
later.
Imagine that ~n(t) rotates slowly. At each instant t = τ , we have an instantaneous
Hamiltonian H(τ) which in our case is just −µ~σ · nˆ(τ) and the “snap-shot” electron state
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|ψ0(τ)〉 satisfying
H(τ)|ψ0(τ)〉 = ǫ(τ)|ψ0(τ)〉. (I.140)
In terms of these “snap-shot” wave functions, the solution of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger
equation
i∂t|ψ(t)〉 = H(t)|ψ(t)〉 (I.141)
is
|ψ(t)〉 = eiγ(t)−i
∫ t
0
ǫ(t′)dt′ |ψ0(t)〉. (I.142)
Note that this has, in addition to the usual dynamical phase involving the energy ǫ(t), a
nontrivial phase γ(t) which substituted into (I.141) is seen to satisfy
i
dγ
dt
+ 〈ψ0| d
dt
ψ0〉 = 0. (I.143)
This allows us to do the fermion path integrals to the leading order in adiabaticity and to
obtain (dropping the trivial dynamical phase involving ǫ)
Z = const
∫
[d~n]δ(~n2 − 1)e−Seff , (I.144)
Seff (~n) =
∫
Leff =
∫
[
I
2
~˙n
2 − i ~A(~n) · ~˙n]dt
where
~A(~n) = 〈ψ0(~n)|i ∂
∂~n
ψ0(~n)〉 (I.145)
in terms of which γ is
γ =
∫
~A · d~n. (I.146)
A so defined is known as Berry potential or connection and γ is known as Berry phase [32].
That A is a gauge field with coordinates defined by ~n can be seen as follows. Under the
transformation
ψ0 → eiα(~n)ψ0, (I.147)
~A transforms as
~A → ~A− ∂
∂~n
α(~n) (I.148)
which is just a gauge transformation. The theory is gauge-invariant in the sense that under
the transformation (I.148), the theory (I.144) remains unchanged. (We are assuming that
the surface term can be dropped.)
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One should note that the gauge field we have here is first of all defined in “order
parameter space”, not in real space like electroweak field or gluon field and secondly it is
induced when fast degrees of freedom are integrated out. This is a highly generic feature
we will encounter time and again. Later on we will see that the space on which the gauge
structure emerges is usually the flavor space like isospin or hypercharge space in various
dimensions.
We shall now calculate the explicit form of the potential A. For this let us use the
polar coordinate and parameterize the solenoid as
~n = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ) (I.149)
with the Euler angles θ(t) and φ(t) assumed to be slowly changing (slow compared with the
scale defined by the fermion mass µ) as a function of time. Then the relevant Hamiltonian
can be written as
δH = −µ~σ · nˆ(t) = S(t)δH0S−1(t), (I.150)
δH0 ≡ −µσ3
with
S(~n(t)) =
(
cos θ2 − sin θ2e−iφ
sin θ2e
iφ cos θ2
)
. (I.151)
Since the eigenstates of δH0 are
(
1
0
)
with eigenvalue −µ and
(
0
1
)
with eigenvalue +µ,
we can write the “snap-shot” eigenstate of H(t) as
|ψ0+↑〉 = S
(
1
0
)
=
(
cos θ2
sin θ2e
iφ
)
(I.152)
where the arrow in the subscript denotes the “spin-up” eigenstate of δH0 and + denotes the
upper hemisphere to be specified below. The eigenstate |ψ0+↓〉 is similarly defined with the
“down spin”. Now note that for θ = π, (I.152) depends on φ which is undefined. This means
that (I.152) is ill-defined in the lower hemisphere with a string singularity along θ = π. On
the other hand, (I.152) is well-defined for θ = 0 and hence in the upper hemisphere. The
meaning of the + in (I.152) is that it has meaning only in the upper hemisphere, thus the
name “wave section” referring to it rather than wave function.
Given (I.152), we can use the definition (I.145) for the Berry potential to obtain
~A+(~n) · d~n = 〈↑ |S−1dS| ↑〉 = −1
2
(1− cos θ)dφ (I.153)
written here in one-form. The explicit form of the potential is
~A+ = − 1/2
(1 + cos θ)
(− sin θ sinφ, sin θ cosφ, 0) (I.154)
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which is singular at θ = π as mentioned above. This is the well-known Dirac string singu-
larity. Since we have the gauge freedom, we are allowed to do a gauge transformation
ψ0+ → e−φψ0+ ≡ ψ0− (I.155)
which is equivalent to defining a gauge potential regular in the lower hemisphere (denoted
with the subscript −)
~A− · d~n = ~A+ · d~n+ dφ (I.156)
giving
~A− · d~n = 1
2
(1 + cos θ)dφ. (I.157)
This potential has a singularity at θ = 0. Thus we have gauge-transformed the Dirac string
from the lower hemisphere to the upper hemisphere. This clearly shows that the string is an
artifact and is unphysical. In other words, physics should not be dependent on the string.
Indeed the field strength tensor, given in terms of the wedge symbol and forms,
F = dA = 1
2
dθ ∧ dφ = 1
2
d(Area) (I.158)
is perfectly well-defined in both hemispheres and unique. A remarkable fact here is that the
gauge potential or more properly the field tensor is completely independent of the fermion
“mass” µ. This means that the potential does not depend upon how fast the fast object is
once it is decoupled adiabatically. This indicates that the result may be valid even if the
fast-slow distinction is not clear-cut. We will come back to this matter in connection with
applications to the excitation spectra of the light-quark baryons.
We now explain the quantization rule. For this consider a cyclic path. We will imagine
that the solenoid is rotated from t = 0 to t = T with large T such that the parameter ~n
satisfies ~n(0) = ~n(T ). We are thus dealing with an evolution, with the trajectory of ~n
defining a circle C. The parameter space manifold is two-sphere S2 since ~n2 = 1. Call
the upper hemisphere D and the lower hemisphere D¯ whose boundary is the circle C, i.e,
∂D = C. Then using Stoke’s theorem, we have from (I.146) for a cyclic evolution Γ
γ(Γ) =
∫
C=∂D
~A · d~n ≡
∫
∂D=C
A = −
∫
D
dA = −
∫
D
F . (I.159)
Since the gauge field in D¯ is related to that in D by a gauge transform, we could equally
well write γ in terms of the former. Thus we deduce that
ei
∫
C
A = ei
∫
D
F = e−i
∫
D¯
F (I.160)
which implies
e
i
∫
D+D¯=S2
F
= 1. (I.161)
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Thus we get the quantization condition∫
S2
F = 2πn (I.162)
with n an integer. This just means that the total “magnetic flux” going through the surface
is quantized. Since in our case the field strength is given by (I.158), our system corresponds
to n = 1 corresponding to a “monopole charge” g = 1/2 located at the center of the
sphere. What we learn from the above exercise is that consistency with quantum mechanics
demands that it be a multiple of 1/2. Otherwise, the theory makes no sense. It will turn out
later that real systems in the strong interactions involve nonabelian gauge fields which do
not require such “charge” quantization, making the consideration somewhat more delicate.
We should point out another way of looking at the action (I.138) which is useful for
understanding the emergence of Berry potentials in more complex systems. Since
nˆ(t) · ~σ = S(t)σ3S−1(t) (I.163)
we make the field redefinition
ψ → ψ′ = S−1(t)ψ. (I.164)
Then (I.138) can be rewritten as
SE = S
0
E +
∫
dtψ†(S−1∂tS)ψ. (I.165)
Here the first term contains no coupling between the fast and slow degrees of freedom. The
second term linear in time derivative generates the Berry structure analyzed above. We will
encounter this structure in complex systems.
2.1.2 Connection to the WZW term
The key point which will be found useful later is this: when the fast degree of freedom
(the “electron”) is integrated out, we wind up with a gauge field as a relic of the fast degree
of freedom that is integrated out. The effective Lagrangian that results has the form (in
Minkowski space)
Leff =
1
2
I~˙n2 + ~A(~n) · ~˙n. (I.166)
We now show that the Berry structure is closely related to what is called the Wess-Zumino-
Witten term defined in two dimensions. For this, we recall that the gauge field in (I.166) is
an induced one, coming out of the solenoid ~n. Therefore one should be able to rewrite the
second term of (I.166) in terms of ~n alone. However this cannot be done locally because of
the Dirac singularity mentioned above but the corresponding action can be written locally
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in terms of ~n by extending (homotopically) to one dimension higher. This is the (one-
dimensional) WZW term. When written in this way, the gauge structure will be “hidden”
in some sense.
Let us look at the action
SWZ ≡
∫
~A(~n) · ~˙ndt. (I.167)
We have already shown how to express this in a local form. We repeat here to bring
the point home. The general procedure goes as follows. First extend the space from the
physical dimension d which is 1 in our case to d + 1 dimension. This extension is possible
(“no obstruction”) if
πd(M) = 0, πd+1(M) 6= 0 (I.168)
where π is the homotopy group and M is the parameter space manifold. In our case
π1(S
2) = 0, π2(S
2) = Z. (I.169)
So it is fine. We therefore extend the space to n˜(s), 0 ≤ s ≤ 1 such that
n˜(s = 0) = 1, n˜(s = 1) = ~n. (I.170)
Now the next step is to construct a winding number density Q˜ for πd+1 which is then to be
integrated over a region ofM (≈ S2 here) bounded by d-dimensional fields ni. The winding
number density Q˜(x) (say x1 = t and x2 = s) is
Q˜ =
1
8π
ǫijǫabcn˜a∂in˜
b∂j n˜
c (I.171)
and the winding number n (which is 1 for π ≤ θ ≤ 0, 2π ≤ φ ≤ 0) #9
n =
∫
S2
d2xQ˜(x). (I.172)
Comparing with (I.162), we deduce
SWZ = 4πg
∫
D=t×[0,1]
d2xQ˜(x). (I.173)
This is the familiar form of the WZW term defined in two dimensions. As we saw before
this has a “monopole charge” g = 1/2. Below we will carry g as an integral multiple of 1/2.
This way of understanding the WZW term complements the approach given in subsection
2.1.3 and brings out the universal characteristic of Berry phases.
#9This can be calculated as follows. The surface element is
dΣi =
(
∂~n
∂s
ds×
∂~n
∂t
dt
)i
=
1
2
ǫabǫijk
∂nj
∂xa
∂nk
∂xb
d2x
and hence ∫
S2
~n · d~Σ = 4π.
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2.1.3 Quantization
There are numerous ways of quantizing the effective action (hereon we will work in
Minkowski space)
Seff = S0 + SWZ (I.174)
where the Wess-Zumino action is given by (I.173) and
S0 =
∮
dt
I
2
~˙n
2
. (I.175)
We will consider the time compactified as defined above, so the time integral is written as
a loop integral. We will choose one way [33] which illustrates other interesting properties.
The manifold has SO(3) invariance corresponding to
∑3
i=1 n
2
i = 1. Consider now the
complex doublet z ∈ SU(2)
z(t) =
(
z1
z2
)
, (I.176)
z†z = |z1|2 + |z2|2 = 1. (I.177)
Then we can write
ni = z
†σiz (I.178)
with σi the Pauli matrices. There is a redundant (gauge) degree of freedom since under
the U(1) transformation z → eiαz, ni remains invariant. This is as it should be since the
manifold is topologically S2 and hence corresponds to the coset SU(2)/U(1). We are going
to exploit this U(1) gauge symmetry to quantize our effective theory.
Define a 2-by-2 matrix h
h =
(
z1 −z⋆2
z2 z
⋆
1
)
(I.179)
and
a(t) =
2∑
k=1
i
2
(z⋆k
↔
∂ k zk). (I.180)
Then it is easy to obtain (setting I = 1) that
S0 =
1
2
∮
dtTr
[→
D
†
t h
†h
←
Dt
]
(I.181)
where
→
Dt=
→
∂ t −iaσ3. (I.182)
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Let
a˜µ =
i
2
(z˜⋆k
↔
∂ µ z˜k) (I.183)
where the index µ runs over the extended coordinate (s, t). As noted before, there is no
topological obstruction to this extension. This is defined in such a way that z˜(s = 0) = 1
and z˜(s = 1) = z. Then the Wess-Zumino action can be written in a Chern-Simons form
SWZ = 2g
∫
D
d2xǫµν∂µa˜ν = 2g
∮
dta(t). (I.184)
Introducing an auxiliary function A, we can write the partition function
Z =
∫
[dz][dz†][dA]exp i
∮
dt
(
1
2
Tr(
→
∂ t +iAσ3)h
†h(
←
∂ t −iAσ3) + 2gA+ 1
4
(2g)2
)
. (I.185)
The U(1) gauge invariance is manifest in this action. Indeed if we make the (local) transfor-
mation h→ eiα(t)σ32 h and A→ A− 12∂tα(t) with the boundary condition α(T )−α(0) = 4πN
where N is an integer, then the action remains invariant. This means that we have to gauge-
fix the “gauge field” A in the path integral. The natural gauge choice is the “temporal
gauge” A = 0. The resulting gauge-fixed action is
∮ Lgf with
Lgf = Tr(∂th†∂th) + g2. (I.186)
Since there is no time derivative of A in (I.185), there is a Gauss’ law constraint which is
obtained by taking δSδA |A=0 from the action (I.185) before gauge fixing:
i
2
Tr
(
σ3h
†∂th− ∂th†hσ3
)
+ 2g = 0
which is
iTr
(
∂th
†h
σ3
2
)
= g. (I.187)
The left-hand side is identified as the right rotation around third axis JR3 , so the constraint
is that
JR3 = g. (I.188)
Since (I.186) is invariant under SU(2)L,R multiplication, we have that
~J2 = ~J2L =
~J2R. (I.189)
The Hamiltonian is (restoring the moment of inertia I)
H =
1
2I
(
~J2 − g2
)
(I.190)
which has the spectrum of a tilted symmetric top. Now adding the energy of the “electron”,
the total energy is
E = ǫ+
1
2I
(
J(J + 1)− g2
)
(I.191)
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with the allowed values for J
J = |g|, |g| + 1, · · · . (I.192)
The rotational spectrum is the well-known Dirac monopole spectrum. Later we will derive
an analogous formula for real systems in four dimensions. The corresponding wavefunction
is given by monopole harmonics.
Summary
When a fast spinning object coupled to slowly rotating object is integrated out, a
Berry potential arises gauge-coupled to the rotor. The effect of this gauge coupling is to
“tilt” the angular momentum of the rotor in the spectrum of a symmetric top. It supplies
an extra component to the angular momentum, along the third direction. The gauge field
is abelian and has an abelian (Dirac) monopole structure. The abelian nature is inherited
from one nondegenerate level crossing another nondegenerate level. When degenerate levels
cross, the gauge field can be nonabelian and this is the generic feature we will encounter in
strong interaction physics.
2.2 Induced Nonabelian Gauge Field
2.2.1 Diatomic Molecules in Born-Oppenheimer approximation
In hadronic systems we will study below, we typically encounter nonabelian induced
gauge potentials. This is because degeneracy is present. In order to understand this situa-
tion, we first discuss here a case in which a nonabelian gauge structure arises in a relatively
simple quantum mechanical system. To do so, we will study a simple toy-model exam-
ple of the induced nonabelian gauge fields and Berry phases in the Born-Oppenheimer
approximation[34]. When suitably implemented, the treatment can be applied to a realistic
description of the spectrum of a diatomic molecule, wherein this approximation is usually
described as a separation of slow (nuclear) and fast (electronic) degrees of freedom. This
separation is motivated by the fact that the rotation of the nuclei does not cause the tran-
sitions between the electron levels. In other words, the splittings between the fast variables
are much larger than the splittings between the slow ones. We will demonstrate how the
integrating-out of the fast degrees of freedom generates in the slow-variable space an induced
vector potential of the Dirac monopole type in certain special situations.
Before we develop the main argument, we should mention one point which may not be
clear at each stage of the development but should be kept in mind. In the strong interactions
at low energy, it is not always easy to delineate the “fast” and “slow” degrees of freedom.
In particular in the chiral (light-quark) systems that we shall consider later, it is not even
clear whether it makes sense to make the distinction. Nonetheless we will see that once the
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delineation is made, whether it is sharp or not, the result does not depend on how good
the distinction is. This was already clear from the quantum mechanics of the solenoid-spin
system we discussed above where the final result had no memory of how strong the coupling
of the spin to the solenoid – namely, the coefficient µ – was. In a later section where we
deal with heavy-quark systems, we will see that there the concept developed here applies
much better than in light-quark systems.
Let us define a generic Hamiltonian describing a system consisting of the slow (“nu-
clear”) variables ~R(t) (with ~P as conjugate momenta) and the fast (“electronic”) variables
~r (with ~p as conjugate momenta) coupled through a potential V (~R,~r)
H =
~P 2
2M
+
~p2
2m
+ V (~R,~r) (I.193)
where we have reserved the capitals for the slow variables and lower-case letters for the
fast variables. We expect the electronic levels to be stationary under the adiabatic (slow)
rotation of the nuclei. We split therefore the Hamiltonian into the slow and fast parts,
H =
~P 2
2M
+ h
h(~R) =
~p2
2m
+ V (~r, ~R) (I.194)
where the fast Hamiltonian h depends parameterically on the slow variable ~R. The snapshot
Hamiltonian (for fixed ~R) leads to the Schro¨dinger equation:
hφn(~r, ~R) = ǫn(~R)φn(~r, ~R) (I.195)
with electronic states labelled by the set of quantum numbers n. The wave function for the
whole system is
Ψ(~r, ~R) =
∑
n
Φn(~R)φn(~r, ~R). (I.196)
Substituting the wave function into the full Hamiltonian and using the equation for the fast
variables we get
∑
n
[
~P 2
2M
+ ǫn(~R)
]
Φn(~R)φn(~r, ~R) = E
∑
n
Φn(~R)φn(~r, ~R) (I.197)
where E is the energy of the whole system. Note that the operator of the kinetic energy
of the slow variables acts on both slow and fast parts of the wavefunction. We can now
“integrate out” the fast degrees of freedom. A bit of algebra leads to the following effective
Schro¨dinger equation
∑
m
Heffnm Φm = EΦn (I.198)
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where the explicit form of the matrix-valued Hamiltonian (with respect to the fast eigen-
vectors) is
Heffmn =
1
2M
∑
k
~Πnk~Πkm + ǫnδnm (I.199)
where
~Πnm = δnm ~P − i < φn(~r, ~R)|~∇R|φm(~r, ~R) >≡ δmn ~P − ~Anm. (I.200)
The above equation is exact. We see that the effect of the fast variables is summarized
by an effective gauge field ~A. The vector part couples minimally to the momenta with the
fast eigenvalue acting like a scalar potential. The vector field is in general nonabelian and
corresponds to a nonabelian Berry potential first discussed by Wilczek and Zee [35].
In case one can neglect the off-diagonal transition terms in the induced gauge poten-
tials (i.e, if the adiabatic approximation is valid), then the Hamiltonian simplifies to
Heffn =
1
2M
(~P − ~An)2 + ǫn (I.201)
where the diagonal component of the Berry phase Ann is denoted by An. Suppose that the
electronic eigenvalues are degenerate so that there are Gn eigenvectors with a degenerate
eigenvalue ǫn. Then instead of a single Berry phase, we have a whole set of the Gn × Gn
Berry phases, forming the matrix
Ak,k
′
n = i < n, k|∇|n, k
′
> k, k
′
= 1, 2, ...Gn. (I.202)
The gauge field generated in such a case is nonabelian valued in the gauge group U(Gn). In
practical calculations, one truncates the infinite sum in (I.196) to a few finite terms. Usually
the sum is taken over the degenerate subspace corresponding to the particular eigenvalue ǫn.
This is so-called Born-Huang approximation, which we will use in what follows. (A Berry
potential built of the whole space would be a pure gauge type and would have a vanishing
stress tensor, so it would be trivial.)
As stated, the fast variable will be taken to be the motion of the electron around the
internuclear axis. The slow variables are the vibrations and rotations of the internuclear
axis. This case corresponds to the situation where the energy of the spin-axis interaction
is large compared with the energy splittings between the rotational levels, so that the
adiabaticity condition holds. This is called “Hund case a”. We follow the standard notation
[36]: Introducing the unit vector ~N along the internuclear axis, we define then the following
quantum numbers
Λ = eigenvalue of ~N · ~L
Σ = eigenvalue of ~N · ~S
Ω = eigenvalue of ~N · ~J = |Λ + Σ|, (I.203)
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so Λ,Σ,Ω are the projections of the orbital momentum, spin and total angular momentum
of the electron on the molecular axis, respectively. For simplicity we focus on the simple
case of Σ = 0, Λ = 0,±1. The Λ = 0 state is referred to as Σ state and the Λ = ±1 states
are called π, a degenerate doublet. We are interested in the property of these triplet states,
in particular in the symmetry associated with their energy splittings.
To analyze the model, let us write the Lagrangian corresponding to the Hamiltonian
(I.201)
Leffnm =
1
2
M ~˙R(t)2δmn + ~Amn[~R(t)] · ~˙R(t)− ǫmδmn. (I.204)
This can be rewritten in non-matrix form (dropping the trivial electronic energy ǫ)
L = 1
2
M ~˙R
2
+ iθ†a(
∂
∂t
− i ~AαTαab · ~˙R)θb (I.205)
where we have introduced a Grassmannian variable θa as a trick to avoid using the matrix
form of (I.204) [37] and Tα is a matrix representation in the vector space in which the Berry
potential lives satisfying the commutation rule
[Tα,Tβ] = ifαβγTγ . (I.206)
To get to (I.201) from this form of Lagrangian, we use the standard quantization procedure
to obtain the following commutation relations,
[Ri, pj ] = iδij , {θa, θ†b} = iδab. (I.207)
The Hamiltonian
H =
1
2M
(~P − ~A)2 (I.208)
follows with
~A = ~AαIα,
Iα = θ†aT
α
abθb. (I.209)
Using the commutation relations, it can be verified that
[Iα, Iβ] = ifαβγIγ . (I.210)
The Lagrangian, Eq.(I.205), is invariant under the gauge transformation
~Aα → ~Aα + fαβγΛβ ~Aγ − ~∇Λα, (I.211)
θa → θa − iΛαTαabθb. (I.212)
It should be noted that Eq.(I.212) corresponds to the gauge transformation on |a〉.
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2.2.2 Conserved angular momentum of the nonabelian monopole
Before discussing structure of the diatomic molecular system, we digress here and
review the known case of a particle coupled to an external gauge field of ’t Hooft-Polyakov
monopole [38] with a coupling constant g to which our nonabelian gauge field will corre-
spond. Asymptotically the magnetic field involved is of the form
~B = − rˆ(rˆ ·T)
gr2
(I.213)
which is obtained from the asymptotic form of the gauge field ~A
Aαi = ǫαij
rj
gr2
, (I.214)
~B = ~∇× ~A− ig[~A, ~A]. (I.215)
The Hamiltonian of a particle coupled to a ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole can therefore be
written as #10
H =
1
2M
(~p− ~A)2
=
1
2M
~D · ~D (I.216)
where ~D = ~p− ~A.
It is obvious that the mechanical angular momentum ~Lm of a particle
~Lm =M~r × ~˙r = ~r × ~D (I.217)
does not satisfy the SU(2) algebra after canonical quantization as in Eq.(I.207) and moreover
it cannot be a symmetric operator that commutes with the Hamiltonian. The conventional
angular momentum, ~Lo = ~r × ~p, satisfies the usual angular momentum commutation rule.
However it does not commute with the Hamiltonian and hence cannot be a conserved
angular momentum of the system. This observation shows us that the construction of a
conserved angular momentum of a system coupled to a topologically nontrivial gauge field
is not a trivial matter.
The conserved angular momentum can be constructed by modifying ~Lm to
~L = ~Lm + ~Q, (I.218)
where ~Q = ~QαIα is to be obtained as follows. The methods to determine ~Q are standard
[39]. The first condition required for ~Q is the consistency condition that ~L satisfy the SU(2)
algebra
[Li, Lj ] = iǫijkLk. (I.219)
#10Hereafter we put g = 1 for close analogy with Eq.(I.208).
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This leads to an equation for ~Q,
~r(~r · ~B) + ~r ~D · ~Q− ~D(~r · ~Q) = 0. (I.220)
where
~D = ~∇− i[~A, ]. (I.221)
The second equation is obtained by requiring that ~L commute with H,
[~L,H] = 0. (I.222)
Eq.(I.222) can be replaced by a stronger condition
[Li,Dj ] = iǫijkDk, (I.223)
which leads to
DiQj + δij~r · ~B− riBj = 0. (I.224)
It is obvious that ~L satisfying Eq.(I.223) or (I.224) commutes with the Hamiltonian Eq.(I.216).
In the case of the ’t Hooft-Polyakov monopole, eqs.(I.213) and (I.214), it can be
shown that
~Q = rˆ(rˆ · I) (I.225)
satisfies eqs. (I.220) and (I.224). After inserting Eq.(I.225) into Eq.(I.218), we get
~L = ~Lm + rˆ(rˆ · I) (I.226)
= ~r × ~p+ ~I, (I.227)
where
Ii = δiαI
α. (I.228)
Equations (I.227, I.228) show clearly how the isospin-spin transmutation occurs in a system
where a particle is coupled to a nonabelian monopole [40].
This analysis can be applied to the abelian U(1) monopole just by replacing rˆ · ~I by
-1 in Eqs.(I.225) and (I.226)#11. Then
~Q = rˆ, (I.229)
~L = m~r × ~˙r − rˆ. (I.230)
This can be rewritten as
~L = ~r × ~p− ~Σ, (I.231)
where
~Σ =
(
(1− cos θ)
sin θ
cosφ,
(1− cos θ)
sin θ
sinφ, 1
)
(I.232)
which is the form frequently seen in the literature.
#11We are considering a Dirac monopole with e = g = 1.
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2.2.3 Symmetry and spectrum of the diatomic molecule
We now turn to the problem of constructing conserved angular momentum in a di-
atomic molecule in which a Berry potential couples to the dynamics of slow degrees of
freedom, corresponding to the nuclear coordinate ~R, a system that has been studied exten-
sively [34]. The procedure is in complete parallel to that reviewed above.
As mentioned before, the Berry potential is defined on the space spanned by the
electronic states π(|Λ| = 1) and Σ(Λ = 0), where Λ’s are eigenvalues of the third component
of the orbital angular momentum of the electronic states. The electronic states responding
to slow rotation of ~R described by U(~R),
U(~R) = exp(−iφLz)exp(iθLy)exp(iφLz), (I.233)
induce a Berry potential of the form
~A = i〈Λa|U(~R)~∇U(~R)†|Λb〉 (I.234)
=
Aθ
R
θˆ +
Aφ
R sin θ
φˆ, (I.235)
where
Aθ = κ(R)(Ty cosφ−Tx sinφ),
Aφ = Tz(cos θ − 1) − κ(R) sin θ(Tx cosφ+Ty sinφ). (I.236)
~T′s are spin-1 representations of the orbital angular momentum ~L and κ measures the
transition amplitude between the Σ and π states
κ(R) =
1√
2
|〈Σ|Lx − iLy|π〉|. (I.237)
The nonvanishing field strength tensor is given by
~B =
Fθφ
R2 sin θ
= −(1− κ
2)
R2
TzRˆ. (I.238)
Following the procedure described above, introducing a Grassmannian variable for each
electronic state and replacing T by I defined in Eq.(I.209) and quantizing the corresponding
Lagrangian, we obtain the Hamiltonian
H =
1
2M
(~P − ~A)2, (I.239)
where ~A = ~AαIα. It should be noted that the presence of the constant κ which is not
quantized that appears in the Berry potential is a generic feature of nontrivial nonabelian
Berry potentials as can be seen in many examples [29].
To find a solution of Eq.(I.220) and Eq.(I.224), we can exploit the gauge freedom
and rewrite the Hamiltonian in the most symmetric form. This can be done by a gauge
transform of the form
~A′ = V † ~AV + iV †~∇V (I.240)
F′ = V †FV (I.241)
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where V is an inverse operation of U in Eq.(I.233), i.e., V = U †. Then
A′θ = (1− κ)(Ix sinφ− Iy cosφ),
A′φ = (1− κ){−Iz sin2 θ + cos θ sin θ(Ix cosφ+ Iy sinφ)}, (I.242)
or more compactly
~A′ = (1− κ)Rˆ ×
~I
R
,
and
~B′ = −(1− κ2)Rˆ(Rˆ · I)
R2
. (I.243)
It is remarkable that the above Berry potential has the same structure as the ’t Hooft-
Polyakov monopole, Eq.(I.213) and Eq.(I.214), except for the different constant factors
(1 − κ) for vector potential and (1 − κ2) for magnetic field. Because of these two different
factors, however, one cannot simply take Eq.(I.225) as a solution of (I.224) for the case of
nonabelian Berry potentials. Using the following identities derived from Eq. (I.242),
~R · ~A′ = 0, (I.244)
~R× ~A′ = −(1− κ){~I − (~I · Rˆ)Rˆ}, (I.245)
the Hamiltonian, Eq.(I.239), can be written as
H = − 1
2MR2
∂
∂R
R2
∂
∂R
+
1
2MR2
(~Lo + (1− κ)~I)2 − 1
2MR2
(1− κ)2(~I · Rˆ)2. (I.246)
Now one can show that the conserved angular momentum ~L is
~L = ~Lo + ~I, (I.247)
= M ~R× ~˙R+ ~Q, (I.248)
with
~Q = κ~I + (1− κ)Rˆ(Rˆ · ~I). (I.249)
Hence, in terms of the conserved angular momentum ~L, the Hamiltonian becomes
H = − 1
2MR2
∂
∂R
R2
∂
∂R
+
1
2MR2
(~L− κ~I)2 − 1
2MR2
(1− κ)2 (I.250)
where (~I · Rˆ)2 = 1 has been used.
It is interesting to see what happens in the two extreme cases of κ = 0 and 1. For
κ = 1, the degenerate Σ and π states form a representation of the rotation group and hence
the Berry potential (and its field tensor) vanishes or becomes a pure gauge. Then ~Q = ~I
and ~L =M ~R× ~˙R+ ~I. Now ~I can be understood as the angular momentum of the electronic
system which is decoupled from the spectrum. One can also understand what happens here
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as the restoration of rotational symmetry in the electronic system. Physically κ → 1 as
R→∞.
For κ = 0, the Σ and π states are completely decoupled and only the U(1) monopole
field can be developed on the π states [41]. Equation (I.249) becomes identical to Eq.(I.229)
as κ goes to zero and the Hamiltonian can be written as
H = − 1
2MR2
∂
∂R
R2
∂
∂R
+
1
2MR2
(~L · ~L− 1) (I.251)
which is a generic form for a system coupled to an U(1) monopole field. Physically this
corresponds to small internuclear distance at which the Σ and π states decouple. Therefore,
a truly nonabelian Berry potential can be obtained only for a κ which is not equal to zero
or one. We will encounter later an analogous situation in heavy-quark baryons.
2.3 Berry Phases in the Chiral Bag Model
2.3.1 Induced gauge fields
We now turn to hadronic systems in (3+1) dimensions and use the intuition we gained
in the quantum mechanical cases, exploiting largely the generic structure of the resulting
expressions. Consider the generating functional for the chiral bag in SU(2) flavor space
Z =
∫
d[π] d[ψ][ψ¯]eiS (I.252)
with the (Minkowski) action S for the chiral bag given by
S =
∫
V
ψiγµ∂µψ − 1
2
∫
∆s ψ S e
iγ5~τ ·rˆF (r) S† ψ + SM (SU0S†) (I.253)
where F is the chiral angle appearing in the “hedgehog” configuration U0 = e
i~τ ·rˆF (r), ∆s is
a surface delta function and the space rotation has been traded in for an isospin rotation
(S(t)) due to the hedgehog symmetry considered here#12. The quarks are assumed to be
confined in the spatial volume V and the purely mesonic terms outside the bag are described
by SM .
Suppose that we adiabatically rotate the bag in space. As we will see later, the “ro-
tation” is required to quantize the zero modes to obtain the quantum states of the physical
baryons. In this model, the rotation implies transforming the hedgehog configuration living
outside the bag as
U0 → S(t)U0S†(t) (I.254)
to which the quarks in the bag respond in a self-consistent way. This leads to computing
the path integral in (I.252) with (I.253). Because of the degeneracy of the Dirac spectrum,
#12The role of hedgehog and “grand spin” etc. will be clarified in discussing the skyrmion structure in
the following lecture. In the present context, it suffices to consider them as classical objects to be suitably
quantized.
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mixing between quark levels is expected no matter how small the rotation is. This mixing
takes place in each quark “grand spin” K-band (where K is the vector sum of spin and
isospin that labels hedgehog quark states) and leads to a nonabelian Berry or gauge field.
Instead of the boundary term rotating as a function of time, it is more convenient to
work with a static boundary condition by “unwinding” the boundary with the redefinition
ψ → Sψ, leading to
S = SS=1 +
∫
ψ† S†i∂tS ψ . (I.255)
The effect of the rotation on the fermions inside the bag is the same as a time dependent
gauge potential. This is the origin of the induced Berry potential analogous to the solenoid-
electron system described above. Now as the meson field outside rotates, the quarks inside
the bag could either remain in their ground state which is in the lowest-energy K = 0+
orbit or excited to higher orbits. In the former case, we have a ground-state baryon and no
Berry phases remain active: There is no Wess-Zumino term in the SU(2) case. In the latter
case, as sketched in Fig. (3), there are, broadly, two classes of quark excitations that can
be distinguished.
• Class A: One or more quarks get excited to K 6= 0+ levels, changing no flavors;
• Class B: One or more quarks get excited to flavor Q levels through a flavor change
where Q could be strange, charm or bottom quark.
In what follows, we will address the problem using Class A but the discussion applies equally
well to Class B as we will detail later.
 s, c, b 
 u, d
+≠ 0PK
+
= 0PK
+SSU 0
))(ˆexp(0 rFriU ⋅= τ
&
Figure 3: Two classes of excitation spectrum described by Berry potentials: Class A for excitations
within up and down quark space; Class B for excitations involving heavy quark Q = s, c, b · · ·
To expose the physics behind the second term of (I.255) which is the principal element
of our argument, we expand the fermionic fields in the complete set of states ψKM with
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energies ǫK in the unrotating bag corresponding to the action SS=1 in (I.255), andM labels
2K + 1 projections of the grand spin K. Generically,
ψ(t, x) =
∑
K,M
cKM (t)ψKM (x) (I.256)
where the c’s are Grassmannians, so that
S =
∑
KM
∫
dt c†KM (i∂t − ǫK)cKM +
∑
KMK ′N
∫
dt c†KMA
KK
′
MN cK ′N (I.257)
where
AKK
′
MN =
∫
V
d3xψ†KMS
†i∂tSψK ′N . (I.258)
No approximation has been made up to this point. If the A of (I.258) were defined in
the whole K space, then A takes the form of a pure gauge and the field strength tensor
would be identically zero #13. However we are forced to truncate the space. As in the
preceding cases, we can use now the adiabatic approximation and neglect the off-diagonal
terms in K, i.e., ignore the effect of adiabatic rotations that can cause the jumps between
the energy levels of the fast quarks. Still, for every K 6= 0 the adiabatic rotation mixes
2K + 1 degenerate levels corresponding to particular fast eigenenergy ǫK . In this form we
clearly see that the rotation induces a hierarchy of Berry potentials in each K-band, on
the generic form identical to Eq.(I.202). This field is truly a gauge field. Indeed, any local
rotation of the ψKM → DKMNψKN where DK is a 2K + 1 dimensional matrix spanning the
representation of rotation in the K-space, can be compensated by a gauge transformation
of the Berry potential
AK → DK(∂t +AK)DK† (I.259)
leaving SS invariant. A potential which has this transformation property is called “invariant
gauge potential” [42].
The structure of the Berry potential depends on the choice of the parameterization
of the isorotation S (which is related to the gauge freedom). For the parameterization
S = a4 + i~a · ~τ with the unitary constraint a · a = 1 (unitary gauge), we have
AK = T aK A
a
K = T
a
K
(
gK
ηaµν aµdaν
1 + a2
)
(I.260)
where η is the ’t Hooft symbol and gK the induced coupling to be specified below. The
T ’s refer to the K-representation of SU(2), the group of isorotations. In the unitary gauge
#13As we saw in the case of the diatomic molecule, the vanishing of the field tensor does not imply that
there is no effect. It describes the restoration of certain symmetry. See later a similar phenomenon in
heavy-quark baryons.
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the Berry potential has the algebraic structure of a unit size instanton in isospace, i.e, the
space of the slow variables. It is not the Yang-Mills instanton, since the above configuration
is not self-dual due to the unitary gauge constraint. This configuration is a non-abelian
generalization of the monopole-like solution present in the diatomic molecular case.
To make our analogy more quantitative, let us refer to the Grassmannians c in the
valence states by α’s and those in the Dirac sea by β’s. Clearly (I.257) can be trivially
rewritten in the form
S =
∑
KMN
∫
dt α†KM
[
(i∂t − ǫK)1MN + (AK)MN
]
αKN
+
∑
KMN
∫
dt β†KM
[
(i∂t − ǫK)1MN + (AK)MN
]
βKN . (I.261)
Integrating over the Dirac sea in the presence of valence quarks yields the effective action
S =
∑
KMN
∫
dt α†KM
[
(i∂t − ǫK)1MN + (AK)MN
]
αKN
+ iTr ln
(
(i∂t − ǫK)1MN + (AK)MN
)
(I.262)
where the Trace is over the Dirac sea states. The latter can be Taylor expanded in the
isospin velocities a˙µ in the adiabatic limit,
iTr ln ((i∂t − ǫk)1MN − (AKµ )MN a˙µ) =
∫
dt
Iq
2
a˙µa˙µ + · · · (I.263)
where Iq is the moment of inertia contributed by the quark sector. We have exposed the
velocity dependence by rewriting the form AKMN = (AKµ )MN a˙µ. Linear terms in the velocity
are absent since the Berry phases in the sea cancel pairwise in the SU(2) isospin case under
consideration. (For SU(3) they do not and are at the origin of the WZW term.) The ellipsis
in (I.263) refers to higher derivative terms. We should point out that Eq.(I.263) includes
implicitly the valence quark effect, because the levels of the Dirac sea are modified due to
the presence of the valence quarks.
To clarify the general motivation for studying the excited states in terms of Berry
phases, let us consider the case of the bag containing one valence quark in the K = 1 state.
The action for the adiabatic motion of this quark is obtained from the above formulae and
yields (sum over repeated indices is understood)
S =
∫
dt [iα†1M α˙1M − ǫ1α†1Mα1M +
1
2
Iqa˙µa˙µ + a˙µ(A1µ)MNα†1Mα1N ] . (I.264)
As we will see below, when canonically quantized, the generic structure of the resulting
Hamiltonian is identical to (I.246). This illustrates the universal character of the Berry
phases.
2.3.2 Excitation spectrum
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To quantize the system, we note that (I.264) describes the motion of a particle with
nonabelian charges coupled to an instanton-like gauge field on S3. Since S3 is isomorphic to
the group manifold of SU(2), it is convenient to use the left or right Maurer-Cartan forms
as a basis for the vielbeins (one-form notation understood)
S†idS = −ωaτa = −vca(θ)dθcτa (I.265)
where we expressed the “velocity” forms ω in the basis of the vielbeins vca, and θ denotes
some arbitrary parametrization of the SU(2), e.g. Euler angles. In terms of vielbeins, the
induced Berry potential simplifies to
Ac = gKAcK = − gK vca(θ)T a (I.266)
where T are generators of the induced Berry structure in the K representation and gK is
the corresponding charge [30], the explicit form of which is not needed.
Note that we could have equally well used the right-invariant Maurer-Cartan form
instead of the left-invariant Maurer-Cartan form (I.265). The field strength can be written
in terms of A defined in Eq.(I.266)
FK = dAK − igKAK ∧AK = −(1− gK/2)ǫmijTmK vi ∧ vj . (I.267)
FK vanishes for gK = 2, i.e. the Berry potential becomes a pure gauge. The vielbeins,
and hence A and F are frame-dependent, but to quantize the system no specific choice of
framing is needed. The canonical momenta are pa = ∂L/∂θ˙a. Our system lives on S
3 and
is invariant under SO(4) ∼ SU(2)× SU(2). Right and left generators are defined as
Ra = u
c
a pc
La = Dab(S)Rb (I.268)
where uai v
i
c = δ
a
c and D(S) spans the adjoint representation of SU(2). Following the
standard procedure we get our Hamiltonian in terms of the generators
H∗ = ǫK 1+
1
8I (Rj − gK TKj) (Rj − gK TKj) . (I.269)
Here I is the total moment of inertia, the sum of the quark contribution and the mesonic
contribution. As a result the Hamiltonian for a single excited quark#14 takes the simple
form
H∗ = ǫ11+
1
8I
(
~R2 − 2gK ~R · ~TK + g2K ~T 2K
)
(I.270)
#14If we were to add a second quark to this band (doubly excited state), then we would no longer have
irreducible representation of TK but a reducible representation instead. This case will not be pursued here.
In the next lecture, we shall introduce the notion of quasiparticle to describe the excitations of more than
one quark in heavy baryons.
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The spectrum can be readily constructed if we notice that (I.270) can be rewritten solely
in terms of the independent Casimirs
H∗ = ǫK1+
1
2I
[
+
gK
2
~J2K + (1−
gK
2
)~I2 − gK
2
(1− gK
2
)~T 2
]
(I.271)
where ~JK = ~R/2 − ~TK and ~I = ~L/2. We recall that ~L2 = ~R2 on S3. The set J2K , I2, JK3
and I3 form a complete set of independent generators that commute with H
∗. They can be
used to span the Hilbert space of a single quark in the K band. We will identify JK with
the angular momentum and I with the isospin.
The spectrum associated with (I.271) will be analyzed both in the light-quark and
heavy-quark sectors when we have discussed the skyrmion structure. Let us briefly men-
tion here that in the light-quark system, the limit gK = 0 for which the induced angular
momentum −~TK decouples from the system (which would correspond to (1− κ) = 0 in the
diatomic molecule) is never reached. Neither is the abelian limit that will be attained for
gK = 2 physically relevant. On the other hand, as we will explicitly show in Lecture II, the
decoupling limit is attained in heavy-quark baryons because of the presence of heavy-quark
symmetry that is present in QCD in the limit the heavy-quark mass becomes infinite.
Part II
Skyrmions
[Updating remark]
[No significant development has been made in the skyrmion description of the ground state
and excited baryons since the ELAF93 lecture although there have been some quantitative
improvements in comparing with experiments. Some major developments have been made,
however, in the mathematical studies of multi-baryon systems, namely, nuclei and nuclear
matter. Some of this development will be commented on in the later section. There have
been more excitements on the role of skyrmions in condensed matter physics, in connection
with fractional quantized Hall effects, Bose-Einstein condensation etc. but this topic is
outside of the scope of this note.]
1 Ground-State Baryons
In this lecture, we shrink the bag to a point using the Cheshire Cat strategy and
consider it to be a gauge-fixed version of the chiral bag. We assume that the resulting
system is a skyrmion [43] and describes the physics of the baryons. First we describe the
ground-state systems, the nucleon and the ∆. Excitations both in the light-flavor sector
and in the heavy-flavor sector will then be discussed in terms of Berry potentials.
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1.1 Large Nc Consideration
The notion of large number of colors (Nc) plays an essential role in deriving or guessing
effective Lagrangians of QCD applicable at low energy in terms of finite number of long
wavelength meson excitations. We have used it (albeit implicitly) for the Cheshire Cat
mechanism in four dimensions. The outcome of large Nc considerations is a Lagrangian
that contains weakly coupled meson fields only. If such a Lagrangian is the entire content
of QCD at low energy, then where are the ground-state baryons? We have shown in the
previous section that even when only Goldstone bosons are excited, there is a certain sense
in which baryons could emerge through the approximate CCP. Here we discuss how in large-
Nc QCD baryons can emerge as solitons in mesonic effective theories. Note that the CCP
argument did not rely on large Nc explicitly. But the argument based on large Nc implies
that the CCP is a better approximation the larger the Nc.
That baryons must appear as solitons in meson field theory [44] is plausible but not
fully established. The reason is that even in the limit Nc =∞, the exact solution of QCD is
not available. In any event, in the large Nc limit, QCD is a weakly interacting meson field
theory, with the meson mass going as O(1) in 1/Nc and the n-Goldstone boson function
going as ∼ Nλc , λ = (2 − n)/2. The meson scattering amplitude is described by the tree
graphs of this effective Lagrangian with the coupling constant proportional to 1/
√
Nc, so
goes to zero as Nc tends to infinity. Now this theory has no fermions and hence no explicit
baryons. In quark picture, one needs Nc quarks to make up a baryon, so the mass of a
baryon must go like
mB ∼ Nc = 1
1/Nc
. (II.1)
Such an object can occur from mesons only if there is a soliton in the meson field con-
figuration. Such a configuration is known to exist in less than four dimensions and well
understood. In four dimensions, we have the magnetic monopole which has not yet been
seen experimentally. The soliton mass in weakly coupled meson field theory does indeed go
like 1/α where α is the coupling constant of the meson fields. Thus it must be that a baryon
in QCD is a soliton with a large mass ∼ Nc with a size of O(1). In the same vein, a nucleus
made of A nucleons must be a soliton of mass ∼ ANc of the same mesonic Lagrangian.
In treating baryons as solitons, the basic assumption is that the bulk of baryon physics
is dictated by the leading Nc contributions and next 1/Nc corrections are in some systematic
fashion calculable. It is not obvious that such corrections are necessarily small. For instance,
nuclear binding is of O(1/Nc) and hence nuclei exist in the subleading order. So how useful
is the concept of nucleons and nuclei as solitons? This is the question addressed below.
1.2 Soliton
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1.2.1 Stability of the soliton
The large Nc consideration suggests that baryons, if at all, can only arise from mesonic
effective theories as solitons. Let us first see whether a stable soliton can indeed be obtained
from simple meson Lagrangians.
The longest wavelength chiral Lagrangian is the leading nonlinear σ-model Lagrangian
L2 = f
2
4
Tr(∂µU∂
µU †). (II.2)
Does this Lagrangian by itself give a stable soliton? One can answer this question quite
simply.
Before proceeding to answer this question, we have to introduce a basic notion of a
soliton in the way that we are using here #15. (The notion of soliton as used in particle and
nuclear physics is different from other fields where the term soliton is applied to localized
solutions which maintain their form even in scattering process.) Since we are going to shrink
the bag to a point, we will consider only topological solitons, not the nontopological variety
one finds in the literature. The topology involves space of fields of U . A sufficient condition
for the existence of a soliton is that
U(~x, t)→ 1 as |~x| = r →∞ (II.3)
with the rate of approach of U to 1 sufficiently fast so that the energy is finite, say, E <∞.
Consider the usual hedgehog ansatz made by Skyrme a long time ago [43]
U0(~x) = e
ixˆ·~τF (r). (II.4)
Then the static energy functional is
E = 2πf2
∫ ∞
ǫ
r2dr
[
(dF/dr)2 +
2
r2
sin2 F
]
= 2ǫπf2
∫ ∞
1
y2dy
[
(dF/dy)2 +
2
y2
sin2 F
]
(II.5)
where the second equality is obtained with the change of variable y ≡ r/ǫ. We have put ǫ
for the lower limit for the reason that will be apparent soon. If we let ǫ = 0, then the energy
of the system is zero. Since the integral is positive definite, this is the lowest energy. Now f
has a dimension of mass and since the only other scale parameter possible is the size of the
system (R), the energy must be proportional to f2R and hence the lowest energy solution
corresponds to the zero size, namely, a collapsed system. This is the well-known result of
“Hobart-Derrick theorem” [45]. Since there is no known massless point-like hadron with
fermion quantum number, this must be an artifact of the defects of the theory.
There is one simple way [46] to avoid the Hobart-Derrick collapse without introducing
any further terms in the Lagrangian or any other degrees of freedom, which is interesting
#15For a more precise discussion, A.P. Balachandran, Ref.[18].
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and in a way, physically relevant. It is to simulate short-distance physics by “drilling” a
hole into the skyrmion or equivalently by taking a nonzero ǫ in the energy functional (II.5).
This is not as academic an issue as it seems since a hole of that type arises naturally in the
chiral bag model discussed before. Let us for the moment ignore what is inside that hole
and see what that hole does to the system. Since the detail of the analysis that establishes
the existence of a stable soliton for ǫ 6= 0 is not very relevant to us as there is a natural way
of assuring a stable system using a realistic quark bag, it suffices to just summarize what
transpires from the analysis: For any nonzero value of ǫ, there is always a solution which is
classically stable in the sense of escaping the Hobart-Derrick theorem and is stable against
small fluctuation η of the solution F
F (y)→ F (y) + η(y). (II.6)
Since the system definitely collapses for ǫ = 0, it is clearly a singular point. This singular
behavior is probably related to the presence or absence of a topological quantum number
in the chiral bag [47]. Indeed a chiral bag can be shrunk to a point without losing its
topological structure as long as a proper chiral boundary condition is imposed. Without
the boundary condition, the topological quantum number is not conserved and the bag
decays into a vacuum. Thus a nontrivial topological structure requires a finite ǫ to allow
the boundary condition to be imposed at the bag boundary and if the bag is shrunk, then
at the center. A relevant physical question is how to determine ǫ. One practical approach
suggested by Balakrishna et al [46] is to elevate it to a quantum variable whose expectation
value is related to the “bag radius.” From this point of view, a bag is a necessary physical
ingredient. On the other hand, although this is highly suggestive, the discussion on the
Cheshire cat phenomenon given above clearly indicates that the picture of replacing a quark
bag by a quantized cut-off variable can only be an academic one.
Another way of stabilizing the system for ǫ = 0 might be to introduce quantum
fluctuations before solving for the minimum configuration. It is plausible that quantum
effects could stabilize the system by themselves just as the collapse of the S-wave state of
the classical hydrogen atom can be prevented by quantum fluctuations. It turns out that
just quantizing a few collective degrees of freedom such as scale variable does not work
without a certain “confinement” artifact of the sort mentioned above. So far nobody has
been able to stabilize the skyrmion of (II.5) with ǫ = 0 in a fully convincing way. This
of course does not mean that such a scheme is ruled out. There are many other collective
variables than the scale variable to quantize and it is possible that by suitable quantization
of appropriate variables, the system could be stabilized. We want to stress here however
that all these are really academic issues. We are working with effective Lagrangians that
are supposed to model QCD. Hence there are many other degrees of freedom in nature, be
they in quark variables as in the chiral bag or in meson variables such as the strong vector
mesons. We saw above that a quark-bag does trivially avoid the Hobart-Derrick collapse.
As one eliminates the quark bag, higher derivative terms in the chiral field arise through
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various induced gauge fields as discussed above, among which we can have the quartic term
1
32g2
Tr[U †∂µU,U †∂νU ]2 (II.7)
the so-called “Skyrme quartic term” which Skyrme introduced (in a somewhat ad hoc way)
to stabilize the soliton. We know now that such a term can arise in some particular way
from the ρ meson when the latter is integrated out. We can readily verify that this term is
enough to stabilize the soliton. To see this, let us scale U(x)→ U(λx). Then the energy of
the system changes
Eλ = λ
2−dE(2) + λ
4−dE(4) (II.8)
where the first term is the contribution from the quadratic term and the second from the
quartic term, with subscripts labelling them appropriately and d is the space dimension
(equal to 3 in nature). The minimum condition implies
dEλ/dλ = 0→ E(2)/E(4) = −(d− 4)/(d − 2) (II.9)
and the stability implies
d2Eλ/dλ
2 > 0→ 2(d− 2)E(2) > 0. (II.10)
Thus for stability, we need d > 2 which is fine with d = 3 for which we have E(2) = E(4), the
virial theorem. What this implies is then that once one has more massive strong interaction
degrees of freedom, the stability issue is no longer a real issue. Indeed there have been
considerable controversy as to what vector mesons stabilize the soliton, in particular, the
question as to whether the ρ meson can do the job by itself. It is now understood that
while the Skyrme quartic term which can be traced to the ρ meson in origin stabilizes the
system, the finite-range ρ meson cannot and it is instead the ω meson which plays the role
of stabilization. There is no lack of candidates for the role if some do not do the job. Our
attitude will be that the skyrmion is safe from the Hobart-Derrick collapse and so we can
simply proceed to the real stuff, namely physics of the skyrmion. Those readers who want
to know more about the technicality are referred to the literature.
1.2.2 Structure of the soliton
The original Skyrme model captures the essence of the soliton structure, so we will
focus on the Lagrangian
Lsk = f
2
4
Tr(∂µU∂
µU †) +
1
32g2
Tr[U †∂µU,U †∂νU ]2. (II.11)
A quantitatively more precise prediction can be made with a Lagrangian that contains the
strong vector mesons in consistency with hidden gauge symmetry [48]. If the vector mesons
are introduced disregarding HGS, one has to make sure that the chiral counting comes out
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correctly, which is not always transparent but the physics is not qualitatively modified by
it. The static energy of the skyrmion given by (II.11) reads
E =
∫
d3x
{
−f
2
4
TrL2i −
1
32g2
Tr[Li, Lj ]
2
}
(II.12)
with Li = U
†∂iU . It is convenient to scale the length by 1/gf by setting x→ (1/gf)x and
give the energy in units of f/2g. In these units, the energy reads
E =
∫
d3x
{
−1
2
TrL2i −
1
16
Tr[Li, Lj ]
2
}
. (II.13)
One can rewrite this
E =
∫
d3x
−1
2
Tr
{
Li ± 1
4
ǫijk[Lj , Lk]
}2
± 12π2
∫
d3x
1
24π2
ǫijkTr(LiLjLk). (II.14)
The first term is non-negative and the second integral measures the winding number which
can be identified with the baryon number B
B =
1
24π2
∫
d3xǫijkTr(LiLjLk) (II.15)
and so we have the topological bound on the energy
E ≥ 12π2|B|. (II.16)
This bound is known as Faddeev bound [49]. This bound would be saturated if we had the
equality
Li +
1
4
ǫijk[Lj , Lk] = 0. (II.17)
But it turns out that the only solution to this equation is the trivial one, namely, U =
constant and so Li = 0 [50]. It turns out also that in curved space, this bound can actually
be satisfied and plays an interesting role in connection with chiral symmetry restoration.
To proceed further, we shall now take an ansatz for the chiral field U . In particular
we assume the hedgehog form
U(x) = eiF (r)xˆ·τ . (II.18)
With this, the energy (II.13) is
E = 4π
∫ ∞
0
dr
{
r2[(dF/dr)2 + 2r−2 sin2 F ] + sin2 F [r−2 sin2 F + 2(dF/dr)2]
}
= 4π
∫ ∞
0
dr[r2(dF/dr + r−2 sin2 F )2 + 2 sin2 F (dF/dr + 1)2]
−24π
∫ ∞
0
dr sin2 F
dF
dr
. (II.19)
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For the energy to be finite, U , (II.18), must approach a constant at infinity which can be
chosen to be the unit matrix. This means that the space is compactified to three-sphere
(S3) and U represents a map from S3 to to SU(2) which is topologically S3, the winding
number of which was given by the right-hand side of (II.15). The implication of this on Eq.
(II.19) is that since the “profile function” F at the origin and at infinity must be an integral
multiple of π, the second term of (II.19) must correspond to 12π[F (0) − F (∞)] = 12π2B,
the Faddeev bound. As mentioned above, the first integral of (II.19) cannot vanish for a
nontrivial U in flat space, so the energy is always greater than 12π2B.
Minimizing the energy with respect to the profile function F gives us the classical
equation of motion. The exact solution with appropriate boundary conditions at the origin
and at infinity is known [51, 52] but only numerically. For the present qualitative discussion,
we do not need a precise form for F . Indeed one can infer a simple analytic form by the
following argument[50]. First of all, it turns out numerically that the the first integral in
(II.19) is small so that the soliton energy is only slightly greater than the Faddeev bound.
The equation of motion shows that F (r) goes like Bπ−α(r/r0) as r → 0 and like β(r0/r)2
as r→∞ with some constant r0. Let us therefore take the form for B = 1
F = π − α(r/r0), r ≤ r0, (II.20)
= β(r0/r)
2, r ≥ r0. (II.21)
Demanding the continuity of F and its first derivative with respect to r at r = r0, one
determines
α = 2π/3, β = π/3. (II.22)
Substituting (II.21) with (II.22) into (II.19), one finds
E ≈ 4π(4.76r0 + 7.55/r0) (II.23)
where the coefficients of r0 and 1/r0 are estimated numerically. Minimizing with respect
to r0, one gets r0 = 1.26 (in units of (gf)
−1) and E = 151 (in units of f/2g) which is 1.03
times the exact energy evaluated numerically. The ansatz (II.21) is numerically close to the
exact numerical solution. #16
It is mentioned above that the true energy of the soliton is only slightly greater than
the Faddeev bound 12π2. Numerically it turns out to be about 23 % above. An interesting
question is: When can the Faddeev bound be saturated? As stated, this can never happen
in flat space, which is the case in nature since the space we are dealing with is R3 or S3(∞),
the three-sphere with an infinite radius. Consider instead the space S3(L) with L finite.
Let its (inverse) metric be gij and denote the dreibein ejm so that
gij = eime
j
m. (II.24)
#16Since the result of the ansatz given here is semi-quantitatively the same as the exact result – and more
recent anst¨ze give even better results, the figure given in the original version is omitted here.
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If we define
Xm ≡ eim∂iUU † (II.25)
then the static energy of the system is (for nB = 1)
E =
∫
d3x
√
g[−1
2
(Xm +
1
4
ǫmnp[Xn,Xp])
2] + 12π2. (II.26)
The topological term, 12π2, is independent of the metric as expected. Now the bound is
saturated provided
Xm +
1
4
ǫmnp[Xi,Xj ] = 0. (II.27)
When the space is flat (i.e, L = ∞), this equation reduces to Eq. (II.17) which has no
nontrivial solution as already mentioned above. In curved space, however, it has a solution
when L = 1.#17 This is an identity map, inducing no distortion and corresponds to isometry.
One can perhaps associate this particular solution with a state of symmetry different from
the spontaneously broken chiral symmetry for which the bound can never be satisfied.
1.2.3 Quantization of the soliton
To give a physical meaning, the soliton has to be quantized. As it is, the hedgehog
solution is not invariant under separate rotation in configuration space or in isospace#18.
It is invariant under the simultaneous rotation of the two, with the conserved quantum
number being the “grand spin” which is the vector sum of the spin and the isospin
~K = ~J + ~I. (II.28)
The hedgehog configuration breaks the rotational symmetry as mentioned, as a con-
sequence of which there are three zero modes corresponding to the triplet of the isospin
direction. For S ∈ SU(2), the equation of motion of the hedgehog is invariant under the
transformation
U(~x)→ SU(~x)S† (II.29)
so the states obtained by rotating the hedgehog are degenerate with the unrotated hedgehog.
To restore the symmetry, one has then to elevate S to a quantum variable by endowing it
a time dependence and quantize the zero modes. This is essentially equivalent to rotating
the hedgehog. It is also equivalent to projecting out good angular momentum and isospin
states. Note that in discussing induced gauge fields above, we have already encountered
#17A simple way of showing this is to use a geometrical technique patterned after nonlinear elasticity theory.
See N.S. Manton, Commun. Math. Phys. 111, 469 (1987).
#18It is localized in space also, so breaks translational invariance. For the moment, we will ignore this
problem.
the notion of an adiabatic rotation. Since this rotation leads to next order in 1/Nc in Nc
counting in physical quantities, we are implicitly making the adiabatic approximation.
Substituting U(~x, t) = S†(t)U(~x)S(t) into the Skyrme Lagrangian (II.11), we get
Lsk = −M+ ITr(S˙S˙†) (II.30)
with
I = 2π
3
1
g3f
∫ ∞
0
s2ds sin2 F [1 + 4F ′2 + 4
sin2 F
s2
] (II.31)
where s = fgr is the dimensionless radial coordinate andM = E, the soliton energy. Note
that in terms of Nc, both M and I are of order Nc while S˙ is of order 1/Nc. The theory
can now be quantized canonically in a standard way. To do so, introduce the collective
coordinates (a0,~a) by
S = a0 + i~τ · ~a (II.32)
with
S†S = 1 = a20 + ~a
2. (II.33)
The momentum conjugate to ak is
πk =
∂Lk
∂a˙k
= 4I a˙k. (II.34)
The Hamiltonian is
H =
3∑
k=0
πka˙k − Lsk =M+ 1
8I
3∑
k=0
π2k. (II.35)
Quantization is effected by taking πk = −i(∂/∂ak); thus
H =M+ 1
8I
3∑
k=0
(
−i ∂
∂ak
)2
. (II.36)
The second term is just the Laplacian on S3 whose eigenstates are the Jacobi polynomials
in a’s. Using the Noether method, the spin J and isospin I can be calculated
Jk =
i
2
(
ak
∂
a0
− a0 ∂
∂ak
− ǫklmal ∂
∂am
)
, (II.37)
Ik =
i
2
(
a0
∂
∂ak
− ak ∂
∂a0
− ǫklmal ∂
∂am
)
(II.38)
with
~J2 = ~I2 =
1
4
3∑
k=0
(
− ∂
2
∂a2k
)
. (II.39)
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Therefore the Hamiltonian describes a spherical top
H =M+ 1
2I
~J2. (II.40)
The energy eigenstates of this Hamiltonian can be explicitly constructed as polynomials in
a’s. Whether they are even or odd polynomials depends upon whether the object satisfies
bosonic or fermionic statistics. A detailed discussion on this matter will be given in the
next subsection. If one considers fermions, then for the ground state J = I = 1/2 and its
wavefunction will then be a monomial in a’s. Specifically[52],
|p ↑〉 = 1
π
(a1 + ia2), |p ↓〉 = − i
π
(a0 − ia3), (II.41)
|n ↑〉 = 1
π
(a0 + ia3), |n ↓〉 = − 1
π
(a1 − ia2). (II.42)
These can be identified with the physical proton with spin up or down and neutron with spin
up or down. A similar construction can be made for the excited states with J = I = 3/2
etc. A more general construction will be given later when we include the strangeness in the
scheme.
1.3 Light-Quark Skyrmions
We have thus far motivated within the Cheshire cat picture that the object we have,
namely the skyrmion, is a baryon. In what follows, we will supply further evidences that
we are indeed dealing with what amounts to baryons expected in QCD. We will start
with phenomenological aspects with SU(2) skyrmions and later more mathematical aspects
associated with the WZW term.
Some people have difficulty accepting the skyrmion as a bona-fide baryon consistent
with QCD. They ask where the quark-gluon imprints are in the skyrmion description. They
even attempt to find in skyrmions what should be there in QCD. In other words, their
suspicion is that the skyrmion “misses” something basic of QCD. Throughout what follows,
we will argue that this attitude is unfounded.
1.3.1 SU(2) skyrmions
Masses
Let us assume that for Nc odd, we have a fermion and when quantized as sketched
above, it is a baryon. For Nc = 3, we have two states J = I = 1/2 and J = I = 3/2. The
first is the nucleon, the ground state and the second the excited state ∆. In terms of Nc,
their masses are of the form
MJ =M1 +M0 +M
J
−1 +O(N
−2
c ) (II.43)
where the subscript stands for n in Nnc . The O(Nc) term corresponds to the soliton mass
M of Eq. (II.40) and the O(N−1c ) to the “hyperfine structure” term, i.e, the second term of
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(II.40). The “fine structure” term M0 has not yet been encountered. It is the first (O(h¯))
quantum correction to the mass known as Casimir energy which describes the shift in energy
of the vacuum produced by the presence of the soliton. Note that the two terms of O(Nc)
and O(1) define the ground state of the baryons and the dependence on quantum numbers
appears at O(1/Nc). When heavy flavors are introduced, there will be an additional overall
shift at O(1) for each flavor. An important point is that the first two terms of (II.43) is
common to all baryons, be they light-quark or heavy-quark baryons.
We will later present an argument that the term M0 is attractive and can be of order
of ∼ −0.5 GeV. For the moment, let us treat it as a parameter independent of quantum
numbers and estimate how much it could be from phenomenology. Let us consider the
nucleon and ∆. For definiteness, we will consider the Skyrme Lagrangian Lsk (II.11). There
are two constants in the model, f and g. We fix the constant f to the pion decay constant
fπ = 93 MeV. The constant g can be obtained from a more general Lagrangian containing
HGS vector mesons but here we shall fix it from imposing that the gA of the neutron decay
come out to be the experimental value 1.25 (see below how gA is calculated)[51]. The
resulting value is g ≈ 4.76. Restoring the energy unit f/2g, the soliton mass is
M1 =M = 1.23 × 12π2
(
f
2g
)
≈ 1423 MeV. (II.44)
Similarly from (II.31), we get numerically
I−1 ≈ 193 MeV. (II.45)
We can now predict the mass difference between the ∆ and N
∆M =
3
2
I−1 ≈ 290 MeV (II.46)
to be compared with the experiment 296 MeV. The Casimir energy is a difficult quantity
to calculate accurately and since our knowledge on it is quite uncertain, we cannot make
a prediction for the absolute value of the ground state baryon (i.e, nucleon) mass. We
can turn the procedure around and get some idea on the magnitude of the Casimir energy
required for consistency with nature. Taking the nucleon mass formula with J = 1/2, we
have M1 +
3
8I−1 ≈ 1495 MeV and hence
M0 ≈ (940 − 1495) MeV = −555 MeV. (II.47)
This may look large but it is in the range expected theoretically as discussed below [53] and
also consistent with the expectation based on the Nc counting that
M1 > |M0| > M−1. (II.48)
There is a caveat to this discussion which would modify the numerics somewhat. We have
not taken into account the translational mode; the center-of-mass correction, which is of
O(N−1c ), should increase the centroid energy. Therefore the value ofM0 may even be higher
in magnitude than (II.47).
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Static properties
As an example of static quantities, consider the axial-vector coupling constant gA.
The nucleon matrix element of the axial current is
〈N(p′)|Aaµ|N(p)〉 = U¯(p′)
τa
2
[
gA(q
2)γµγ5 + hA(q
2)qµγ5
]
U(p) (II.49)
with qµ = (p − p′)µ and U(p) the Dirac spinor for the nucleon. We will continue working
with the chiral limit, so the pseudoscalar form factor h has the pion pole. Thus in the limit
that qµ → 0, we have
lim
q→0
〈N(p′)|Aai |N(p)〉 = lim
q→0
gA(0)(δij − qˆiqˆj)〈N |τ
a
2
σj|N〉
=
2
3
gA(0)〈N |τ
a
2
σi|N〉 (II.50)
where we have expressed the matrix element in the nucleon rest frame. We now obtain the
relevant matrix element in the present model. Using the axial current suitably “rotated”,
we have ∫
d~xAai (~x) =
1
2
g¯Tr(τiS
†τaS), (II.51)
with
g¯ =
2π
3g2
∫ ∞
0
s2ds
(
F ′ +
sin 2F
s
(1 + 4F ′2) + 8F ′
sin2 F
s2
+ 4
sin2 F
s3
sin 2F
)
(II.52)
where we have used the dimensionless radial coordinate s = (fg)r. Note that given the
profile function, g¯ depends only on the constant g. The relevant matrix element is
lim
q→0
∫
d~xei~q·~x〈N |Aai (~x)|N〉 =
1
2
g¯〈N |Tr(τiS†τaS)|N〉 = 2
3
g¯〈N |τ
a
2
σi|N〉. (II.53)
We are therefore led to identify
gA(0) = g¯. (II.54)
Given gA from experiment, one can then determine the constant g from this relation. The
value g ≈ 4.76 used in the mass formula was determined in this way.
Other static quantities like magnetic moments and various radii are calculated in a
similar way and we will not go into details here, referring to standard review articles[55].
The Casimir energy
The calculation of the O(N0c ) Casimir energy is in practice a very difficult affair al-
though in principle it is a well-defined problem given an effective Lagrangian. The reason is
that there are ultraviolet divergences that have to be cancelled by counter terms and since
the effective theory is nonrenormalizable in the conventional sense, increasing number of
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counter terms intervene as one makes higher-order computations. In principle, given that
the finite counter terms can be completely determined from experiments, the nonrenor-
malizability is not a serious obstacle to computing the Casimir contribution. The main
problem is that chiral perturbation theory applicable in the Goldstone boson sector cannot
be naively applied because of the baryon mass which is not small compared with the chiral
scale Λχ ∼ 4πfπ. We will describe later how this problem is avoided in chiral expansion
when baryon fields are explicitly introduced but it is not clear how to do so in the skyrmion
structure.
The basic idea of computing the Casimir energy of O(N0c ) is as follows: Let us
consider specifically the Skyrme Lagrangian (II.11). The argument applies to any effective
Lagrangian with more or less complications. Let Lµ ≡ iτ ·Lµ. Then (II.11) takes the form
Lsk = f
2
2
(
Lµ · Lµ + 1
2λ2
[(Lµ · Lµ)2 − (Lµ · Lν)2]
)
(II.55)
with λ = gf . We denote by L˜µ the static solution of the Euler-Lagrange equation of motion
∂µ
(
L˜aµ +
1
λ2
(L˜aµL˜ν · L˜ν − L˜µ · L˜νL˜ν)
)
= 0. (II.56)
In terms of the chiral field U , the solution is of course the hedgehog we have seen above
which we will denote by U0(~x). We introduce fluctuation around U0 by
U(x) = U0e
iτ ·φ (II.57)
and Lµ as
Lµ = L˜µ + ∂µφ+ ∂µφ ∧ φ · · · (II.58)
Substitution of this expansion into (II.11) gives rise to a term zeroth order in φ which is
what we studied above for the nucleon and ∆, a term quadratic in φ and higher orders.
There is no term linear in φ because its coefficient is just the equation of motion (II.56).
To next to the leading order, the relevant Lagrangian is the quadratic term which takes the
form
∆L = φa
(
Hab + · · ·
)
φb, (II.59)
Hab = −∇2µδab − 2ǫabcL˜cµ∇µ (II.60)
where the ellipsis stands for the term coming from fluctuations around the Skyrme quartic
term and higher derivative terms (and/or other matter fields in a generalized Lagrangian).
Ignoring terms higher order in φ’s, the effective potential V eff we wish to calculate is
e−i
∫
d4xV eff (L˜) =
∫
d[φ]ei
∫
d4x∆L. (II.61)
The fluctuation contains the zero modes corresponding to three translational modes and
three (isospin) rotational modes in addition to other “vibrational modes”. The three rota-
tional modes were quantized to give rise to the correct quantum numbers of the baryons.
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Quantizing the translational zero modes is to restore the translational invariance to the sys-
tem. We are here interested in the other modes which are orthogonal to these zero modes.
This requires constraints or “gauge fixing”. Now doing the integral over the modes minus
the six zero modes, we get formally∫
d4xV eff (L˜) = −1
2
Tr′ ln(H + · · ·) (II.62)
where the prime on trace means that zero energy modes of H be omitted in the sum. This
generates one-loop corrections to the effective potential. The O(N0c ) Casimir energy, to
one-loop order, is then given by
M0 =
1
T
∫
d4x
(
V eff (L˜)− V eff (0)
)
(II.63)
where T is the time interval. This can be evaluated by chiral perturbation theory. In
doing so, one can ignore the quartic and higher derivative terms in (II.62) in the one-loop
graphs since it leads to higher chiral order terms relative to the one-loop terms evaluated
with the quadratic term H. In accordance with general strategy of chiral perturbation
theory, the ultraviolet divergences are to be eliminated by counter terms involving four
derivatives, with finite constants fixed by experiments. Those constants are available from
analyses on ππ scattering. Using this strategy, several people have estimated this Casimir
contribution to the nucleon mass. Because of the dubious validity in using the derivative
expansion for skyrmions mentioned above, it is difficult to pin down the magnitude precisely:
The magnitude will depend on the dynamical details of the Lagrangian and chiral loop
corrections. The calculations, however, agree on its sign which is negative. Numerically it
is found to range [53] from ∼ −200 MeV to ∼ −1 GeV. The recent more reliable calculations
[56] give ∼ −500 − − − 600 MeV, quite consistent with what seems to be needed for the
ground-state baryon mass.
1.3.2 SU(3) skyrmions: eight-fold way
We now study the system of three flavors u,d and s in the highly unrealistic situation
where all three quarks are taken massless[54]. The idea that one can perhaps treat the
three flavors on an equal footing, with the mass of the strange quark treated as a “small”
perturbation turns out to be not good at all, but it provides a nice theoretical framework
to study the role of the anomalous (Wess-Zumino) term which pervades even in realistic
treatments given below. Putting the chiral field in SU(3) space
U = eiλ
aπa/f (II.64)
where a runs over octet Goldstone bosons, we can generalize (II.11) to apply to SU(3)
Ln = −f
2
4
TrLµL
µ +
1
32g2
Tr[Lµ, Lν ]
2 (II.65)
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and
Sn =
∫
d4xLn (II.66)
with Lµ defined with U ∈ SU(3). While this Lagrangian was sufficient in SU(2) space, it
is not in SU(3) space as mentioned before. Here we give a more physical argument for its
“raison d’eˆtre” following Witten [20].
Consider two discrete symmetries P1 and P2
P1 : U(~x, t)→ U(−~x, t), (II.67)
P2 : U(~x, t)→ U †(~x, t). (II.68)
It is easy to see that (II.65) is invariant under both P1 and P2 and of course under parity
P = P1P2 (II.69)
which transforms
U(~x, t)→ U †(−~x, t). (II.70)
QCD is of course invariant under parity but does not possess the symmetries P1 and P2
separately. For instance the well-known five pseudoscalar process K+K− → π+π−π0 is
allowed by QCD but is not by the Lagrangian (II.65). Thus there must be an additional
term that breaks P1 and P2 separately while preserving P . This information is encoded in
the WZW term which we have encountered before in lower dimensions. In (3+1) dimensions,
it is given by
SWZ = −Nc i
240π2
∫
D
d5xǫijklmTr(L¯iL¯jL¯kL¯lL¯m) (II.71)
with U¯(~x, t, s = 0) = 1 and U¯(~x, t, s = 1) = U(~x, t). Here D is a five-dimensional disk whose
boundary is the space time. The presence of the factor Nc will be clarified later. It is easy
to see that this has the right symmetry structure. It also carries other essential ingredients
to render the CCP operative in baryon structure.
The action we will focus on is then the sum
Ssk = Sn + SWZ . (II.72)
As in the nonstrange hadrons, a marked improvement in quantitative agreement with ex-
periments can be gained by introducing vector and axial-vector fields but the qualitative
structure is not modified by those fields, so we will confine our discussion to the action
(II.72) which we will call Skyrme action although the WZW term is a new addition.
The SU(3) skyrmion is constructed by first taking the ansatz that embeds the hedge-
hog in SU(3) as
Uc =
(
ei~τ ·rˆF (r) 0
0 1
)
. (II.73)
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This is one of two possible spherically symmetric ansa¨tze that one can make. Instead of
embedding the SU(2) group, one could embed the SO(3) group. However the latter turns
out to give baryon-number even objects, perhaps related to dibaryons. We shall not pursue
this latter embedding since it is not clear that such an embedding is physically relevant for
the time being.
Substitution of (II.73) into (II.72) gives us the equations for SU(2) soliton with a
vanishing WZW term as the hedgehog is sitting only in that space. To generate excitations
in the isospin as well as in the strangeness direction we rotate the hedgehog with the SU(3)
matrix S
U = S(t)UcS
†(t). (II.74)
The resulting Lagrangian from (II.72), after some standard though tedious algebra, is
Lsk =
∫
d3xLsk = −M− a(Uc)
8
[TrλaS
†S˙]2 − b(Uc)
8
[TrλAS
†S˙]2 + LWZ (II.75)
where M is the static soliton energy and
a =
8π
3fg3
∫ ∞
0
s2ds sin2 F
(
1 + F ′2 sin2 F/s2
)
,
b =
4π
fg2
∫ ∞
0
s2ds sin2 F
(
1 +
1
4
[F ′2 + 2 sin2 F/s2]
)
with λα are the Gell-Mann matrices for a = 1, 2, 3 and A = 4, 5, 6, 7 and
LWZ = −iNc
2
B(Uc)Tr[Y S
†S˙] (II.76)
is the WZW term#19. Here B(Uc) is the baryon number corresponding to the configuration
Uc and Y is the hypercharge Y =
1√
3
λ8.
The WZW term and U(1) gauge symmetry
The WZW term can now be shown to have some remarkable roles in making the
skyrmion correspond precisely to the physical baryon. The Lagrangian (II.75) has an in-
variance under right U(1) local (time-dependent) transformation
S(t)→ S(t)eiY α(t). (II.77)
This is simply because under this transformation U = SUcS
† is invariant since Uc commutes
with eiY α(t). This can be seen explicitly on Ln in (II.75) as
Tr[λαS
†S˙]→ Tr[eiY α(t)λαe−iY α(t)S†S˙] + iα˙Tr[λαY ] (II.78)
#19Putting the WZW term in this form requires quite a bit of work. If the reader is diligent, this is an
exercise. Otherwise, consult A.P. Balachandran’s lecture note, Ref.[18]
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and Tr[λαY ] =
2√
3
δα8. Now the Wess-Zumino term is also invariant modulo a total deriva-
tive term
LWZ → LWZ + NcB
3
α˙. (II.79)
The last term being a total derivative does not affect the equation of motion. Normally a
group of symmetries implies conservation laws but this is not the case with a time-dependent
gauge symmetry. It imposes instead a constraint. To see this, let Yˆ be the operator that
generates this U(1) transformation which we will call right hypercharge generator. By
Noether’s theorem,
YˆR =
NcB
3
(II.80)
and hence the allowed quantum state must satisfy the eigenvalue equation
YˆRψ =
NcB
3
ψ. (II.81)
We will see later that this is the condition to be imposed on the wavefunction that we will
construct.
A proof that the skyrmion is a fermion
We can now show explicitly that the skyrmion is a fermion for three colors (i.e,
Nc = 3). To do so, we note that the flavor SU(3)f and the spin SU(2)s are related to the
left and right transformations, respectively
S → BS B ∈ SUL(3),
S → SC† C ∈ SU(2) ⊂ SUR(3). (II.82)
The proof is simple. Under SU(3)f transformation,
SUcS
† → B(SUcS†)B† = (BS)Uc(BS)† (II.83)
so it is effectuated by a left multiplication on S while under the space rotation eiαiLˆi with
Lˆi (i = 1, 2, 3), the angular momentum operator,
eiαiLˆi(SUcS
†)e−iαiLˆi = (Se−iαiλi/2)Uc(Se−iαiλi/2)† (II.84)
where we have used the fact that S commutes with Lˆi and Li+λi/2 = 0 with the hedgehog
Uc. This shows that the spatial rotation is a right multiplication.
Now let us see what happens to the wavefunction of the system when we make a
space rotation by angle 2π about the z axis for which we have
C =


−1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 1

 . (II.85)
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This induces the transformation on S
S → SC† = Se3πiY . (II.86)
Therefore the wavefunction is rotated to
ψ → ψeiπNcB (II.87)
and hence for Nc = 3 and B = 1, the object is a fermion.
Canonical quantization
To quantize the theory described by (II.75), we let#20
S†∂0S = −iλαq˙α (II.88)
and reexpress the Lagrangian (II.75)
Lsk = −M+ a
2
(q˙a)
2 +
b
2
(q˙A)
2 +
Nc√
3
Bq˙8. (II.89)
The momenta conjugate to qα are
Πα =
∂Lsk
∂q˙α
= aq˙aδaα + bq˙AδAα +
Nc√
3
Bδ8α. (II.90)
The Hamiltonian is
H = Παq˙α − Lsk =M+ 1
2
a(q˙a)
2 +
1
2
b(q˙A)
2. (II.91)
The right generators are
Rα = Πα = aq˙αδaα + bq˙AδAα +
NcB√
3
δ8α (II.92)
in terms of which the Hamiltonian takes the form
H =M+ R
2
a
2a
+
R2A
2b
+ q8χ (II.93)
where we have incorporated the right hypercharge constraint into the Hamiltonian as a
(“primary”) constraint (a` la Dirac)
χ = R8 +
NcB√
3
≈ 0. (II.94)
Expressed in terms of the SU(2) Casimir operator
∑3
α=1R
2
α = 4Jˆ
2 and the SU(3) Casimir
operator
∑8
α=1R
2
α = 4Cˆ
2
2 , the Hamiltonian can be rewritten
H =M+ 1
2
(
a−1 − b−1
)
4Jˆ2 +
1
2
b−1
(
4Cˆ22 − 3Yˆ 2R
)
(II.95)
#20One can formulate what follows in a much more general and elegant way by using vielbeins. There is
of course no gain in physics but it brings out the generic feature of the treatment. Write (using one-form
notation)
S†dS = ivcα(θ)dθ
cλα.
Here vcα are the vielbeins, θ
c denotes some arbitrary parameterization of SU(3) with λα being the corre-
sponding generators. The canonical momenta are pc = ∂Lsk/∂θc. If one defines u
β
c as u
β
c v
c
α = δ
β
α, then the
right generators are Rα = u
c
αpc. The rest of the procedure for quantization is identical.
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Wave functions
To write down the spectrum for the Hamiltonian (II.95), consider the irreducible rep-
resentation (IR) of the SU(3) group. The IR’s are characterized by two integers (p,q). The
element S ∈ SU(3) is represented by the operator D(p,q)(S), with the basis vector on which
it acts denoted by |I, I3, Y 〉. If we denote the generators of the SU(2) subgroup of SU(3)
by Ia (a=1,2,3), with the commutation relations [Ia,Ib] = iǫabcIc, and the hypercharge
operator by Yˆ , we have
I2a |I, I3, Y 〉 = I(I + 1)|I, I3, Y 〉,
I3|I, I3, Y 〉 = I3|I, I3, Y 〉,
Yˆ |I, I3, Y 〉 = Y |I, I3, Y 〉. (II.96)
The basis for the corresponding Hilbert space is
D
(p,q)
(I,I3,Y ),(I′,I′3,Y
′) ≡ 〈I, I3, Y |D(p,q)(S)|I ′, I ′3, Y ′〉. (II.97)
The right hypercharge constraint then requires that Y ′ = NcB/3 which is 1 for Nc = 3 and
baryon number 1. We will write the wavefunction as
ψ
(p,q)
ab =
√
dim(p, q)〈a|D(p,q)(S)|b〉. (II.98)
To determine the quantum numbers involved, let us see how the wavefunctions trans-
form under relevant operations. Under flavor SU(3), S gets transformed by left multiplica-
tion, namely, S → BS. Under this transformation,
D
(p,q)
(I,I3,Y ),(I′,I′3,Y ′)
(S)→ D(p,q)
(I,I3,Y ),(I”,I”3 ,Y
”)
(B)×D(p,q)
(I”,I”3 ,Y
”),(I′,I′3,Y
′)(S) (II.99)
which is just the consequence of the group property. From this one sees that the flavor
is carried by the left group (I, I3, Y ). Thus I and I3 are the isospin and its projection
respectively and Y is the hypercharge. Under space rotation, S is multiplied on the right
S → SC† with C† a 2I ′ + 1 dimensional IR of SU(2). Therefore we have
D
(p,q)
(I,I3,Y ),(I′,I′3,Y
′)(S)→ D
(p,q)
(I,I3,Y ),(I”,I”3 ,Y
′)(S)×D
(p,q)
(I”,I”3 ,Y
′),(I′,I′3,Y
′)(C
†). (II.100)
This means that the space rotation is characterized by the right group (I ′, I ′3). Thus I ′a is
the angular momentum Ja, I
′
3 its projection −J3 and Y ′ the right hypercharge.
The system we are interested in has Nc = 3, B = 1, and Y
′ = 1 for which the lowest
allowed IR’s are (p = 1, q = 1) corresponding to the octet with J = 1/2 and (p = 3, q = 0)
corresponding to the decuplet with J = 3/2. In this wavefunction representation, the
Casimir operators have the eigenvalues
Jˆ2ψ
(p,q)
..J.. = J(J + 1)ψ
(p,q)
..J.. ,
Cˆ22ψ
(p,q)
ab =
1
3
[p2 + q2 + 3(p + q) + pq]ψ
(p,q)
ab .
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With this, we can write down the mass formula valid in the chiral limit for the Hamiltonian
(II.95)[54]
M =M+ 2(a−1 − b−1)J(J + 1) + 2b−1{1
3
[p2 + q2 + 3(p + q) + pq]− 3
4
}. (II.101)
Calculation of the matrix elements relevant to static properties and other observables
involves standard (generalized) angular momentum algebra and is straightforward, so we
will not go into details here.
Elegant disaster
The mass formula (II.101) is valid for the chiral limit at which all three quarks have
zero mass. The u and d quarks are practically massless but in reality, the s-quark mass is not.
Given the scheme sketched above, it is tempting to retain the elegance of the SU(3) collective
rotation by assuming that the mass difference can be treated as perturbation. This does not
sound so bad in view of the fact that the Gell-Mann-Okubo mass formula which is proven
to be so successful is obtained by taking the quark mass terms as a perturbation and that
current algebra works fairly well even with s-quark hadrons. The procedure to implement
the strange quark mass then is that one takes the SU(3) wavefunctions constructed above
and takes into account the symmetry breaking to first order with
Lsb = aTr [U(M − 1) + h.c.] (II.102)
where M is the mass matrix which we can choose to be diagonal (since we are focusing on
the strong interaction sector only), M = diag (mu,md,ms). This is the standard form of
symmetry breaking transforming (3, 3¯)+(3¯, 3). The spectrum then will be given by the mass
formula (II.101) plus the lowest-order perturbative contribution from (II.102). The matrix
elements of physical operators will however be given by the unperturbed wavefunctions
constructed above. We will not say much anymore since this elegant scheme does not work!.
The phenomenology is a simple disaster [57] not only for the spectrum but also for other
observable matrix elements, showing that considering the s-quark mass to be light in the
present context is incorrect. From this point of view, it seems that the s-quark cannot be
classed in the chiral family.
Yabu-Ando method
That the eight-fold way of treating collective variables fails completely seems at odds
with the relative success one has with current algebras with strangeness. Why is it that
current algebras work with kaons to ∼ 20 % accuracy if the strange quark mass is too heavy
to make chiral symmetry meaningless ?
A way out of this contradiction was suggested by the method of Yabu and Ando [58].
The idea is to preserve all seven (eight minus one right hypercharge constraint) zero modes
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as relevant dynamical variables but treat the symmetry breaking due to the s quark non-
perturbatively. The result indicates that in consistency with three-flavor current algebras,
the s quark can still be classed in the chiral family. This together with what we find below
(the “heavy-quark” model of Callan and Klebanov) presents a puzzling duality that the s
quark seems at the same time light and heavy. Testing experimentally which description is
closer to Nature will be addressed later.
We start with the eight-fold way Hamiltonian (II.95) which we will call H0 plus a
symmetry breaking term
HSB =
1
2
γ(1 −D88) (II.103)
with
Dab(S) ≡ 1
2
Tr(λaSλbS
†). (II.104)
The coefficient γ measures the strength of the symmetry breaking that gives the mass
difference between the pion and the kaon. Now if we adopt the parameterization used by
Yabu and Ando
S = R(α, β, γ)e−iνλ4R(α′, β′, γ′)e−i
ρ√
3
λ8 (II.105)
where R(α, β, γ) is the SU(2) isospin rotation matrix with the Euler angles α, β, γ and the
eighth right generator R8 and ρ are the conjugate variables, then
HSB =
3
4
γ sin2 ν. (II.106)
The idea then is to diagonalize exactly the total Hamiltonian (H0+HSB) in the basis of the
eight-fold way wavefunction. Specifically write the wavefunction as
ΨY II3,JJ3 = (−1)J−J3
∑
ML,MR
D
(I)∗
I3,ML
(α, β, γ)fMLMR(ν)e
iρD
(J)∗
MR,−J3(α
′, β′, γ′). (II.107)
Then the eigenvalue equation
[Cˆ22 + ω
2 sin2 ν]Ψ = ǫSBΨ (II.108)
leads to a set of coupled differential equations for the functions fMLMR(ν). Here ω
2 =
3
2γb with b the moment of inertia in the “strange” direction appearing in (II.95). When
the parameter γ or ω2 is zero, the wavefunction is just the pure SU(3) symmetric one
corresponding to the eightfold way given above, namely the matrix element of an irreducible
representation of SU(3) containing states that satisfy Y = 1 and I = J .
The mass spectrum is still very simple. It is given by the SU(3) symmetric formula
(II.101)) supplemented by the eigenvalue ǫSB of the HSB
M = M+ 2(a−1 − b−1)J(J + 1) + 2b−1{1
3
[p2 + q2 + 3(p + q) + pq]− 3
4
}
+ 2b−1ǫSB. (II.109)
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The wave functions are also quite simple. A simple way of understanding the structure of
the resulting wave function is to write it in perturbation theory. For instance, since the
symmetry-breaking Hamiltonian mixes the 8 with 10 and 27 for spin 1/2 baryons, the
proton wave function would look like [59]
|p〉 = |p;8〉+ ω
2
9
√
5
|p;10〉+
√
6ω2
75
|p;27〉+ · · · (II.110)
Phenomenology with Yabu-Ando method
Treating the s-quark mass term exactly improves considerably the baryon spectrum
as well as their static properties. Once the ground state is suitably shifted, the excita-
tion spectra are satisfactory for physical values of the coupling constants f , g etc. Other
static observables such as magnetic moments, radii, weak matrix elements etc. are also
considerably improved[60]. The problem of high ground-state energy gets worse, however,
for SU(3) if one takes physical values of the coupling constants but as mentioned above,
this is expected as the Casimir energy is proportional to the number of zero modes and
the Casimir attraction will be 7/3 times greater than the two-flavor case. Again a careful
Casimir calculation will be needed to confront Nature in a quantitative way.
A surprising thing is that the results obtained in the Yabu-Ando SU(3) description are
rather similar to the Callan-Klebanov method described below, though the basic assumption
is quite different. In the latter, while the vacuum is assumed to be SU(3) symmetric, the
excitation treats the strangeness direction completely asymmetrically with respect to the
chiral direction. This seems to indicate that there is an intriguing duality that the s quark
can be considered both light and heavy.
An important caveat with the exact treatment of the symmetry breaking is that it
is not consistent with chiral perturbation theory. The point is that the symmetry-breaking
Hamiltonian HSB is a linear term in quark-mass matrix M and in principle one can have
terms higher order in M in combination with derivatives. Treating the linear mass term
exactly while ignoring higher order mass terms is certainly not consistent. On the other
hand, as mentioned before, the naive chiral expansion does not make sense in the baryon
sector. Since the Yabu-Ando procedure seems to work rather satisfactorily, this may indicate
that while the higher order chiral expansion is meaningful in the meson sector, it may not be
in the baryon sector. This is somewhat like the six-derivative term in the skyrmion structure
which is formally higher order in derivative but is more essential for the baryon than higher
orders in quark mass term. This suggests that chiral perturbation theory powerful in certain
aspect (see Lecture III) is not very useful in baryon structure.
1.4 On the “Proton Spin” Problem
We have here an “ingenious” model, full of clever ideas. But such a model would be
useless if it could not explain existing experimental data and could not make new predictions.
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Up to date, there is no evidence against the model but neither is there an unambiguous
support for it. As an illustration, we show what the skyrmion description says about the
controversial “proton spin” problem. #21
1.4.1 Flavor singlet axial current matrix element of the proton
The operator that is widely believed to be carrying information on the strangeness
content as well as spin content of the nucleon is the current
q¯Γµq (II.111)
where q is the quark field u, d and s and Γµ = γµ, γµγ5. The axial current γµγ5 will be
considered in this subsection.
The most interesting quantity is the flavor-singlet axial current (FSAC in short)
J05µ =
1
2
(
u¯γµγ5u+ d¯γµγ5d+ s¯γµγ5s
)
(II.112)
and its matrix element of the proton. The matrix element at zero momentum transfer
measures the flavor-singlet axial charge g0A which can be extracted from deep inelastic
experiments on spin-dependent structure functions. By its intrinsic structure, it can also
carry information of the strangeness content of the spin of the proton. This quantity touches
on various aspects of QCD proper and therefore merits an extensive discussion. Here we
shall address this issue in terms of chiral effective theories to the extent that it is possible.
In order to treat the flavor singlet channel of (II.112), we have to include the nonet
of pseudoscalar mesons rather than the usual octet so far treated. Thus we write the chiral
field as
U˜ = eiλ0η
′/fU, π ≡ λ
2
· π (II.113)
where U = e2iπ/f with detU = 1 is the octet chiral field. Here λ0 =
√
2
3
~1. Since the
singlet η′ has a mass due to UA(1) anomaly, we need to take into account the anomaly in
the effective Lagrangian as discussed in Lecture I. We do so in the simplest possible way
following Schechter [63] whose discussion captures the essence of the problem without too
much complication. For this we introduce the pseudoscalar glueball field G = ∂µK
µ with
∂µK
µ =
Nfαs
4π
Tr
(
Fµν F˜
µν
)
(II.114)
(in the literature Kµ =
Nfαs
2π ǫ
µναβ
(
AaνF
a
αβ − 23gfabcAaνAbαAcβ
)
is called Chern-Simons cur-
rent and F˜ is the dual to the field tensor F ) as given in Lecture I and write the chiral
Lagrangian as
L = f
2
4
Tr(∂µU˜∂
µU˜ †) +
1
12f2m2η′
G2 +
i
12
G ln
(
detU˜
detU˜ †
)
+ · · · (II.115)
#21The modern solution in the framework of the Cheshire Cat model was described in subsection 1.4 of
Lecture I.
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where the ellipsis denotes higher derivative terms. The field G has no kinetic energy term,
so it does not propagate and hence the equation of motion just relates G and η′
G =
√
6fm2η′ η
′. (II.116)
From the Lagrangian density one obtains the flavor-singlet axial current (FSAC) in the
form
J05µ =
√
6f∂µη
′ (II.117)
and hence using the equation of motion for the η′ field
∂µJ05µ = G (II.118)
which expresses the UA(1) anomaly. Consider now the matrix element of (II.117) for the
proton
〈p′|J05µ|p〉 =
1
2
U(p′)
[
g0Aγµ + g
0
P
qµ
mN
]
γ5U(p) (II.119)
where U(p) is the Dirac spinor for the nucleon with four-momentum p. At zero momentum
transfer qµ ≡ p′−p = 0, the second term (pseudoscalar term) vanishes since there is no zero
mass pole due to UA(1) anomaly. On the other hand from the right-hand side of (II.117),
we have that
g0A = 0. (II.120)
This is the prediction of the skyrmion picture in its simplest version. This can be easily
understood as follows. Since the axial current operator (II.117) is a gradient operator, its
matrix element is proportional to the momentum transfer qµ = (p
′−p)µ times a form factor,
so its divergence goes to zero as q2 → 0 as long as there is no zero mass pole in the form
factor. Indeed in the flavor-singlet channel, there is no zero mass pole due to the anomaly.
A vanishing flavor-singlet axial charge naively implies that the proton contains strange-
quark axial charge. To see this point, define
〈p|
∫
d3xq¯γµγ5q|p〉 ≡ ∆qSµ (II.121)
where q = u, d, s is the quark field and Sµ the spin polarization vector. One can relate ∆q
to the parton distribution function
∆q =
∫ 1
0
dx[q+(x) + q¯+(x)− q−(x)− q¯−(x)] (II.122)
where q± (q¯±) are the densities of parton quarks (antiquarks) with helicities ±12 in the
proton. Thus
〈p|J05µ|p〉 ≡ ∆ΣSµ (II.123)
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with
∆Σ = ∆u+∆d+∆s. (II.124)
The result (II.120) implies a startling consequence on polarized quark moments, namely
that
∆Σ = 0. (II.125)
The simplest Skyrme model we used above (without vector mesons or higher derivatives
or quark bag) would predict this. Experimentally with the help of Bjorken sum rule and
hyperon decays, the data give[64]
∆Σexp = 0.22 ± 0.10 (II.126)
so one may be inclined to conclude as often done in the literature that “the valence quarks
in the proton carry negligible spin,” generating a “proton spin crisis.” This interpretation
comes about in the following way. In the nucleon, the helicity sum rule says that the proton
spin 1/2 consists of
1
2
=
1
2
∆Σ +∆g +∆Lz (II.127)
where ∆g is a possible contribution from gluons (see later) and ∆Lz the orbital contribution.
In the usual quark model such as non-relativistic quark model and the MIT bag model,
∆g = 0 and ∆Lz ≈ 0, so the spin is lodged mainly in the valence quarks, so ∆Σ ≈ 1 (the
relativistic effect reduces this by about 25%). The observed value (II.126) is in a violent
disagreement with this quark-model description.
How does one understand the skyrmion prediction ∆Σ ≈ 0 ? The pure skyrmion
without glueball degrees of freedom and without vector mesons or quark bags has ∆g = 0.
Therefore from the helicity sum rule (II.127), the spin is entirely lodged in the orbital part.
Is this unreasonable?
We will later show that none of these is a correct picture. It turns out that the
skyrmion picture starts with g0A ≈ 0 whereas usual quark models start with g0A ≈ 1 with
the corrections moving upwards in the former and downwards in the latter.
Let us assume for the moment that (II.125) holds and see what that means on the
“strangeness in the proton.” Now from neutron beta decay (using Bjorken sum rule), we
have
∆u−∆d = gA = 1.25 (II.128)
and from the hyperon decay
∆u+∆d− 2∆s = 0.67 (II.129)
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Using ∆Σ = 0, we obtain
∆u ≈ 0.74, ∆d ≈ −0.51, ∆s ≈ −0.23. (II.130)
Naively then one would be led to the conclusion that there is large strangeness content in
the proton current matrix element as already indicated in the matrix element of the scalar
condensate s¯s.
It turns out that this interpretation is too naive because of the subtle role that the
UA(1) anomaly plays. The point is that the gauge-invariant quantity ∆q is not simply mea-
suring the q quark content. It contains information on gluons. Furthermore the Lagrangian
(II.115) itself is not the whole story when baryons are around. We have to consider the
baryons as solitons of the theory and take into account the soliton coupling to the glueball
field G as well as the quarkish scalar field η′. This one could do in a self-consistent way
starting with (II.115). It is however much simpler, following Schechter [63] to introduce
the baryon fields directly and couple them to the U˜ and G fields while treating (II.115) as
consisting of fluctuating chiral fields. We will denote this mesonic Lagrangian LM . In fact
in the next chapter, we will be forced to take this approach in treating nuclei and nuclear
matter.
We wish to preserve the anomaly equation (II.118) (ignoring quark masses)
∂µJ05µ = G = ∂
µKµ =
Nfαs
4π
Tr(Fµν F˜
µν). (II.131)
Since the last term of (II.115) embodies fully the anomaly, we need to introduce only the
couplings that are invariant under chiral U(3) × U(3) so that the anomaly relation is not
spoiled. Such terms involving η′ and G can be written down immediately
∆L = −Tr(Bγµγ5B)(Cη′∂µη′ + CG∂µG). (II.132)
For later purpose, it is useful to define a GNN coupling
CG = gGNN/2mB (II.133)
where mB is a baryon (say, nucleon) mass and B is the SU(3) matrix-valued baryon field.
The physical η′NN coupling will be defined and written later as gη′NN. It is clear that the
coupling with the G field contributes neither to the anomaly nor to the FSAC J05µ. While
the coupling with η′ leaves the anomaly relation intact it will however contribute to the
FSAC since η′ does transform under UA(1). We use the Noether method to construct the
FSAC from the Lagrangian LM +∆L
J05µ =
√
6f∂µη
′ +
√
6fCη′Tr(Bγµγ5B). (II.134)
The second term is the new entry owing to the fact that the baryon matter is present. Such
a term would be present whenever other degrees of freedom than Goldstone bosons enter
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into the baryon structure. Note that it is not a gradient of something. Now calculating the
matrix element between the proton state at zero momentum transfer, we get zero from the
first term as explained above but there is a (possibly non-vanishing) contribution from the
second term
g0A =
√
6fCη′ . (II.135)
Although there is nothing which says that this cannot be zero, there is no compelling reason
why g0A should vanish either. Since Cη′ cannot measure directly the η
′NN coupling (see
below), even if g0A ≈ 0 experimentally, it would not be possible to conclude that the η′
coupling to the nucleon goes to zero.
The divergence of the FSAC (II.134) is still given by (II.131) since ∆L is UA(1)
invariant. However now G is modified from the previous equation (II.116). The equation
of motion for G is
G =
√
6fm2η′η
′ − 6f2m2η′CG∂µTr(Bγµγ5B). (II.136)
Substituting this into LM +∆L (or “integrating out” the G field in field theory jargon) and
putting the baryons on-shell, we get
Lη′B = f
2
4
Tr(∂µU∂
µU †) +
1
2
(∂µη
′)2 − 1
2
m2η′ η
′2
+
(
2mBCη′ +
√
6fgGNNm
2
η′
)
η′Tr(Bγ5B)
−3f2m2η′g2GNN[Tr(Bγ5B)]2. (II.137)
From this Lagrangian one can read off the effective η′NN coupling
gη′NN = 2mBCη′ +
√
6fm2η′gGNN. (II.138)
Eliminating Cη′ from Eqs.(II.135) and (II.138), we obtain what is known as “UA(1) Goldberger-
Treiman relation”
mBg
0
A = fη′(gη′NN − 2fη′m2η′gGNN) (II.139)
with fη′ =
√
6
2 f . Shore and Veneziano showed that this relation follows rigorously from
UA(1) Ward identities [65]. The derivation given here, while less rigorous, is certainly
much simpler and conveys the essential idea that the flavor singlet axial charge has two
components: One matter component involving the η′ field and the other gluon component
involving pseudoscalar glueball G. Smallness of g0A could arise from either small η
′ contri-
bution and small glueball contribution or a cancellation of the two components regardless
of their individual magnitudes. Thus the issue of strangeness in the proton spin may just
be an artifact of a particular way of looking at the spin polarization moments.
While the UA(1) Goldberger-Treiman relation involves gauge invariant quantities, it
is not obvious that all the quantities that appear there are “measurable.” For instance
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one can think of “measuring” the gluon coupling gGNN in lattice QCD. However it is nor
clear what the operator is since there is no gauge invariant dimension-3 gluon operator.
Furthermore as one can surmise from the last term of (II.137), the G is either a massive
object above the chiral scale or else unphysical. It is interesting to note that a term quartic
in baryon field is naturally generated in the Lagrangian (II.137), contributing a contact
term to baryon-baryon interactions. There will thus be two terms representing η′ exchange
in nucleon-nucleon potential, this contact term plus a finite range η′ exchange.
2 Excited Baryons
So far we have treated what we might classify as “ground-state” baryons and their
rotational excitations. Thus in the light u- and d-quark sector, we encountered only the
states with J = I and in the SU(3) sector, strange baryons were rotational excitations in
the strange direction on top of the J = I nonstrange baryons. But in nature there are
excitations that cannot be generated in this way. In the SU(2) sector, for instance, there
are excitations with J 6= I. To describe this class of excitations, one requires “vibrational”
modes and Berry potentials associated with these modes.
2.1 Light-Quark Excitations
In the next subsection, we shall consider the strangeness as a “vibration” with its
frequency ωK much “faster” than the rotational frequency discussed above and describe
strange hyperons in terms of nonabelian Berry potentials induced when the vibrational
mode is integrated out. Since the description is better the faster the fast variable is, the
description is expected to be more reliable the heavier the heavy quark is. The strange
flavor is quite marginal in this sense while the c and b quarks are certainly of that type.
Here let us simply assume that we can apply the same adiabaticity relation to the
vibrational excitations in the light u- and d-sector. Again using the chiral-bag picture, we
can think of the vibration in the meson sector to be the fluctuating pion field and in the
quark sector to be the excitation of one of the quarks sitting in K = 0+ level to higher K
levels, the lowest of which is the K = 1+ level. The Hamiltonian describing this excitation
was given in Lecture I, i.e, Eq. (I.271),
H∗ = ǫK1+
1
2I
[
+
gK
2
~JK
2
+ (1− gK
2
)~I2 − gK
2
(1− gK
2
)~T 2
]
(II.140)
This describes only one quark excited from the K = 0+ level to a K level. One could
generalize this to excitations of more than one quark with some simplifying assumptions
(i.e, quasiparticles) but this may not give a realistic description in the light-quark sector
whereas in the heavy-quark sector considered in the next chapter, it is found to be quite
accurate. Here we will not consider multi-quark excitations.
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If one confines to one-quark excitations, then there are three parameters involved.
They are all calculable in a specific model as described in the chiral bag model [61] but
given the drastic approximations, one should not expect that the calculation would yield
reasonable values. On the other hand, the generic structure of the mass formula suggests
that given a set of parameters, the mass formula could make useful predictions. Suppose
then that we write mass formulas eliminating the parameters ǫK , I and gK . We give a few
of the resulting mass formulas and see how they work. For instance, in the Roper channel,
it follows from (II.140) that
P11−N = P33−∆ (II.141)
where here and in what follows we use particle symbols for their masses. Empirically the
left-hand side is 502 MeV and the right-hand side is 688 MeV. In the odd-parity channel,
D13−D35 + ∆−N = −1
4
(D35− S31). (II.142)
From the data, we get 116 MeV for the left side and 76 MeV for the right. Also
S31 − S11 = 5
2
(∆−N)− 3
2
(D35−D13). (II.143)
Empirically the left-hand side is 85 MeV and the right-hand side gives 125 MeV.
The agreement of the mass formulas is reasonable. But it is not very good either.
This is not surprising as already warned above. Specifically the following should be noted.
In the pure skyrmion description, we know that the vector mesons ρ, ω and possibly a1 play
an important role in describing some of the channels involved. For instance, to understand
the phase shifts of the S31 and S11 channels, it is found that an anomalous parity (Wess-
Zumino) term involving vector mesons consistent with hidden gauge symmetry is essential
[62]. Now in our framework what this means is that the quark excitations corresponding
to the vector mesons ρ and ω etc. must be identified. This problem has not yet been fully
understood in terms of induced gauge structure.
2.2 Heavy-Quark Baryons as Excitations
As announced, we will describe baryons with one or more heavy quarks as excitations
of the Class B defined in subsection 2.3.1, Lecture I. Before doing this, we describe the pic-
ture of strange hyperons as bound soliton-kaon complex suggested by Callan and Klebanov
[66].
2.2.1 Strangeness as a heavy flavor: Callan-Klebanov model
Since the s-quark is not “light,” let us imagine that it is very heavy. In a strict sense,
this does not sound right. After all the s-quark mass in the range of 150 to 190 MeV is
comparable to the QCD scale parameter ΛQCD, not much larger as would be required to be in
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the heavy-quark category. As we will see later, heavy-quark hadrons exhibit a heavy-quark
symmetry which is not explicitly visible but known to be present in the QCD Lagrangian
that applies to the quarks Q whose mass satisfies mQ >> ΛQCD. The b quark belongs to
this category and to some extent so does the charm (c) quark. In this subsection, we will
simply assume that the s quark can be treated as “heavy.” This leads to the successful
Callan-Klebanov model [66, 68]. Instead of working with a complicated model, we will
consider a simplified model based on the following intuitive idea. Imagine that the s quark
is very heavy. Instead of “rotating” into the s-flavor direction as we did above, we treat
it as an independent degree of freedom. The effective field carrying the s-quark flavor is
the kaon which can be put into isospin doublet corresponding to the quark configurations
su¯ and sd¯. Let K represent the doublet KT = (K−K¯0). (In anticipation of what is to
come, let us mention that other “heavy” quark flavors Q will also be put into independent
doublets, the Q replacing the s quark.) Suppose one puts a kaon into the SU(2) soliton
field. One can then ask what happens to the soliton-kaon system. The Lagrangian density
takes the form
Ltoy = LSU(2) + LK-SU(2). (II.144)
Here the first term describes the chiral (u- and d–quark) sector
LSU(2) = f
2
4
Tr(∂µU∂
µU †) + · · · (II.145)
where U = ei~τ ·~π/f is the SU(2) chiral field and the ellipsis stands for terms of higher
derivative, mass term etc. For simplicity, we will consider a Lagrangian density constructed
entirely of the pion field since more realistic Lagrangians do not modify the discussion
qualitatively. To write the second term of (II.144), introduce the “induced vector field” vµ
and axial field aµ
vµ =
1
2
(∂µξξ
† + ∂µξ†ξ), (II.146)
aµ =
1
2i
(∂µξξ
† − ∂µξ†ξ) (II.147)
with ξ =
√
U . Under chiral transformation ξ → Lξh† = hξR†, vµ and aµ transform
vµ → h(∂µ + vµ)h†, (II.148)
aµ → haµh†. (II.149)
Note that h is a complicated local function of L, R and π. We assume that under chiral
transformation, K transforms
K → hK. (II.150)
(Later on we will implement this with heavy-quark spin transformation when the quark
mass becomes heavy compared with the chiral symmetry scale as for instance in the case
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of D and B mesons containing a c quark and b quark respectively. Since K∗ is still much
higher in mass, we need not worry about this transformation here.) Therefore in LK-SU(2),
we must have the “covariant” kinetic energy term (DµK)
†DµK with DµK = (∂µ + vµ)K
and mass term m2KK
†K. We must also have a potential term K†V K with V transforming
V → hV h† in which we could have terms like a2µ etc. If the kaon is very massive, we can
ignore terms higher order than quadratic in the kaon field. In accordance with the spirit of
chiral perturbation theory, we ignore higher derivative terms involving pion fields. There is
one term of higher derivatives however that we cannot ignore, namely the term involving
the baryon current Bµ which contains three derivatives but while higher order in the chiral
counting in the meson sector, is of O(1) in the baryon sector. Therefore we also have a term
of the form (K†DµKBµ + h.c.). Putting these together, the minimal Lagrangian density
we will consider is
Ltoy = f
2
4
Tr(∂µU∂
µU †) + · · ·
+(DµK)
†DµK −K†(m2K + V )K + κ(K†DµKBµ + h.c.)
+ · · · (II.151)
with κ a dimensionful constant to be fixed later.
Isospin-spin transmutation
We will now show that in the field of the soliton the isospin of the kaon in (II.144)
transmutes to a spin, the latter behaving effectively as an s quark. This is in analogy to the
transmutation of a scalar doublet into a fermion in the presence of a magnetic monopole[67]
except that in the present case, the scalar is “wrapped” by the soliton while in the other
case, the scalar is “pierced” by the monopole. To see the isospin-spin transmutation in our
soliton-kaon complex, we first note that the Lagrangian density (II.144) with (II.145) and
(II.151) is invariant under the (global) rotation S ∈ SU(2)
U → SUS†,
K → SK (II.152)
which implies DµK → S(DµK). Thus we again have three zero modes. These zero modes
have to be quantized to get the quantum numbers. Thus we are invited to write
K(~x, t) = S(t)K˜(~x, t). (II.153)
Here K˜ is the kaon field defined in the soliton rotating frame. Under an isospin rotation B
which is a subgroup of the left transformation L ∈ SU(3),
S → BS, K˜ → K˜. (II.154)
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This shows that the kaon field in the rotating frame carries no isospin. Under a spatial
rotation,
K˜ → ei~α·~LK˜ = e−i~α·~Iei~α·~T K˜,
Uc → ei~α·~LUce−i~α·~L = e−i~α·~IUcei~α·~I (II.155)
where ~T is the grand spin ~J + ~I under which the hedgehog Uc is invariant. Under a spatial
rotation
S → Se−i~α·~I , (II.156)
so we deduce
K˜ → ei~α·~T K˜ (II.157)
which means that the grand spin operator ~T is the angular momentum operator on K˜. For
the kaon the grand spin ~T is the vector sum ~L + ~I with I = 1/2 and since, as we will see
later, the lowest kaon mode has L = 0, the kaon seen from the soliton rotating frame carries
spin 1/2. This shows that in the soliton rotating frame, the isospin lost from the kaon field
is transmuted to a spin. This is the analog to the transmutation of the isospin of the scalar
doublet to a spin in the presence of a magnetic monopole. There is one difference however.
While the kaon acquires spin in this way, it retains its bosonic statistics while in the case
of the monopole-scalar, the boson changes into a fermion. Since the soliton-kaon complex
must be a baryon (fermion), the soliton which will be quantized with integer spin will carry
fermion statistics. With one kaon in the system, the soliton carries J = I = 0, 1, · · ·
Suppose we have two kaons in the soliton rotating frame. They now have integer
spins T = 0, 1, so the soliton carries J = I = 1/2, 3/2, · · ·. For three kaons in the system,
the kaons carry T = 1/2, 3/2, · · · with the soliton carrying J = I = 0, 1, · · · and so on. One
can show that this pattern of quantization follows naturally from the CK theory [66, 69].
The resulting quantum numbers and particle identification are given in Table II.1. It is
remarkable that they are identical to what one expects from quark models. Thus effectively,
the kaon behaves like an s quark in all respect except for its statistics. By field redefinition
one can indeed make it behave precisely like an s quark, thus making the picture identical
to the quark-model picture.
Table II.1
Even-parity J = 12 and
3
2 baryons containing strange and charm quarks. S and C stand for
the strangeness and charm numbers, respectively. R is the rotor angular momentum which
is equal to the isospin of the rotor I.
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particle I J S C R J1 J2 Jm
Λ 0 12 −1 0 0 12 0 12
Σ 1 12 −1 0 1 12 0 12
Σ∗ 1 32 −1 0 1 12 0 12
Ξ 12
1
2 −2 0 12 1 0 1
Ξ∗ 12
3
2 −2 0 12 1 0 1
Ω 0 32 −3 0 0 32 0 32
Λc 0
1
2 0 1 0 0
1
2
1
2
Σc 1
1
2 0 1 1 0
1
2
1
2
Σ∗c 1
3
2 0 1 1 0
1
2
1
2
Ξcc
1
2
1
2 0 2
1
2 0 1 1
Ξ∗cc
1
2
3
2 0 2
1
2 0 1 1
Ωccc 0
3
2 0 3 0 0
3
2
3
2
Ξc
1
2
1
2 −1 1 12 12 12 1, 0
Ξ′c
1
2
1
2 −1 1 12 12 12 1, 0
Ξ∗c
1
2
3
2 −1 1 12 12 12 1
Ωc 0
1
2 −2 1 0 1 12 12
Ω∗c 0
3
2 −2 1 0 1 12 32
Ωcc 0
1
2 −1 2 0 12 1 12
Ω∗cc 0
3
2 −1 2 0 12 1 32
Heavy baryons from chiral symmetry
In discussing dynamical structure of the baryons in the CK approach, we have to
specify the quantities that enter into the Lagrangian (II.151). Suppose that we want to
arrive at (II.151) starting from a chiral Lagrangian as Callan and Klebanov did. Then
the basic assumption to be made is that the vacuum is SU(3)-symmetric while the quark
“particle-hole” excitation may not be. This means that we can start with a Lagrangian
that contains a piece that is SU(3) symmetric with the U field in SU(3) plus a symmetry-
breaking term. Thus the f that appears in (II.151) is directly related to the pion decay
constant fπ and the V and κ will be specified. In particular the coefficient κ will be fixed
by the topological Wess-Zumino term to
κ = Nc/4f
2. (II.158)
The structure of the resulting baryons can be simply described as follows. In large Nc
limit, the SU(2) soliton contributes a massM which is of O(Nc). The kaon field which will
be bound by the Wess-Zumino term of (II.151) (with some additional contribution from the
potential term V ) contributes a fine-structure splitting nω of O(N0c ) where n is the number
of bound kaons and ω is the eigenenergy of the bound kaon (so < mK). The quantization
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of the collective rotation of the soliton brings in the rotational energy of the soliton as well
as a hyperfine-structure splitting of O(1/Nc).
Let us now show how this structure arises in detail. We write the energy of the
baryons as before
EJIs =M+M0 +M−1. (II.159)
We know how M is obtained. Now M0 contains the Casimir term discussed above and
a term which depends on heavy flavor. Let us call the latter as δM0. To obtain δM0,
we may write from (II.151) the equation of motion satisfied by the kaon field and solve
it to O(N0c ). Alternatively we calculate the Lagrangian (II.151) to O(N
0
c ) by taking the
hedgehog U = Uc = e
iF (r)τ ·rˆ. To do this, we note that the hedgehog is symmetric under
the “grand spin” rotation ~T = ~L+ ~I (we are changing the notation for the “grand spin” to
T ), so we may write the kaon field as
K = k(r)YTLTz . (II.160)
The Lagrangian then is (using the length scale 1/gf as before, so that s = (gf)r is dimen-
sionless)
LK = 2π
∫
dss2
[
k˙†k˙ + iλ(s)(k†k˙ − k˙†k)− d
ds
k†
d
ds
k − k†k(m2K + V (s;T,L))
]
(II.161)
where
λ(s) = − Ncg
2
2π2s2
F ′ sin2 F (II.162)
is the contribution from the Wess-Zumino term. This expression differs from what one
sees in the literature [70] in that the kinetic energy terms are not multiplied by nonlinear
functions of F which come from the Skyrme term involving kaon fields. They are not
essential, so we will not include them. The Euler-Lagrange equation of motion obtained
from (II.161) is
d2
dt2
k − 2iλ(s) d
dt
k +Ok = 0 (II.163)
where
O = − 1
s2
d
ds
s2
d
ds
+m2K + V (s;T,L). (II.164)
Expanded in its eigenmodes, the field k takes the form
k(s, t) =
∑
n>0
(
k˜(s)eiω˜ntb†n + kn(s)e
−iωntan
)
(II.165)
with ωn ≥ 0 and ω˜n ≥ 0. The Euler-Lagrange equation gives the eigenmode equations(
ω2n + 2λ(s)ωn +O
)
kn = 0, (II.166)(
ω˜2n − 2λ(s)ω˜n +O
)
k˜n = 0. (II.167)
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An important point to note here is the sign difference in the term linear in frequency
associated with the Wess-Zumino term, which is of course due to the linear time derivative.
We shall discuss its consequence shortly. Now recognizing that O is hermitian, one can
derive the orthonormality condition
4π
∫
dss2k∗nkm ((ωn + ωm) + 2λ(s)) = δnm, (II.168)
4π
∫
dss2k˜∗nk˜m ((ω˜n + ω˜m)− 2λ(s)) = δnm, (II.169)
4π
∫
dss2k∗nk˜m ((ωn − ω˜m) + 2λ(s)) = 0. (II.170)
The creation and annihilation operators of the modes satisfy the usual bosonic commutation
rules
[an, a
†
m] = δnm, [bn, b
†
m] = δnm (II.171)
with the rest of the commutators vanishing. The diagonalized Hamiltonian so quantized
takes the form
H =
∑
n>0
(
ωna
†
nan + ω˜nb
†
nbn
)
(II.172)
and the strangeness charge is given by
S =
∑
n>0
(
b†nbn − a†nan
)
. (II.173)
It follows that the mode kn carrying S = −1 receives an attractive contribution from the
Wess-Zumino term while the mode k˜n carrying S = +1 gets a repulsive contribution. The
potential V is numerically small compared with the strength of the Wess-Zumino term, so
the S = −1 state is bound whereas the S = +1 state is not. The former has the strangeness
quantum number of the hyperons seen experimentally and the latter the quantum number
of what is called “exotics” in quark models.
To O(N0c ), at which the kaon binding takes place, no quantum numbers of the bound
system other than the strangeness are defined. It is at O(N−1c ) that the proper quantum
numbers are recovered. What we have at this point is a bound object in which the kaon
has T = 1/2 and L = 1 with S = −1. We shall see shortly that the bound object, when
collective-quantized, has the right quantum numbers to describe Λ, Σ and Σ∗. The corre-
sponding frequency ωn constitutes the “fine-structure” contribution δM0 to Eq. (II.159).
To get the “hyperfine-structure” term M−1 and the quantum numbers, we have to
quantize the three zero modes encountered above. Let
U(~r, t) = S(t)U0(~r)S
†(t), K˜(~r, t) = S(t)K(~r, t). (II.174)
As defined, K is the kaon field “seen” in the soliton rotating frame and K˜ is the kaon field
defined in its rest frame. As before, we let
S†∂0S = −iλαq˙α ≡ λαΩα (II.175)
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defining the rotational velocities Ωα where α here runs over 1 to 3. When (II.174) is
substituted into (II.151) and integrated over space, one obtains the Hamiltonian at O(N−1c )
of the following form
H−1 = 2I~Ω2 − 2~Ω · ~Q. (II.176)
Here I is the moment of inertia of the rotating SU(2) soliton which can be determined
by the ∆N mass difference as discussed above. Equation (II.176) has a generic form of
the Hamiltonian with a linear time derivative encountered before. The quadratic velocity-
dependent term arises from the kinetic energy term of the soliton rotation. The linear
velocity-dependent term was seen above as arising from integrating out certain fast degrees
of freedom. After some straightforward and tedious algebra, one can get an explicit form
for ~Q from (II.151)
Qi =
∫
d3rχi (II.177)
with
χi = iK˙
†MiK + λK†MiK − 2iλǫijkrjK†DkK
+ 2iK˙†DjKTr(PiAj)− 6iK˙†[Pi, Aj ]DjK + h.c. (II.178)
where
Mi =
1
2
(ξ†τiξ + ξτiξ†), (II.179)
Pi =
1
2
(ξ†τiξ − ξτiξ†) (II.180)
and
Ai ≡ 1
i
ai =
1
2
(ξ†∂iξ − ξ∂iξ†) (II.181)
with ξ =
√
U0. Canonically quantizing (II.176), we obtain
H−1 =
1
2I
(
Ri −
∫
d3rχi
)2
(II.182)
where Ri is the right generator we encountered above which in the present case is the
rotor angular momentum which we will denote ~Jl (the subscript l stands for “light” quark
making up the soliton). Explicitly evaluating with the known solutions for the soliton and
the bound kaon, one finds that ∫
d3rχi = cJ
i
K (II.183)
where J iK stored in the bound kaon identified with the grand spin T
i and
c = 2
∫
r2drω k∗kh(r;λ, F ) (II.184)
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where
h = 1− 3
4
cos2
F
2
+
1
2r
F ′ sinF +
1
2
d2F
dr2
sinF +
1
3r2
sin2 F cos2
F
2
. (II.185)
The Hamiltonian (II.182) which can be rewritten in a form encountered in Lecture I
H1 =
1
2I
(
~Jl + c ~JK
)2
(II.186)
gives the hyperfine splitting spectrum
E−1 =
1
2I (cJ(J + 1) + (1− c)Jl(Jl + 1) + c(c− 1)JK(JK + 1)) (II.187)
where ~J = ~Jl + ~JK is the total angular momentum of the bound system.
The quantity c, as we will see shortly, can be interpreted in terms of a Berry charge
quite analogous to the charge (1−κ) that figures in the spectrum of the diatomic molecule.
The hyperfine spectrum can be used to relate the c coefficient to the masses of the hyperons.
It takes the form (using the particle symbol for the masses)
c =
2(Σ∗ − Σ)
2Σ∗ +Σ− 3Λ ≈ 0.62 (II.188)
where the last equality comes from experiments. Note that this is close to unity. Were
it precisely equal to 1, then the hyperfine spectrum would have been that of a symmetric
top depending only on the total angular momentum J . Deviation from 1 will become
accentuated as the mass of the heavy meson increases. We will find that as the heavy
meson mass becomes infinite, the charge c will go to zero.
2.2.2 Hyperon spectrum
So far, we have considered one strange quark in the system. How can one describe
the baryons with one or more s quarks such as Ξ and Ω? For this, we need to make an
assumption on the interaction between “heavy” mesons. For simplicity, we will assume that
mesons interact weakly so that higher order terms in meson field can be ignored. This was
of course the basic premise under which the Lagrangian (II.151) was written to start with.
We expect that this assumption gets better the larger the mass of the meson. Now two
or more heavy mesons, each of which undergoes spin-isospin transmutation, can then be
combined to give the states of total flavor quantum number and angular momentum with
the SU(2) soliton. It has been shown that the quantum numbers of the hyperon octet and
decuplet do come out correctly in agreement with experiments and with quark models [69].
The quantum number identification of the strange and charmed hyperons is given in Table
II.1. A straightforward calculation gives the fine- and hyperfine-structure mass formula
M(I, J, n1, n2, J1, J2, Jm)−Msol −M0 = n1ω1 + n2ω2+
1
2I
{
I(I + 1) + (c1 − c2)[c1J1(J1 + 1)− c2J2(J2 + 1)] + c1c2Jm(Jm + 1)+
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[J(J + 1)− Jm(Jm + 1)− I(I + 1)]
[c1 + c2
2
+
c1 − c2
2
J1(J1 + 1)− J2(J2 + 1)
Jm(Jm + 1)
]}
.(II.189)
Here the subscript i in Ji and ci represents the heavy-meson flavor and Jm stands for all
possible vector addition of the two angular momenta ~J1 and ~J2 labelling different states.
2.2.3 Connection to Berry structure
In Lecture I, we introduced the notion that a nonabelian Berry potential emerges
when a “particle-hole” excitation corresponding to a Qq¯ configuration is eliminated in the
presence of a slow rotational field, i.e, the class B case. We now show that the corresponding
excitation spectrum is identical to what we obtained above, (II.186), when a pseudoscalar
meson K is bound to the soliton as in the Callan-Klebanov scheme. For this it suffices to
notice that the angular momentum lodged in the rotating soliton is Jl and that lodged in
the Berry potential is JK . The coefficient c is just the Berry charge (1−κ) in the diatomic-
molecular case and gK in the case of the chiral bag. Although Eq.(II.186) is derived in
the Callan-Klebanov framework, the resulting spectrum is quite generic with a general
interpretation in terms of a Berry potential. Now given an effective Lagrangian, one can
calculate the meson frequency ωi and the hyperfine coefficients ci and use Eq.(II.189) to
predict the spectrum. For strange hyperons, this is known to work quite well [68]. Given the
generic form, it is tempting to extend the mass formula (II.189) to heavier-quark systems
such as charmed and bottom baryons by taking the ωi’s and ci’s as parameters and by
assuming one or more bound mesons as quasiparticles (i.e, independent particles) which
allows us to use the formula (II.189). Figure II.2 shows how well strange hyperons are
described when ωK and cK are taken as parameters fit to Λ and Σ. (The ground-state
parameters I, fπ and g – in the case of the Skyrme term – are known from that sector.)
This is a remarkable agreement with experiment. The parameters so determined are rather
close to the Callan-Klebanov prediction made with the Skyrme Lagrangian with a suitable
symmetry breaking term implemented.
In Figure II.3 is given the spectrum of charmed baryons containing one or more
charm quarks and strange quarks. The only parameters of the model, ωD and cD, are again
fixed by fitting Λc and Σc. The prediction is compared with quark-model predictions. The
agreement with quark models are quite impressive, much better than one would have the
right to expect.
2.2.4 Heavy-quark symmetry and skyrmions
Hyperfine splitting
One obvious feature in Figures II.2 and II.3 is that the hyperfine coefficients c decrease
as the heavy quark mass (or heavy-meson mass) increases. To be specific, let us consider
the structure of baryons with one heavy quark Q = s, s, b (we are considering the s quark
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Figure 4: Strange hyperon spectrum in the skyrmion model compared with experiments (or equiv-
alently nonrelativistic quark model): The parameter ωK fixed by the state Λ (marked by the star)
and the cK by the empirical relation (II.188) are ωK = 223 MeV and cK ≡ 1 − κs = 0.62. This
figure is an eyeball reproduction of the original figure in ELAF93.
to be heavy as mentioned above). From (II.187), we see that
ΣQ − ΛQ = 1I (1− cQ) ≃ 195MeV(1− cQ) (II.190)
where the last equality is obtained from the ∆N mass splitting which fixes 1/I. This implies
a simple relation for heavy-quark flavors Q and Q′
ΣQ − ΛQ
ΣQ′ − ΛQ′
≃ 1− cQ
1− cQ′
. (II.191)
With the experimental value Σc−Λc ≈ 168MeV for the charmed baryons, we get cc ≃ 0.14
as given in Figure II.3. In the heavy-quark limit, we expect the hyperfine splitting to go to
zero [71], so let us assume that
cΦ ≈ am−1Φ (II.192)
where Φ stands for the heavy meson in which the heavy quark Q is lodged and a is a
constant of mass dimension of O(N0c ). Taking mD = 1869MeV in the charmed sector, we
have a ≃ 262 MeV. So #22
cQ ≃ 262MeV/mΦ. (II.193)
#22It may be coincidental but it is surprising that this formula works satisfactorily even for the kaon for
which one predicts cs ≃ 0.53 to be compared with the empirical value 0.62.
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Now for b-quark baryons, using mB = 5279 MeV, we find cb ≃ 0.05 which with (II.190)
predicts
Σb − Λb ≈ 185MeV. (II.194)
This agrees well with the quark-model prediction. Furthermore the Σ∗ −Σ splitting comes
out correctly also. For instance, it is predicted that
Σ∗b − Σb
Σ∗c − Σc
≃ cb
cc
≃ mD
mB
≈ 0.35 (II.195)
to be compared with the quark-model prediction ∼ 0.32. If one assumes that the heavy
mesons Φ’s are weakly interacting, then we can put more than one heavy mesons in the
soliton and obtain the spectra for Ξ’s and Ω’s given in Figs. II.2 and II.3[72].
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Figure 5: Charmed hyperon spectrum in the skyrmion model compared with quark-model pre-
dictions: Two parameters fixed by fitting two lowest experimental levels (marked by stars) are
ωD = 1418 MeV and cD ≡ 1 − κc = 0.14. The parameters for the strange-quark sector are fixed
from Figure II.2 “Quark model 1” is the prediction by L.A. Copley, N. Isgur and G. Karl, Phys.
Rev. D20, 768 (1979) and K. Maltman and N. Isgur, Phys. Rev. D22, 1701 (1980) and “Quark
model 2” is the prediction by A. De Ru´jula, H. Georgi and S.L. Glashow, Phys. Rev. D12, 147
(1975). This figure is an eyeball reproduction of the original figure in ELAF93.
2.2.5 Berry potentials in heavy-quark limit
The analysis made above suggests that the hyperfine splitting goes to zero in heavy
quark limit as O(N−1c m
−1
Φ ). Here we will show that in the limit heavy-quark symmetry is
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restored, the Berry potential obtained in the last lecture vanishes, namely that A = F = 0.
To do this, we first construct the Lagrangian that possesses chiral symmetry and heavy
quark symmetry, following Ref.[73].
Suppose that a meson is made up of a heavy quark Q and a light antiquark q¯. We
denote the spin singlet P , the pseudoscalar used in the previous subsection and the spin
triplet P ∗. When the quark is light, then the P ∗ is much heavier than P . For instance, the
mass ratio K∗/K ≈ 0.5. We understand this in terms of one-gluon exchange that pushes
P ∗ up above P proportional to (mqmQ)−1. However as mQ → ∞, the P and P ∗ become
degenerate. As a consequence, the heavy-quark spin that decouples from the spectrum
becomes a good quantum number. This is the heavy-quark spin symmetry. Thus for a
baryon containing a heavy quark Q, we need both P and P ∗ to construct a skyrmion in the
Callan-Klebanov scheme if one wants to assure correct symmetry in heavy baryons. We will
see that this degeneracy plays a key role in giving the correct Berry potential. An elegant
way of incorporating the symmetry of P and P ∗ is to write the meson field as[74]
H =
(1+ 6v)
2
[
P ∗µγµ − Pγ5
]
(II.196)
where vµ is the four-velocity of the heavy quark. This field transforms as follows. Under
chiral transformation h (i.e, ξ → Lξh† = hξR†), it transforms
H → Hh (II.197)
which is equivalent to (II.150) generalized to the H field and under heavy-quark spin sym-
metry S, it transforms as
H → SH. (II.198)
This is the symmetry we did not impose when we were discussing the Callan-Klebanov
model. Writing in derivative expansion the Lagrangian density invariant simultaneously
under the two symmetry transformations, we have
LHQS = f
2
4
Tr(∂µU∂
µU †)− iTrHavµ∂µHa + iTrHaHbvµ (Vµ)ba
+igTrHaHbγ
µγ5 (Aµ)ba + · · · , (II.199)
where the subscript a labels the light quark flavor and the “induced” vector and axial vector
currents are given by
Vµ =
1
2
(∂µξξ
† + ∂µξ†ξ), (II.200)
Aµ =
1
2i
(∂µξξ
† − ∂µξ†ξ) (II.201)
with ξ =
√
U . The g is an unknown axial vector coupling constant to be determined from
experiments. The ellipsis stands for higher derivative terms and terms that break both chiral
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and heavy-quark symmetries. As written, the H field has dimension 3/2 since a factor of√
mΦ has been incorporated into the component fields P and P
∗. The heavy meson mass
term is cancelled away by the redefinition of the meson field H → eiv·xmHH where vµ is the
velocity four vector.
We will now show that the vanishing of c is tantamount to the disappearance of the
associated nonabelian Berry potential that emerges from the Lagrangian (II.199). What
happens is that the Berry phases generated from P and P ∗ when they are integrated out
cancel exactly in the IW limit [75]. This is the analog of the vanishing Berry potential in
the diatomic molecule when the electronic rotational symmetry is restored.
For the present purpose, it is convenient to rewrite (II.199) as
LH = −iTrHavµ∂µHa + iTrHaHbvµ
(
U †∂µU
)
ba
+igTrHaHbγ
µγ5
(
U †∂µU
)
ba
+
f2
4
Tr(∂µU∂
µU †) + · · · (II.202)
This is obtained from (II.199) by “dressing” H with pion field as H → Hξ. To O(m0Q ·N0c ),
we get the fine-structure spectrum by taking the hedgehog configuration Uc in (II.202). In
the infinite heavy-quark mass limit, the heavy meson is bound at the center of the soliton.
Now we go to O(m0Q ·N−1c ) by slowly rotating the hedgehog
U = S(t)UcS
†(t). (II.203)
As we did in the case of the chiral bag, we let the rotation operator act on the H field,
thereby unwinding the soliton
H → HS†, H → SH. (II.204)
The Lagrangian (II.202) becomes
LH = −iTrH∂tH − iTrH∂tS†SH + I
4
Tr(S†∂tS)2
+iTrHaHb
(
S†(U †∂tU)S
)
ba
+ igTrHaHbγ
oγ5
(
S†(U †∂tU)S
)
ba
+igTrHaHbγ
iγ5
(
U †c∂iUc
)
ba
+ · · · . (II.205)
Now one expects that the heavy meson is bound at the origin of the soliton; therefore the
fourth and fifth terms of (II.205) vanish in the heavy-meson limit, so we are left with
LH = −iTrH∂tH + I
4
Tr(S†∂tS)2 +−iTrH∂tS†SH
+igTrHaHbγ
iγ5
(
U †c∂iUc
)
ba
+ · · · . (II.206)
In complete analogy with the diatomic molecule and the chiral bag, we can identify the
second term of (II.206) with the Berry potential. As in the chiral bag case, S˙†S lives in the
isospin space of the light-quark sector and hence operates on the space of the light antiquark
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q¯. When the H is bound to the soliton, the light antiquark is characterized by its grand
spin T = 0 where ~T = ~Iq¯ + ~Jq¯. This can be understood simply in the chiral bag model.
In the chiral bag model, the lowest light-quark orbit is given by the hedgehog T = 0. The
heavy meson Qq¯ is therefore made of a “hole” in the hedgehog and a (heavy) particle in
the flavor Q orbit. Thus the configuration of the light antiquark in H takes the form
|T = 0〉 = 1√
2
(|d¯ ↓〉 − |u¯ ↑〉) . (II.207)
Now the heavy particle decouples in the infinite mass limit, so behaves as a spectator and
the role of fast variable is taken up entirely by the light antiquark, making it completely
analogous to the quark sitting in T = 0 orbit in the chiral bag model. We know from Lecture
I that the operator S˙†S sandwiched between the T = 0 states vanishes as one can readily
verify with (II.207) acted on by an isospin operator. In other words, the Berry potential
vanishes.
2.2.6 Comparison with large Nc QCD
The general characteristics of the skyrmions, both the ground state (light-quark
baryons) and the excited states (heavy-quarks baryons), can be understood in terms of
large Nc QCD. In large Nc limit, the consistency in Nc behavior as well as unitarity re-
quires that the O(1/Nc) correction to the axial coupling constant gA or equivalently to the
π-baryon coupling constant gπNN should vanish [76]
#23. The leading nonvanishing correc-
tion comes at order 1/N2c . This can happen only if there is an infinite tower of degenerate
states contributing in the intermediate state in the limit of large Nc. The degeneracy is
lifted at the order 1/Nc. This can be seen by observing that the Born term for baryon-pion
scattering violates both large Nc constraint and unitarity, and hence must be cancelled –
among the tower of intermediate states – to O(1/Nc) or alternatively by assuring that one
loop chiral perturbation corrections to pion-baryon scattering do not violate the large Nc
constraint and unitarity.
A consequence of the Dashen-Manohar QCD constraints in light-quark baryons is
found to be that baryon splittings must be proportional to 1/Nc and ~J
2 where J is the
angular momentum of the baryon[77]. This is precisely the structure of the light-quark
spectrum we obtained in the skyrmion picture. Now if the baryons contain one heavy quark
Q plus two light quarks, heavy-quark symmetry requires that the hyperfine splitting in the
heavy baryons must be inversely proportional to the heavy-quark mass mQ. Thus large
Nc QCD predicts the splitting to be ∼ (NcmQ)−1. Furthermore from the Dashen-Manohar
constraints, it follows [78] that the hyperfine splitting for, say, Σ∗Q−ΣQ must be of the form,
∼ ~Jl · ~JQ, where Jl is the light-quark soliton angular momentum and JQ the heavy-quark
angular momentum. This is identical to what we found in the heavy baryon spectrum (see
#23 We will refer to the constraints discussed by these authors as Dashen-Manohar constraints.
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(II.186))
∆H ∼ 1I cΦ
~Jl · ~JΦ (II.208)
where JΦ is the angular momentum lodged in the Berry potential generated from the heavy
meson Φ containing the heavy quark Q when the latter is integrated out. (Recall that c is
of the form, Eq. (II.193).)
The same argument applies to non-relativistic quark models as one expects from the
large Nc equivalence between the skyrmion model and non-relativistic quark model[79].
Part III
Chiral Symmetry in Nuclei
Updating Remark
[There has been an extensive activity in implementing chiral symmetry in nuclear
physics since the time of the ELAF93 lectures. The recent developments are: (1) the
skyrmion description of finite nuclei and nuclear matter; (2) effective field theory approach
to few-nucleon systems (or dilute systems), nuclear matter and dense matter; (3) chiral
restoration phase transition.
The Skyrme Lagrangian (II.11) has been investigated by mathematicians at classical
level up to mass (or baryon) number B ≤ 22 (e.g., see [141]) and the solutions were found
to possess an intriguing geometrical structure. Although mathematically beautiful, it is not
clear what the quantization will do to the solutions and whether the classical picture has
anything to do with real nuclei. However the B=2 system is fairly well understood. In fact,
the skyrmion description of the deuteron is a beautiful case of large Nc QCD at work [142].
The modern development of an effective field theory for nuclei is described in sub-
section 3.7, that of the connection between a chiral Lagrangian field theory with BR scaling
and Landau Fermi-liquid theory for nuclear matter in subsection 3.8 and that of hidden local
symmetry theory in dense/hot matter in subsection 4.4.]
1 Introduction
In the preceding two lectures we discussed the structure of hadrons and their inter-
actions in an isolated environment with a focus on chiral structure of the vacuum and light
and heavy excitations on it. In this lecture, we turn to nuclei and nuclear matter and their
interactions. We will focus on many-body systems with light-quark (up, down and strange
#24) hadrons only. We will not discuss the behavior of heavy baryons in medium. Broadly
#24In the context used in this chapter, the strange quark can be considered as light, in contrast to the last
chapter where it “behaved” more properly as “heavy”.
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we can classify two classes of issues involved here. One is the change of the environment
when there are many but finite number of baryons present in the system, thus addressing
the issue of vacuum change in the medium and consequently modifications in the intrinsic
property of the particles (both baryons and mesons) such as their masses and coupling con-
stants. The other is the interaction of the particles among themselves, which is intrinsically
many-body in nature. The question then is: Given an effective Lagrangian as discussed
in Lectures I and II, with low-excitation mesons and baryons relevant at the energy scale
below the chiral symmetry scale Λχ, how do we describe nuclei and their interactions?
There are basically two ways of addressing this question. We will discuss both. The
first described in the next section is to start with an effective Lagrangian given in large Nc
expansion as we have gotten in the previous lectures and develop many-body dynamics along
the line that we have pursued for a baryon, that is to look at the multibaryon sector of the
skyrmion picture. Unfortunately the mathematics of multibaryon structure is yet obscure
and beyond baryon number 2, we have no clear understanding of the basic structure. There
is a large number of literature on the infinite baryon number system, that is, nuclear matter,
but again apart from a general global property, little is understood at the moment. In this
chapter, we will treat the two-nucleon system, i.e, the deuteron and then nuclear force for
which there is a promising new development that deserves to be recognized.
The second approach is to start with an effective Lagrangian that consists of mesons
and baryons and guided by chiral symmetry and other symmetries of the strong interactions,
develop chiral perturbation theory for nuclear dynamics. There is an inherent limitation to
such an approach that is associated with low momentum/energy expansion. Nonetheless it
has certain predictive powers as we shall show later. The main task then would be to un-
derstand nuclear forces from the point of view of chiral symmetry and then develop nuclear
response functions in the same scheme. This approach will be discussed with applications
to both finite nuclei and infinite nuclear matter, possible phase transitions under extreme
conditions of density etc.
2 Nuclei As Skyrmions
Given a realistic effective Lagrangian of meson fields, the topological soliton sector
should in principle give rise, not only to the baryons we considered above, but also to
arbitrary winding-number objects. In the strong interactions, the winding number W is
the baryon number nB and hence we are to obtain nuclei with the baryon number nB = A
where A is the mass number of the nucleus when properly quantized. Unfortunately we
have at present very little understanding of the structure of multi-skyrmion configurations.
Given the approximations that one is forced to make in solving the problem, the question
is how close the multi-winding-number solution is to real nuclei. We will discuss later an
alternative approach of the skyrmion phenomenology that sidesteps solving this difficult
problem. There the idea is to deduce an effective nucleon-nucleon potential using the
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skyrmion structure of the nB = 2 soliton and let the ensemble of nB = 1 solitons interact
through the potential. This is closer to the conventional approach to the nucleus. In
this Section, we discuss how much of nuclear properties we can understand solely from a
skyrmion point of view. We discuss the simplest nucleus, the deuteron and then nucleon-
nucleon potential. There are studies of A ≥ 3 nuclei in terms of multi-winding-number
skyrmions but the mathematics involved has not yet been worked out to the point as to be
able to gauge whether such a description is realistic. We shall not pursue this approach any
further #25. Also instead of working with a general, vector-meson-implemented Lagrangian,
we will consider the simplest one, the original Skyrme Lagrangian discussed in Lecture II,
Lskyrme = f
2
π
4
Tr [∂µU∂
µU †] +
1
32g2
Tr [U †∂µU,U †∂νU ]2 + rTr (MU + h.c.) (III.1)
with fπ the pion decay constant and g the Skyrme term constant related to vector me-
son gauge coupling discussed in Lecture II. The last term in (III.1) is the leading chiral
symmetry-breaking term of O(∂2) in the “chiral counting” defined more precisely later. In
dealing with nonstrange nuclear systems, U will be the chiral field in SU(2), so the Wess-
Zumino term is missing from (III.1). Later we will consider the chiral field valued in SU(3)
in dealing with kaon-nuclear interactions. In what follows, one should keep in mind that
in some sense, this is a Lagrangian that results from a large vector-meson mass limit of a
Lagrangian with explicit vector mesons with the so-called Skyrme quartic term representing
in some average sense the effect of all phenomenology. More sophisticated Lagrangians with
vector mesons and baryon resonances bring about quantitative improvements but no quali-
tative changes. This was quite clear in hyperon phenomenology discussed in the preceding
chapter.
2.1 Deuteron
Consider the simplest nucleus, the deuteron, which is a loosely bound proton-neutron
system with a large quadrupole moment: a binding energy of 2.2 MeV and a root-mean-
square radius of 2.095 fm. Since the two nucleons are on the average widely separated, we
could start with the product ansatz for the chiral field with winding number 2. Let us put
the centers of the two skyrmions symmetrically about the origin along the x axis. When the
two nucleons are widely separated, a reasonable configuration for the system is the product
form,
U1(~r + sxˆ)SU1(~r − sxˆ)S† (III.2)
where U1 is the hedgehog with baryon number 1 and S is a constant (global) SU(2) matrix
describing the relative isospin orientation of the two skyrmions #26. The two skyrmions
#25See for references, V.G. Makhanov, Y.P. Rybakov and V.I. Sanyuk [43]
#26In the literature, one frequently uses A for the global SU(2) rotation. Here as in Lecture II, we reserve
A for the induced vector field.
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are separated along the x axis by the distance of 2s. It turns out from the early numer-
ical studies[80] that the most attractive configuration is obtained when the isospin of one
skyrmion is rotated by an angle of 180◦ about an axis perpendicular to the x axis (i.e, the
axis of separation). Choosing the z axis for the rotation,
A = eiπτ3/2 = iτ3 (III.3)
the nB = 2 chiral field takes the form
Us(x, y, z) = U1(x+ s, y, z)τ3U1(x− s, y, z)τ3. (III.4)
Let us see what symmetries this ansatz has [81]. With the explicit form for the single
hedgehog U1 = exp(i~τ · rˆF (r)), it is easy to verify that it satisfies the following discrete
symmetry relations
Us(−x, y, z) = τ2U †s (x, y, z)τ2, (III.5)
Us(x,−y, z) = τ1U †−s(x, y, z)τ1, (III.6)
Us(x, y,−z) = U †−s(x, y, z). (III.7)
It also has the symmetry under the parity transformation
U †s (−x,−y,−z) = τ3Us(x, y, z)τ3. (III.8)
These discrete symmetries can be summarized by one nontrivial one
Us(x,−y,−z) = τ1Us(x, y, z)τ1. (III.9)
What this says is that a spatial rotation about the axis of separation by angle of π is
equivalent to an isospin rotation about the x axis by π. This symmetry forbids the quantum
number I = J = 0 where I is the isospin and J the angular momentum of the state. This
is consistent with Pauli exclusion principle. However the product ansatz is not a solution
of the equation of motion and in addition there is nothing to prevent another deuteron-
like state (say, d′) with I = 0 and J = 1 to appear nearly degenerate with the deuteron.
Indeed a simple analysis does show that a d′ is present when the product ansatz is used. In
Nature there is only one bound state, so while the product ansatz describes the deuteron
property (and more generally static two-nucleon properties [82]) in qualitative agreement
with experiments, it does not have enough symmetry of Nature. In addition to the symmetry
(III.9)
U2(x,−y,−z) = τ1U2(x, y, z)τ1, (III.10)
other discrete symmetries not present in the product ansatz but needed to eliminate the
spurious d′ are
U2(−x, y,−z) = τ1U2(x, y, z)τ1, (III.11)
U2(−x,−y, z) = U2(x, y, z). (III.12)
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(We are using the subscript 2 to indicate the winding number-2 configuration.) In fact the
last symmetry (III.12) is a special case (i.e, α = π) of the continuous cylindrical symmetry
U2(ρ, φ + α, z) = e
−iατ3U2(ρ, φ, z)eiατ3 (III.13)
where the z axis is taken to be the symmetry axis. This has a toroidal geometry. A nB = 2
skyrmion with the symmetries (III.10), (III.11), (III.12) and (III.13) is found to be the
lowest energy solution of the skyrmion equation[83]. With this configuration, there is no
bound d′ state as it is pushed up by rotation. We will refer to this as toroidal skyrmion. To
be more quantitative, let us see what the classical energies of various configurations come
out to be[50]. For this we put the length in units of (ef)−1 and the energy in units of f/2e.
In these units, the energy of two infinitely separated skyrmions is 1.23 × 24π2 whereas the
toroidal structure with coincident skyrmions comes slightly lower, at 1.18×24π2. The latter
corresponds to the lowest energy solution of the nB = 2 skyrmion. The nB = 2 spherical
hedgehog configuration has much higher energy, 1.83× 24π2.
The question is: What is the deuteron seen in Nature? While lowest in energy, the
toroidal configuration cannot be the dominant component of the deuteron. For with that
configuration, the size – and hence the quadrupole moment – of the deuteron would be
much too small[87], the calculated size being
√〈r2〉d ≈ 0.92 fm while experimentally it is
2.095 fm and the calculated quadrupole moment being Q ≈ 0.082 fm2 while experimentally
it is 0.2859 fm2. This compactness of the structure is easily understandable in terms of
much too large binding energy – about an order of magnitude too large – associated with
this configuration. Clearly then this configuration must constitute only a small component
of the deuteron wave function. Despite the problem alluded above, the size and quadrupole
moment indicate that the widely separated configuration should be closer to Nature. Even
so, the deuteron seems to share the torus symmetry in a variety of ways as observed in its
static electromagnetic properties and other moments.
Even though reducing the problem from a field theory involving solitons to a quan-
tum mechanics in “moduli space” brings in enormous simplification, the reality must still be
rather complex in terms of skyrmion configurations. A realistic treatment[50, 85] must en-
compass the unstable spherical hedgehog with winding number 2 [51], the manifold of which
is twelve dimensional including six unstable modes, the infinitely separated two skyrmion
configuration – which is also twelve dimensional – and the eight-dimensional toroidal config-
uration [83]. This is a very difficult problem and it is very unlikely that we will see analytical
solutions in the near future. It is however expected that numerical simulations will provide
accurate solutions within a near future. Indeed an initial “experiment” of that type has
been recently performed. While the result is only preliminary and semiquantitative at best,
it is nonetheless a remarkable development. Since it is most likely to be soon superseded
by more refined results, we will not go into the details of the present calculation. Let it
suffice to summarize what has been achieved so far[86]. In this analysis, initially two widely
separated skyrmions (which are not a solution on a finite lattice which they are using) are
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prepared by relaxation. The continuum solution is imposed on the lattice. As the skyrmions
relax, they approach each other through the dissipation of their orbital energy. At the point
of closest approach, the two skyrmions merge into the optimal toroidal configuration and
then scatter at angle π/2, a feature generic of two solitons scattering at low energy, such
as monopole-monopole, skyrmion-skyrmion and vortex-vortex scattering. This process is
found to repeat, with the skyrmions falling into the toroidal form and scattering at right
angles. At each cycle, energy is transferred from the orbital motion to a radial excitation of
the individual skyrmion. Quantizing the nearly periodic motion, it is found that for large
g2 (for which the Skyrme quartic term emerges from the ρ meson kinetic energy term in a
more realistic hidden gauge symmetry Lagrangian[48]), there is only one bound state with
J = 1 and I = 0, with an unbound J = 0 and I = 1 state nearby. (There are instead
many bound states for weak g2. But for a weak g2, there is no reason why the Skyrme
Lagrangian would be a good approximation.) The bound wavefunction describes a state
peaked at a configuration with two nucleons widely separated, hence elongated, with the
size about twice that of the static toroidal structure and a quadrupole moment about 4
times. These are all in semiquantitative agreement with experiments.
2.2 Nuclear Forces
The static minimum-energy configuration is known to be tetrahedron for nB = 3,
octahedron for nB = 4 etc.[87]. It would undoubtedly be most exciting to see what happens
when one extends the sort of analysis made on the torus configuration of the deuteron
to 3He, 4He etc. Unfortunately this will take a tour-de-force computational effort and
extending beyond would probably be impossible except for qualitative features. As in
the case of the torus, these configurations will make up only a small component of the
wavefunctions even though symmetries may be correctly described by them. The alternative
to this – which is definitely more economical and more predictive– is to construct a nucleon-
nucleon potential from skyrmion structure and treat the nuclei in the conventional way.
Furthermore, constrained static solutions that are required for constructing NN potentials
are much easier to work out than the time-dependent problem mentioned above. The
question that is properly posed is: Can one derive a nucleon-nucleon potential which is
close to, say, the Paris potential[88] ?
The nB = 2 baryon has twelve collective degrees of freedom: three for translation
(or center-of-mass position), three for orientations in space and isospin space, three for
the spatial separation and three for the relative orientation in isospin. For the asymptotic
configuration where two skyrmions are widely separated, the twelve degrees of freedom
correspond to the coordinate ~ri and the isospin orientation Si for each skyrmion i = 1, 2.
When quantized, they represent two free nucleon states. The product ansatz possessing
twelve collective degrees of freedom is close to two free nucleons when widely separated
but lacks the correct symmetry at short distance. When two skyrmions are on top of each
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other, as mentioned above, the lowest energy configuration is that of a torus (with axial
symmetry) with eight collective degrees of freedom. Thus four additional collective degrees
of freedom are needed for describing general nB = 2 configurations. This constitutes the
moduli space that is involved for the problem.
For general nB = 2 configurations, global collective coordinates do not affect the
energy, so for considering a potential, we may confine ourselves to the separation r of the
two skyrmions and the relative isospace orientation which can be expressed by three Euler
angles α, β and γ
C = S†1S2 = e
iτ3α/2eiτ2β/2eiτ3γ/2. (III.14)
When global collective coordinates are quantized, the resulting Hamiltonian involves a po-
tential which will then depend only on the separation r which we choose here to be along
the z axis and the three Euler angles. The potential therefore must be expressible in terms
of the Wigner D-functions as[89]
V (r, C) =
∞∑
j=0
j∑
m=−j
j∑
n=−j
Vjmn(r)D(j)m,n(C). (III.15)
This is the most general form since the D functions form a complete set over SU(2) for
integer j. This can be further reduced by using the symmetry associated with rotation
about the z axis – therefore reducing the Euler angles to two, namely, β and (α− γ) –and
the relation V (r, C) = V (r, C†) due to the SU(2) symmetry, to the form
V (r, C) =
∞∑
j=0
j∑
m=0
Vjm
1
2
[
D(j)m,m(C) +D(j)−m,−m(C)
]
. (III.16)
The nucleon-nucleon potential can then be defined by taking the matrix element with the
asymptotic two-nucleon wavefunction
Ψ(1, 2) ∼ D(1/2)i1,−s1(S1)D
(1/2)
i2,−s2(S2). (III.17)
The potential so defined is guaranteed to give the correct asymptotic behavior shared by the
product ansatz and the correct short-distance behavior shared by the toroidal configuration.
Although there is no rigorous proof, it appears that only the partial waves j ≤ 1 contribute
significantly[89]. Thus ignoring the higher partial waves j ≥ 2, we have
V (r, C) = V00(r)D(0)0,0(C) + V10D(1)0,0(C) + V11(r)[D(1)1,1(C) +D(1)−1,−1(C)] (III.18)
which when sandwiched with the wavefunction (III.17) gives
V (1, 2) = VC(r) + VSS(r)~τ1 · ~τ2~σ1 · ~σ2 + VT (r)~τ1 · ~τ2(3~σ1 · rˆ~σ2 · rˆ − ~σ1 · ~σ2) (III.19)
with
VC = V00, VSS = 25(V10 + V11)/247, VT = 25(2V10 − V11)/486 (III.20)
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with potential functions Vi given by the skyrmion solution of the classical equation of
motion. The V ’s are obtained numerically.
There is considerable uncertainty in defining the separation r between two skyrmions
because of their extended structure. A convenient definition is [89]
(
r
2
)2 =
1
nB
∫
d3x~x2B0(~x) (III.21)
where B0 is the baryon number density. This reduces to the usual separation r = |~r1 − ~r2|
if one takes the form
B0(~x) = δ3(~x+ 1
2
reˆ3) + δ
3(~x− 1
2
reˆ3).
The resulting central V Tc potentials obtained by Walhout and Wambach [89] and Walet
and Amado [90] qualitatively agree with with realistic phenomenological potentials. The
intermediate-range attraction in the central potential obtained in these calculations has been
the most difficult one to obtain in the skyrmion picture. (Other components of the force
have been better understood.) This difficulty is now largely eliminated. A considerable im-
provement is obtained by introducing state-mixing between NN, N∆ and ∆∆ intermediate
states that involves 1/Nc corrections[90].
In summary, the skyrmion picture is found[91] to provide a generally satisfactory
account of long-range pion exchange, short-distance repulsion, tensor forces and spin-orbit
forces. Considering the enormous simplicity of the effective Lagrangian, this is a truly
remarkable success of the model.
3 Chiral Perturbation Theory
3.1 Foreword
Chiral symmetry has played indirectly an extremely important and powerful role
in nuclear physics since many years [92]; yet it is only recently that the nuclear physics
community started to pay attention to this, particularly in connection with the structure
of the nucleon and associated issues. Even the role of mesons in nuclei – a problem which
has been around for more than four decades – has only recently been elucidated, thanks
largely to a better understanding of the workings of chiral symmetry in strongly interacting
many-body systems. Though chiral symmetry addresses specifically to pions, it turns out
to play a crucial role where other degrees of freedom than pions intervene. The reason for
this is that pions dominate whenever they can and if they do not, then there are reasons for
it, which have something to do with chiral symmetry.
In this part of the lecture, we discuss to what extent nuclear dynamics – both under
normal and extreme conditions – are dictated by chiral symmetry. There are several layers
of problems dealing with nuclei. The first is the property of the basic building block of the
nucleus, which is of course the nucleon and the nucleon is made of quarks and gluons: We
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have to understand what the nucleon is to understand how two or more nucleons interact.
Now given our understanding of the nucleon, we have to understand how they interact –
following what symmetries and dynamics – and how the individual property of the nucleon
is modified by the change of environment. In all these, we would like that the same guiding
principles apply for both the basic structure of the nucleon and the residual interaction
between them.
We shall discuss from the vantage point of chiral symmetry what the state of hadronic
matter may be at densities near that of nuclear matter ρ0 ≈ 0.16fm−3 and ultimately
higher including the regime ρ ≫ ρ0 where phase transitions from normal hadronic matter
to “abnormal” matters are supposed to take place.
3.2 Chiral Lagrangians for Baryons and Goldstone Bosons
In Lecture II, we dealt with chiral Lagrangians with mesons only. We discussed there
how baryons could emerge from meson fields as solitons (skyrmions). We saw that this
picture of the baryons gets sharpened for large Nc. In principle, given such mesonic La-
grangians, we could expect to calculate properties of an A-skyrmion system and suitably
quantized, to describe a nucleus with A nucleons. A brief discussion on this matter was
given in the preceding section. One day it may be possible to describe, say, 208Pb with a
Lagrangian whose parameters are completely fixed in the zero-baryon sector. In fact we
might be able to expect that the Pb nucleus is understood because the nucleon is under-
stood, through a concept of “tumbling” as stressed by Nambu[1], the idea being that it
is a hierarchy of symmetries which tumble down from high energy to low energy with the
strength of the condensates setting the scale. The key picture of such a hierarchy is a
σ-model structure, which applies to the Higgs sector, to the QCD sector (nucleon), to the
complex nuclear sector and to superconductivity. In Lecture I, we discussed the possibility
that a hierarchy of induced gauge potentials might provide the link.
In this lecture, we approach the problem from a different vantage point. We shall
assume that it is possible to map the soliton-meson Lagrangian that results from the soliton
quantization and fluctuations around it to an effective Lagrangian of baryons and mesons.
In large Nc limit, the baryons are infinitely massive, so one can do a simultaneous expansion
in 1/mB (where mB is the baryon mass), ∂/Λχ and M/Λχ (where M is the quark mass
matrix). The baryon here is put in a way quite analogous to the heavy quark in the chiral
symmetric heavy quark Lagrangian considered in the preceding lecture.
We will construct an appropriate Lagrangian in the spirit of chiral expansions. In
so doing, we will postulate that mesons and baryons that figure in nuclei satisfy chiral
symmetry and other flavor symmetries. We will simply write it with local fields. The
underlying assumption is that Weinberg’s “theorem” [93] holds equally in the case that
baryons are present explicitly. In this framework, the effective Lagrangian approach is as
general as any field theory.
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Although for the moment we will be mostly concerned with the up- and down-quark
(SUf (2)) sector, we shall write the Lagrangian for the SU(3) flavor as it will be needed
for kaon-nuclear interactions and kaon condensation in the later part of the lecture. As
explained in the previous lectures, the UA(1) symmetry is broken by anomaly, so the as-
sociated ninth pseudoscalar meson η′ is massive. It will not concern us here. The scale
invariance is broken by the trace anomaly with the associated scalar χ playing an impor-
tant role for scale properties of the hadrons. This feature will be incorporated later in the
scheme. Let the octet pseudoscalar field π = πaT a be denoted by
√
2π =


1√
2
π0 + 1√
6
η π+ K+
π− − 1√
2
π0 + 1√
6
η K0
K− K¯0 − 2√
6
η

 (III.1)
and the octet baryon field B = BaT a be given by
B =


1√
2
Σ0 + 1√
6
Λ Σ+ p
Σ− − 1√
2
Σ0 + 1√
6
n
Ξ− Ξ0 − 2√
6
Λ

 . (III.2)
Define as before the “induced” vector current Vµ and axial-vector vector current Aµ(
V µ
−iAµ
)
=
1
2
(
ξ†∂µξ ± ξ∂µξ†
)
(III.3)
where U = ξ2 = exp(2iπaT a/f) with TrT aT b = 12δab (i.e, T
a ≡ λa/2 where λa are the usual
Gell-Mann matrices). Recall: Since U transforms U → LUR† under chiral transformation
with L ∈ SUL(3) and R ∈ SUR(3), ξ transforms ξ → Lξg†(x) = g(x)ξR† with g ∈ SU(3) a
local, nonlinear function of L, R and π. Under the local transformation g(x), Vµ transforms
as a gauge field
Vµ → g(Vµ + ∂µ)g† (III.4)
while Aµ transforms homogeneously (or covariantly)
Aµ → gAµg†. (III.5)
The next thing to do is to decide how the baryon field transforms under chiral
SUL(3) × SUR(3) symmetry. Now the baryon field can be considered as a matter field
just as the vector meson fields ρ are. The general theory of matter fields interacting with
Goldstone boson fields was formulated by Callan, Coleman, Wess and Zumino many years
ago [94]. Since matter fields transform as definite representations only under the unbroken
diagonal subgroup SUL+R(3), one may choose any representation that reduces to this sub-
group. Different choices give rise to the same S-matrix. A convenient choice turns out to
have the baryon field transform
B → gBg†. (III.6)
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Under vector transformation L = R = V , we have g = V so that Eq.(III.6) reduces to the
desired vector (octet) transformation B → V BV †. With this representation, the pion field
has only derivative coupling to the baryons which facilitates the chiral counting developed
below. [95]. With the “gauge” field Vµ, we write the covariant derivative
DµB = ∂µ + [V µ, B] (III.7)
which transforms DµB → gDµBg†. The Lagrangian containing the lowest derivative in-
volving baryon fields is then
LB = iTr(B¯γµDµB)−mBTr(B¯B)
+ DTr(B¯γµγ5{Aµ, B}) + FTr(B¯γµγ5[Aµ, B]) +O(∂2) (III.8)
where D and F are constants to be determined from experiments as we will see later. The
mesonic sector is of course described by Eq. (III.1), the chirally invariant part of which is,
in terms of the chiral field U alone,
LU = f
2
π
4
Tr(∂µU∂
µU †) +O(∂4). (III.9)
In Eqs.(III.8) and (III.9), truncation is made at the indicated order of derivatives.
Next we need to introduce chiral symmetry breaking terms since the symmetry is
indeed broken by the quark mass terms. We assume as suggested by QCD Lagrangian that
the quark mass matrix M transforms as (3, 3¯) + (3¯, 3), namely, as
M→ LMR†. (III.10)
In our discussion, the mass matrix will be taken to be in the diagonal form
M = diag (mu,md,ms). (III.11)
Writing terms involvingM that transform invariantly under chiral transformation, we have
LχSB = rTr (MU + h.c.)
+ a1TrB (ξMξ + h.c.)B + a2TrBB (ξMξ + h.c.) + a3TrBBTr (MU + h.c.) .
(III.12)
In writing this only CP even terms are kept. In general, without restriction on CP , the h.c.
term would be multiplied by complex conjugation of the coefficient which would in general
be complex. As detailed later, the mass matrix M is formally O(∂2), so to the order
involved in (III.12), we have to implement with a Lagrangian that contains two derivatives.
We will call it δLB . It will be specified below.
As given, the baryon Lagrangian (III.8) does not lend itself to a straightforward chiral
expansion. This is because the baryon mass mB is not small compared with the chiral scale
Λχ: As noted below, while the space derivative acting on the baryon field can be considered
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to be small, the time derivative cannot be considered to be so since it picks up the baryon
mass term. It is therefore more appropriate to consider the baryon to be “heavy” and make
a field redefinition so as to eliminate the mass term from the Lagrangian. To do this we let
[96]
B → eimBv·x 1 + γ · v
2
B (III.13)
where vµ is the velocity four-vector of the baryon with v
2 = 1. This rescaling eliminates the
centroid mass dependence mB from the baryon Lagrangian LB and banish negative-energy
Dirac components 12(1 + γ · v)B to 1/mB corrections
LB = TrBiv ·DB + 2DTrBSµ{Aµ, B}+ 2FTrB[Aµ, B] + · · · (III.14)
and simplifies δLB which is somewhat awesome looking to
δLB = c1TrBD2B + c2TrB(v ·D)2B + d1TrBA2B + d2TrB(v ·A)2B + · · ·
+ f1TrB(v ·D)(S ·A)B + f2TrB(S ·D)(v · A)B + f3TrB[Sα, Sβ]AαAβB + · · ·
(III.15)
where the ellipsis stands for other terms of the same class as well as 1/mB corrections which
are of the same order as the symmetry-breaking term (III.12), that is, O(∂2). Here Sµ is
the spin operator defined as Sµ =
1
4γ5[6v, γµ] constrained to v · S = 0 and the constants ai,
ci, di, fi and r are parameters to be fixed from experiments.
In many-body systems like nuclei, we have to include also terms higher order in
baryon field, such as[97]
L4 =
∑
i
Tr
(
BΓiB
)2
+ · · · (III.16)
where Γi are matrices constrained by flavor and Lorentz symmetries which we assume do not
contain derivatives. The ellipsis stands for four-fermion interactions containing derivatives
and also for higher-fermion interaction terms. Such terms with quartic fermion fields can
be thought of as arising when meson exchanges with the meson mass greater than the chiral
scale are eliminated. We have already encountered such a term in Lecture II in connection
with the η′ exchange between baryons. We can also have derivatives multiplying Γi. We
will encounter such derivative-dependent four-fermion terms later on – as counter terms –
when we consider nuclear responses to electroweak interactions at which time we shall write
down the explicit forms.
In the form given above for LB and δLB , derivatives on the baryon field pick up small
residual four-momentum kµ
pµ = mBv
µ + kµ. (III.17)
In this form, a derivative on the baryon field is of the same order as a derivative on a
pseudoscalar meson field or the mass matrix
√M.
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The Lagrangian we will work with then is the sum of (III.9), (III.14), (III.15) and
(III.16)
L = LU + LB + δLB + L4. (III.18)
Now given this Lagrangian for three-flavor system, it is easy to reduce it to one for two
flavors – which is what we need for most of nuclear physics applications. The pseudoscalar
field is then a 2× 2 matrix
√
2π =

 1√2π0 π+
π− − 1√
2
π0

 (III.19)
and the baryon field becomes a simple doublet
N =
(
p
n
)
(III.20)
with the resulting Lagrangian
L = N †i∂0N + iN †V0N − gAN †~σ · ~AN
+ bN † (ξMξ + h.c.)N + h′N †NTr (MU + h.c.) + · · · .
+
∑
i
(N †ΓiN)2 + δLB · · · (III.21)
where we have replaced (F +D) by gA, relevant for neutron beta decay, a procedure which
is justified at the tree order. This relation no longer holds, however, when loop corrections
are included. This Lagrangian (III.21) will be used in nuclear physics applications in what
follows.
So far, we have written down Lagrangian terms that are lowest in derivatives and in
the quark mass matrix M. Going further in the expansion can be done in two ways: one,
higher derivatives in pseudoscalar fields (and higher orders in M); two, introduce vector
fields (and higher orders inM). For instance, we can take the vector and axial-vector fields
to be O(∂) and if they are coupled to the lowest derivatives on pseudoscalars consistent
with chiral transformation, then we wind up with a Lagrangian valid up to O(∂4), e.g., the
vector meson field tensor which involves (∂µVν)
2. In all applications we will discuss, we will
follow the second route which is simpler at low orders we use.
3.3 Chiral Power Counting
In nuclear physics, we are concerned with an amplitude that involves EN nucleon lines
(sum of incoming and outgoing lines), Eπ pion lines and one electroweak current. Chiral
Lagrangian approach is relevant at low energy and low momentum, so we are primarily
concerned with slowly varying electroweak fields. In dealing with chiral power counting, the
pion field and its coupling are simple because chiral symmetry requires derivative coupling.
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The chiral field U can be counted as O(1) in chiral counting, a derivative acting on the
pion field as O(Q) where Q is a characteristic pion four-momentum involved in the process,
assumed to be of O(mπ) or less – and in any case much less than the chiral scale of order 1
GeV – and mq ∼ m2π ∼ O(Q2). As remarked above, the situation with the baryon as given
in (III.8) is somewhat more complicated because the baryon mass is of O(1) relative to the
chiral scale. Indeed, one should count mB ∼ O(1), the generic baryon field ψ ∼ O(1) and
hence ∂µψ ∼ O(1). This means that
(iγµ∂
µ −mB)ψ = ivµ∂µN ∼ O(Q). (III.22)
However the three-momentum of the baryon – and hence the space derivative of the baryon
field – should be taken to be O(Q) while the time derivative of it should be taken to be
O(1). The heavy-fermion formalism takes care of this problem of the heavy baryon mass.
We will illustrate how this works out in specific examples we will treat later.
In deducing the chiral counting rule, we must distinguish two types of graphs: one,
reducible graphs and the other, irreducible graphs. Chiral expansion is useful for the second
class of diagrams. An irreducible graph is a graph that cannot be made into disconnected
graphs by cutting any intermediate state containing EN/2 nucleon lines and either all the
initial pions or all the final pions. Reducible graphs involve energy denominators involving
the difference in nucleon kinetic energy which is much smaller than the pion mass whereas
irreducible graphs involve energy denominators of O(Q) or the pion mass. We must apply
chiral perturbation theory to the irreducible graphs, but not to the reducible ones. The
reducible ones involve infrared divergences and are responsible for such nonperturbative
effect as binding or pairing transitions. In the language of effective field theories [2] it
is the effect of reducible graphs that transform “irrelevant terms” to “marginal” leading
to interesting phenomena such as superconductivity as discussed in Polchinski’s lecture
and elsewhere. In the present context, the reducible graphs are included when one solves
Lippman-Schwinger equation or Schro¨dinger equation. We will therefore confine ourselves
to the irreducible graphs only.
Furthermore the counting rule is much more clearly defined without vector mesons
than with vector mesons. The vector mesons with their mass comparable to the chiral scale
bring in additional scale to the problem.
In what follows, using heavy-fermion formalism (HFF), we rederive and generalize
somewhat Weinberg’s counting rule applicable to irreducible graphs [93, 97, 98]. Although
we shall not consider explicitly the vector-meson degrees of freedom, we include them here
in addition to pions and nucleons. Much of what we obtain later turn out to be valid in
the presence of vector mesons. Now in dealing with them, their masses will be regarded as
comparable to the characteristic mass scale of QCD ∼ 4πfπ which can be considered heavy
compared to Q – say, scale of external three momenta or mπ
#27.
In establishing the counting rule, we make the following key assumptions: Every
#27One subtlety to note here: In considering the vector limit in the later part of this chapter, we will be
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intermediate meson (whether heavy or light) carries a four-momentum of order of Q while
every intermediate nucleon carries a four-momentum of order of mN , namely, of the QCD
scale. In addition we assume that for any loop, the effective cut-off in the loop integration
is of order of Q. We will be more precise as to what this means physically when we discuss
specific processes, for this clarifies the limitation of the chiral expansion scheme.
An arbitrary Feynman graph can be characterized by the number EN (EH) of external
– both incoming and outgoing – nucleon (vector-meson) lines, the number L of loops, the
number IN (Iπ, IH) of internal nucleon (pion, vector-meson) lines. Each vertex can in turn
be characterized by the number di of derivatives and/or of mπ factors and the number ni
(hi) of nucleon (vector-meson) lines attached to the vertex. Now for a nucleon intermediate
state of momentum pµ = mvµ + kµ where kµ = O(Q), we acquire a factor Q−1 since
SF (mv + k) =
1
v · k = O(Q
−1). (III.23)
An internal pion line contributes a factor Q−2 since
∆(q2;m2π) =
1
q2 −m2π
= O(Q−2)
while a vector-meson intermediate state contributes Q0 (∼ O(1)) as one can see from its
propagator
∆F (q
2;m2V ) =
1
q2 −m2V
≃ 1−m2V
= O(Q0) (III.24)
where mV represents a generic mass of vector mesons. Finally a loop contributes a factor
Q4 because its effective cut-off is assumed to be of order of Q. We thus arrive at the
counting rule that an arbitrary graph is characterized by the factor Qν (times a slowly
varying function f(Q/µ) where µ ∼ Λχ) with
ν = −IN − 2Iπ + 4L+
∑
i
di (III.25)
where the sum over i runs over all vertices of the graph. Using the identities, Iπ+IH+IN =
L+ V − 1, IH = 12
∑
i hi − EH2 and IN = 12
∑
i ni − EN2 , we can rewrite the counting rule
ν = 2− EN + 2EH
2
+ 2L+
∑
i
νi, νi ≡ di + ni + 2hi
2
− 2. (III.26)
We recover the counting rule derived by Weinberg [97, 98] if we set EH = hi = 0.
The situation is different depending upon whether or not there is external gauge field
(i.e., electroweak field) present in the process. In its absence (as in nuclear forces), νi is
non-negative
di +
ni + 2hi
2
− 2 ≥ 0. (III.27)
taking the limit mρ → 0. For this it would be dangerous to consider the vector mass to be O(1) as we do
here. It is an open problem how to organize an effective theory for this situation that involves eventually
a phase transition. It must be analogous to instabilities in Landau Fermi liquid theory. See Polchinski’s
lecture.
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This is guaranteed by chiral symmetry. This means that the leading order effect comes from
graphs with vertices satisfying
di +
ni + 2hi
2
− 2 = 0 . (III.28)
Examples of vertices of this kind are: πNN (di = 1, ni = 2, hi = 0), hNN (di = 0, ni =
2, hi = 1), (NΓN)
2 (di = 0, ni = 4, hi = 0), ππNN (di = 1, ni = 2, hi = 0), ρππ (di =
1, ni = 0, hi = 1), etc. In NN scattering or in nuclear forces, EN = 4 and EH = 0, and
so we have ν ≥ 0. The leading order contribution corresponds to ν = 0, coming from three
classes of diagrams; one-pion-exchange, one-vector-meson-exchange and four-fermi contact
graphs. In πN scattering, EN = 2 and EH = 0, we have ν ≥ 1 and the leading order comes
from nucleon Born graphs, seagull graphs and one-vector-meson-exchange graphs.#28
In the presence of external fields, the condition becomes [99, 100](
di +
ni + 2hi
2
− 2
)
≥ −1 . (III.29)
The difference from the previous case comes from the fact that a derivative is replaced
by gauge fields. The equality holds only when hi = 0. We will later show that this is
related to what is called the “chiral filter” phenomenon. The condition (III.29) plays an
important role in determining exchange currents in nuclei. Apart from the usual nucleon
Born terms which are in the class of “reducible” graphs and hence do not enter into our
consideration, we have two graphs that contribute in the leading order to the exchange
current: the “seagull” graphs and “pion-pole” graphs, both of which involve a vertex with
νi = −1. On the other hand, a vector-meson-exchange graph involves a νi = +1 vertex.
This is because di = 1, hi = 2 at the Jµhh vertex. Therefore vector-exchange graphs are
suppressed by power of Q2. This counting rule is the basis for chiral filtering.
The key point of chiral perturbation theory is that for small enough Q with which
the system is probed, physical quantities should be dominantly given by the low values
of ν. The leading term is therefore given by tree diagrams with the next-to-the leading
order being given by one-loop diagrams with vertices that involve lowest derivative terms.
The divergences present in one-loop graphs are then to be cancelled by counter terms in
the next order derivative terms. The finite counter terms of O(1) are to be determined
from empirical data. This can be continued to an arbitrary order in a well-defined manner.
“Weinberg theorem” states that this should correspond to QCD at long wavelength. A
systematic application of this strategy to ππ scattering has been made with an impressive
success [101].
3.4 Effective Theories in Nuclear Medium
Before we apply chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) to many-body nuclear systems,
we need to extend the concept of effective theories somewhat further. For this we restate
#28We note here that scalar glueball fields χ play only a minor role in πN scattering because the χππ vertex
(di = 2, ni = 0, hi = 1) acquires an additional Q power.
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what the basic premise of writing down the chiral Lagrangian (III.18) was #29. Given a
set of fields denoted by φ which can be decomposed into a high-energy component φH with
ω > Λ in which we are not interested and a low-energy component φL with ω < Λ in which
we are interested. Here Λ is some cut-off. Now integrating out the uninteresting “fast”
component and leaving only the interesting “slow” component∫
[dφL][dφH ]e
iS(φL,φH ) =
∫
[dφL]e
iSΛ(φL) (III.30)
where
eiSΛ(φL) ≡
∫
[dφH ]e
iS(φL,φH). (III.31)
Now the effective action SΛ is given by the sum of all the terms allowed by symmetries of
the fundamental theory
SΛ =
∑
i
giOi (III.32)
where gi are some constants and Oi are operators which can in general be nonlocal. The
chiral expansion we sketched above corresponds to making a local expansion in terms of
derivatives. In Lecture I, we have discussed how this operation could be done in terms of
the chiral bag: It led to among others the non-trivial emergence of the Wess-Zumino term
(or Berry phases). There Λ was identified with the chiral scale Λχ.
In going to nuclear systems, we make further reductions. We do this in recognition of
the existence of the Fermi surface characterized by the Fermi momentum kF . Since we will
be interested in excitations near the Fermi surface, we would like to integrate out further
the sector Λs < ω ≤ Λ where s > 1 which we assume depends on kF∫
[dφ<L ][dφ
>
L ]e
iSΛ(φ
<
L ,φ
>
L ) =
∫
[dφ<L ]e
iS∗L(φ
<
L ) (III.33)
where the superscript < (>) represents the sector ω < Λ/s (ω > Λ/s). The successive
reduction satisfies renormalization group equation and forms the usual program proven to
be a powerful technique in condensed matter physics [102]. It is clear that we will have in
place of (III.32)
S∗L =
∑
i
g∗iO
∗
i (III.34)
where the star indicates the dependence on kF through s. The key point here is that (III.34)
is of the same structure as (III.32) dictated by the symmetries of the original action. This
is quite analogous to Nambu’s proposition. The assumption is that there is no phase
transition so that symmetries are not modified as the cut-off Λ∗ = Λ/s is decreased with
an increasing density kF . As discussed by Polchinski and Shankar[2, 102], Landau’s Fermi
liquid theory can be derived using the notion of effective field theories. In our discussion,
we are essentially transposing this same argument to nuclear systems in a way analogous
to Migdal’s formulation of finite Fermi systems [103].
#29See Polchinski lectures for further discussions.
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3.4.1 In-medium effective chiral Lagrangian
As a concrete application of the above idea, we will construct an effective Lagrangian
applicable in medium based on chiral symmetry and (broken) scale invariance of QCD [104,
105].
Let us denote the baryon matter density that we will be concerned with by ρ. For
a given density, we suppose that we can define a “vacuum”, which corresponds to the
ground state with vacuum quantum number. We choose to characterize it by the vacuum
expectation value (VEV) of a generic scalar field denoted as Ω. In QCD, Ω can be either
the quark scalar density q¯q or the gluon scalar density GµνG
µν or a linear combination.
A reasonable working hypothesis is that the condensates 〈Ω〉∗ (where the star indicates
medium) get modified as the density is changed. This should be verifiable by lattice QCD
calculations. A baryon or meson in that system could then be described as a quasiparticle
excitation on top of that vacuum |0∗〉, propagating with a mass m∗ and interacting with
matter with coupling constants g∗. As mentioned, our key assumption is that that the
effective Lagrangian relevant in the system is given by one with known symmetries of QCD
which in our case will be taken to be approximate chiral and scale (or conformal) invariances.
We wish to establish the scaling of the relevant masses and coupling constants consistent
with the renormalization group equations and with general properties of chiral and scale
invariances, so that used at the tree level, it captures the essence of QCD at that length
scale #30. This would define a Lagrangian for a given background density. Given this
Lagrangian for ρ, we are to calculate physical amplitudes involving mesons, baryons and
electroweak currents in the medium in terms of the chiral expansion developed above. We
shall illustrate in what follows how this strategy can be confronted with experimental data.
3.4.2 Construction of the Lagrangian
Since we are in a phase in which chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken, we have
nonzero quark condensates
〈q¯q〉∗ ≡ 〈0∗|q¯q|0∗〉
as a consequence of which the quark mass is dynamically generated. Since the vacuum is
modified, it is different from the matter-free vacuum. It can in principle be calculated but
we will take it as a parameter here. Baryons and mesons (other than Goldstone bosons)
–bound states of the “constituent” quarks– are believed to pick up their dynamical masses
in this way. (We will first ignore current quark masses and discuss the chiral limit. The
explicit symmetry breaking will be brought in later.) Thus a scale is generated through
spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB). A scale is also generated through the conformal
#30It should be emphasized that the mass discussed here is the world scalar mess, not to be confused
with the “mass” calculated in mean-field theories which contains vector contribution. The latter is to be
computed explicitly with the Lagrangian constructed below.
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(trace) anomaly, i.e,
θµµ =
β
g
Tr FµνF
µν ; (mq → 0) (III.35)
where θµν is the energy momentum tensor, β is the renormalization group β function which
at one loop order is
β(g)/g = −αs
4π
(11 − 2
3
Nf ), (III.36)
g the color gauge coupling constant (αs =
g2
4π ) and G the gluon field strength tensor. That
the trace of the energy-momentum tensor is non-vanishing is just equivalent to saying that
the divergence of the dilatation current is nonvanishing,
∂µDµ 6= 0 (III.37)
with the dilatation current defined by
Dµ ≡ xνθµν . (III.38)
This means that the scale invariance – which is the symmetry of the QCD Lagrangian in
the chiral limit – is broken. The breaking is a quantum mechanical effect, associated with
the dimensional transmutation occurring in QCD. We are also interested in the change of
the “vacuum” expectation value 〈θµµ〉∗ ≡ 〈0∗|θµµ|0∗〉 as the density is increased. Since the
gluon field has canonical scale dimension –1, θµµ has scale dimension –4, so it is convenient
to define [104] a scalar glueball field χ of scale dimension –1 and write
θµµ ≡ χ4 (III.39)
and express the gluon condensate as 〈0∗|χ4|0∗〉. This scalar glueball field plays an important
role in implementing trace anomaly to effective chiral Lagrangians.
Before proceeding, we give a heuristic derivation of (III.35) and (III.39). Consider
the Yang-Mills Lagrangian for the gluons,
LYM = −1
4
~Fµν · ~Fµν (III.40)
where the vector product is in the color space. The Lagrangians for the quarks, gauge-fixing
and ghosts are not written down. To get the energy-momentum tensor, we take the action
S =
∫
dDx
√−ggµσgνλ
(
−1
4
~Fµν · ~Fσλ
)
(III.41)
with g = det g and D the space-time dimension (=4 in Nature). The metric is introduced
to define the energy-momentum tensor. In reality, the metric is flat, so −g = 1 with
gµν = ηµν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1). The energy-momentum tensor is obtained as
θµν = − 2√−g
δS(g)
δgµν
. (III.42)
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Since
δ
√−g = 1
2
√−ggµνδgµν (III.43)
and
δ
(
gµσgνλFµνFσλ
)
= 2FµσF
σ
ν δg
µν ,
we have
θµν = −gµνLYM − FµσF σν + · · · (III.44)
Thus
θµµ = −(D − 4)LYM + · · · = ǫLYM + · · · (III.45)
where ǫ = 4 − D. Since D = 4 in reality, the trace of the energy-momentum tensor
would vanish classically. Quantum effects change this in a basic way. With dimensional
regularization, we reexpress (III.40) in terms of the regularized field as
LYM = 1
ǫ
2β(g)
g
(
1
4
FµνF
µν
)
R
+ · · · (III.46)
where the subscript R stands for renormalized quantity. Therefore we finally obtain
θµµ =
β(g)
2g
(FµνF
µν)R . (III.47)
The objective of an effective Lagrangian is that the quantum anomaly is to be repro-
duced by the Lagrangian calculated at the tree level. To implement this feature, we first
note that under the scale transformation
x→λ x = λ−1x, λ > 0 (III.48)
a field φ of scale dimension dφ transforms as
δφ(x) = δǫ(dφ + x · ∂)φ(x) (III.49)
with δǫ = lnλ. This can be phrased in terms of the dilatation generator D
D =
∫
d3xD0(x), (III.50)
where D0 is the time component of the dilatation current Dµ defined above. We have
[D,φ(x)] = i(dφ + x.∂)φ(x). (III.51)
Under this transformation, the action S =
∫
d4xL{φ} transforms
δS = δǫ
∫
d4x∂µD
µ(x). (III.52)
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Now let us consider our effective Lagrangian in the chiral limit
Leff = L4 + V (χ) (III.53)
where the first term is of scale dimension −4 by construction and
V (χ) ∼ χ4 lnχ. (III.54)
Under scale transformation, δ
∫
d4xL4 = 0 and the δV (χ) gives
[−4 + χ ∂
∂χ
]V (χ) = χ4 ≡ −β(g)
2g
~F · ~F (III.55)
which follows from χ(λx) = λχ(x) This is the desired result.
In what follows, we will argue in terms of only the scalar field χ and the chiral field
U = e2iπ/fπ but in actual applications, we will generalize the consideration to vector-meson
and baryon fields using arguments based, respectively, on hidden gauge symmetry [48] and
skyrmion description. For simplicity, we will restrict to the SU(2) flavor. The generalization
to the SU(3) flavor is straightforward.
First consider the chiral limit. Chiral invariance requires that only the derivative
of the chiral field, ∂µU , appear in building up an effective Lagrangian. We thus have a
quadratic current algebra term
Tr(∂µU∂
µU †), (III.56)
a quartic (Skyrme) term,
Tr[U †∂µU,U †∂νU ]2 (III.57)
and so on. These terms, not involving glueball fields, should not be expected to contribute
to the trace of the energy momentum tensor. Therefore we would like them to be scale
invariant. Since the chiral field U has scale dimension 0, one can see that the quartic
term has scale dimension –4, so it is scale-invariant. But the quadratic term has scale
dimension –2 and hence does not have the right dimension. We can make it scale correctly
by multiplying it by an object of scale dimension –2, i.e, by χ2. We can continue doing this
to all the chiral derivative terms by simply using various powers of the scalar glueball field.
Now having assured that the chiral fields do not contribute to θµµ, we need to have a term
made up of the glueball fields that will supply the contribution ∼ χ4. We may do this by
adding the potential term that as shown above has a correct scale transformation,
V (χ) ∼ χ4 lnχ. (III.58)
Now what about the explicit chiral symmetry breaking which introduces an additional
scale parameter? This is an intricate story which introduces a certain element of uncertainty
in constructing effective Lagrangians. The reason is that the quark mass gives an additional
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term to θµµ with an anomalous dimension contribution γ (because of the chiral symmetry
breaking by the mass term)
θµµ =
∑
q
(1 + γq)mq q¯q +
β
g
Tr [FµνF
µν ]. (III.59)
Apart from the anomalous dimension contribution, the mass term brings in a dimension
–3 term. How does one represent such a term in terms of the chiral fields? Here we will
take the most obvious possibility which is to multiply by a scale dimension-3 field χ3 to the
mass term Tr(MU + h.c.) – which is of scale dimension 0 – where M is the quark mass
matrix. Just as the anomalous dimension modifies the scale dimension of the quark mass
term in the QCD Lagrangian, we would expect that quantum effects with a given effective
Lagrangian would bring in terms of other scale dimensions. While the anomalous dimension
in QCD proper may be ignorable, it is possible that loop effects in effective theories may
not be small for Goldstone bosons. This problem has not yet been fully clarified. In view
of theoretical uncertainties, only experiments will be able to provide the answer.
Collecting all the relevant terms together, our effective Lagrangian is of the form
Leff = f
2
π
4
(
χ
χ0
)2Tr(∂µU∂
µU †) +
1
32e2
Tr[U †∂µU,U †∂νU ]2 + · · ·
+ c
(
χ
χ0
)3
Tr(MU + h.c.) + · · ·
+
1
2
∂µχ∂
µχ+ V (χ), (III.60)
where the ellipsis stands for higher derivative and mass matrix terms that can contribute.
We have added the scale-invariant kinetic energy term for the scalar field. The quantity χ0
is a constant of mass dimension which will be identified with the vacuum expectation value
of the χ field in medium-free space, χ0 ≡ 〈0|χ|0〉.
The potential V (χ) is manufactured such that it gives the trace anomaly correctly [104].
One can always add scale-invariant and chiral-invariant quantities to it. It can be quite com-
plicated in reality and perhaps quantum effects may play a role in the sense of Coleman-
Weinberg mechanism [106]. Its structure in medium is at present completely unknown.
In the total ignorance, we will simply assume that for a given density ρ, the potential is
minimized at a vacuum expectation of the χ field,
χ∗ ≡ 〈0∗|χ|0∗〉. (III.61)
This suggests to expand the Lagrangian at a given density around the vacuum value χ∗ by
shifting
χ = χ∗ + χ′ (III.62)
where χ′ is the fluctuating scalar field. Defining a parameter
f∗π ≡ fπ
χ∗
χ0
(III.63)
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we may rewrite the Lagrangian (III.60) as
Leff = f
∗
π
2
4
Tr(∂µU∂
µU †) +
1
32e2
Tr[U †∂µU,U †∂νU ]2 + · · ·
+ c
(
f∗π
fπ
)3
Tr(MU + h.c.) + · · ·
+
1
2
∂µχ∂
µχ− 1
2
m∗χ
2χ2 + · · · , (III.64)
with
m∗χ
2 = mχ
2
(
χ∗
χ0
)2
≈ m2χ
(
f∗π
fπ
)2
. (III.65)
The last ellipsis in (III.64) stands for all possible χ field couplings to other fields that enter
into the Lagrangian. Clearly in the medium-free vacuum where χ∗ = χ0, we recover the
familiar chiral Lagrangian with an additional χ-U coupling.
3.4.3 Scaled parameters
We can now read off from (III.64) the consequences of this procedure for the tree
level masses and coupling constants. This procedure is equivalent to the familiar Ginzburg-
Landau approximation used in statistical mechanics. We invoke the result obtained in
Lecture II, namely, that baryons emerge as skyrmions of this Lagrangian and hence their
tree-level masses scale as
m∗B ∼ f∗π/e ∼ f∗π
√
g∗A (III.66)
from which we obtain
m∗B
mB
≈ f
∗
π
fπ
≡ Φ(ρ). (III.67)
It follows also that
g∗A
gA
≈ 1. (III.68)
That at the tree level gA does not get renormalized by the density can perhaps be understood
by the fact that in large Nc limit, gA gets corrections only at O(1/N
2
c ). We will see later
that the in-medium renormalization of gA cannot be understood within the framework of
low-order chiral perturbation theory. The in-medium Goldberger-Treiman relation which
states that
m∗Ng
∗
A = g
∗
πNNf
∗
π (III.69)
implies that the πNN coupling is also unscaled at tree order,
g∗πNN
gπNN
≈ 1. (III.70)
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If one assumes that vector mesons emerge as hidden gauge bosons from the chiral Lagrangian
as suggested by Bando et al. [48] then the mass formula
m∗V
2 = 2f∗π
2g2 (III.71)
leads to the scaling #31
m∗V
mV
≈ Φ(ρ). (III.72)
To leading order in Nc, this scaling applies to the ρ, ω, A1 and other vectors. We do
not have explicitly in our effective Lagrangian the quarkish scalar meson σ that figures in
nuclear physics: It is actually an interpolating field for a two-pion correlation. We expect
that it will couple with the scalar glueball and scale as
m∗σ
mσ
≈ m
∗
χ
mχ
≈ Φ. (III.73)
So far we have a “universal scaling” characterized by one parameter, Φ. We expect
this scaling factor to be calculable from the fundamental theory, QCD. In our application,
we will however take it as a parameter. It should be stressed that the scaling established
so far applies only to those hadrons whose masses are generated by spontaneous symmetry
breaking. In the chiral limit, Goldstone-boson masses are zero and remain zero at all
density protected by chiral invariance. Therefore the behavior of the pion or kaon masses
must reflect directly on the way the chiral symmetry is explicitly broken at the electroweak
scale. This implies that how their masses change in density (or temperature) must be quite
intricate.
Within the framework thus far developed, the effective Lagrangian (III.64) predicts
at tree level that the pion mass scales
m∗π
mπ
≈
√
Φ. (III.74)
But this is probably not the entire story. The reason is simply that in the case of pions, there
are other terms which are equally important. For instance, Pauli-blocking effects, appearing
at one-loop level may be enough to compensate the scaling of (III.74). Consequently it will
not be safe to take (III.74) without further corrections in applying the formalism to nuclei.
In fact, there is no indication in nuclear processes so far examined that the pion mass changes
as a function of density. While awaiting experimental determination, we will assume that
up to nuclear matter density, m∗π ≈ mπ.
3.5 Applications
#31We will show in a subsection below that the constant g undergoes density-dependent loop corrections
and becomes g∗. In mean-field approximation, it remains unscaled by density.
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3.5.1 Nuclear forces
Two-body forces
As a first application, we discuss Weinberg’s approach to nuclear forces [97, 98], in
particular the consequences on n-body nuclear forces (for n=2,3,4) of the leading order
chiral expansion with (III.21). From Eq.(III.26), one can see that we want L = 0 (or tree
approximation) and for nuclear forces,
di +
1
2
ni − 2 ≥ 0, (III.75)
hence we want di+
1
2ni−2 = 0 which can be satisfied by two classes of vertices: the vertices
with di = 1 and ni = 2 corresponding to the pseudovector πNN coupling and the vertices
with di = 0 and ni = 4. The former gives rise to the standard one-pion exchange force and
the latter, coming from the four-nucleon interaction in (III.21), gives rise to a short-ranged
δ-function force. For two-body forces, we have
V2 = −
(
g∗A
2f∗π
)2
(~τ1 · ~τ2)(~σ1 · ~∇1)(~σ2 · ~∇2)Y (r12)− (1↔ 2)
+ 2(CS + CT~σ1 · ~σ2)δ(~r12) · · · (III.76)
where Y (r) ≡ e−mπr/4πr and CS,T are unknown constants. The δ-function force summa-
rizes effects of all the massive degrees of freedom consistent with chiral invariance that have
been integrated out from the effective Lagrangian. It will be shown below that in medium,
we have g∗A/f
∗
π ≈ gA/fπ and m∗π ≈ mπ which will be used for applications in nuclei. An
important point to note here is that as long as the vector mesons are not integrated out,
they will contribute to nuclear forces at the same chiral order as the pion as one can see in
the counting rule (III.26). This is in agreement with the observation that the ρ contribution
to the tensor force is as important as the π contribution #32.
Many-body forces
Next we consider three-body forces. The graph given in Figure (6) is a Feynman
diagram which is genuinely irreducible and hence is a bona-fide three-body force as defined
above. However it involves the middle vertex involving NNππ of the form N †V0N ∼
N †~τ · ~π × ~˙πN ∼ O( Q2mB ). So it does not contribute to the leading order as it is suppressed
to O(Q3/m3B).
Next consider the Feynman diagrams Fig. 7. In terms of time-ordered graphs, some
graphs are reducible in the sense defined above, so we should separate them out to obtain
the contribution to the potential. A simple argument shows that when the reducible graphs
are separated out in a way consistent with the chiral counting, nothing remains to the
#32This point was emphasized to me by G.E. Brown.
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pipi
Figure 6: Three-body forces involving a nonlinear coupling that are suppressed up to O(Q2)
ordered considered, so the contribution vanishes provided static approximation in the one-
pion exchange is adopted. This is easy to see as follows. In the Feynman diagram, each pion
propagator of three-momentum ~q and energy q0 is of the form (q
2
0−~q2−m2π)−1. The energy
is conserved at the πNN vertex, so q0 is just the difference of kinetic energies of the nucleon
p2/2mN − p′2/2mN which is taken to be small compared with the three-momentum of the
pion |~q|. Therefore to the leading order, q0 should be dropped in evaluating the graphs of
Fig. 7. This means that as long as the intermediate baryon is a nucleon, it is included
in the iteration of the static two-body potential. Bona-fide three-body potentials arise
only to higher orders, say, O(Q3/m3N )
#33. What this means is that if one does the static
approximation as is customarily done in nuclear physics calculations, there are no many-
body forces to the leading chiral order. This result justifies the standard approximation
in nuclear physics from the point of view of chiral symmetry and, in an indirect sense, of
QCD.
pi
pi
pi
pi
Figure 7: Feynman diagrams for three-body amplitudes involving pairwise one-pion exchange that
consist of both reducible and irreducible graphs. Note that the pion propagator is a Feynman
propagator.
#33This simple argument is based on S. Weinberg [98]. For higher-order consideration, see C. Ordo´n˜ez and
U. van Kolck [107].
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We should remark at this point that if we were to include baryon resonances (in
particular the ∆’s) in the chiral Lagrangian as we will do later, there could be many-body
contributions at the level of Fig. 7. The graph Fig. 8 with a ∆ in the intermediate state is
a genuine three-body force in the space of nucleons and such graphs have been considered
in the literature [108].
pi
∆
pi
Figure 8: Three-body force mediated with a ∆ intermediate state that can contribute. The wiggly
line stands for Feynman propagator for the pion.
Problems
The problem with nuclear forces a` la chiral symmetry is the number of unknown con-
stants that appear if one goes beyond the tree order we have focused on. To one loop and
beyond, many counter terms are needed to renormalize the theory and to make a consistent
chiral expansion. The contact four-fermion interactions will receive further contributions
from the loop graphs and its number will increase as derivatives and chiral symmetry break-
ing mass terms are included. The contact terms are δ functions in coordinate space and
describe high-energy degrees of freedom that are “integrated out” to describe low-energy
sectors. To handle the zero-range interactions, we need to understand short-range correla-
tions which we know from phenomenology play an important role in nuclear dynamics. The
scale involved here is not the small scale Q of order of pion mass but vastly greater. In order
to have an idea as to whether – and in what sense – the chiral expansion is meaningful,
we need to calculate graphs beyond the tree order. However all these indicate that chiral
perturbation theory beyond tree is a difficult, if not impossible task and it is not at all
clear whether there will be any predictive power in this scheme. In view of this, the prag-
matic point of view one can take is that chiral symmetry can constrain phenomenological
approaches in nuclear-force problem, but not really predict any new phenomena.
One of the crucial questions in connection with the in-medium Lagrangian discussed
above is: In view of the scaling nucleon mass in medium, at what point does the heavy-
fermion approximation break down? The point is that the smallness of many-body forces
depends crucially on the largeness of the nucleon mass. Will the dropping mass not in-
validate the low-order chiral expansion and thereby increase the importance of many-body
forces in heavy nuclei? A similar problem arises with the mass of the vector mesons which
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scale in dense medium. Considering the vectors as “light” requires the implementation of
hidden gauge symmetry. This will be discussed later.
We now turn to the case where the situation is markedly different, where chiral
symmetry can have a real predictive power.
3.5.2 Exchange currents
When a nucleus is probed by an external field, the transition is described by an
operator that consists of one-body, two-body and many-body ones. It is usually dominated
by a one-body operator and in some situations two-body operators play an important role.
It has been known since some time that under certain kinematic conditions, certain two-
body operators can even dominate [109, 110, 111]. The well-known example is the threshold
electrodisintegration of the deuteron at large momentum transfers. Another case is the axial-
charge transition in nuclei. In this section, we describe how one can calculate many-body
currents from chiral symmetry point of view.
First we have to introduce external fields into the effective Lagrangian. Consider the
vector and axial-vector fields
Vµ = τ
i
2
V iµ, Aµ =
τ i
2
Aiµ. (III.77)
Then the coupling can be introduced by gauging the Lagrangian (III.14) and (III.15). This
is simply effectuated by the replacement
Dµ → Dµ ≡ Dµ − i
2
ξ† (Vµ +Aµ) ξ − i
2
ξ (Vµ −Aµ) ξ†,
Aµ → ∆µ ≡ Aµ + 1
2
ξ† (Vµ +Aµ) ξ − 1
2
ξ (Vµ −Aµ) ξ† (III.78)
The corresponding vector and axial-vector currents denoted respectively by J iµ and J iµ5 can
be read off
~J5µ = −fπ
[
∂µ~π − 2
3f2π
(
∂µ~π ~π
2 − ~π ~π · ∂µ~π
)]
+
1
2
B
{
2gAS
µ
[
~τ +
1
2f2π
(
~π ~τ · ~π − ~τ ~π2
)]
+ vµ
[
1
fπ
~τ × ~π − 1
6f3π
~τ × ~π ~π2
]}
B + · · · ,
(III.79)
~Jµ =
[
~π × ∂µ~π − 1
3f2π
~π × ∂µ~π ~π2
]
+
1
2
B
{
vµ
[
~τ +
1
2f2π
(
~π ~τ · ~π − ~τ ~π2
)]
+ 2gAS
µ
[
1
fπ
~τ × ~π − 1
6f3π
~τ × ~π ~π2
]}
B + · · · .
(III.80)
Here B is the “heavy” nucleon field defined before.
It is now easy to see what the chiral counting tells us [99, 100]. The following is known
as “chiral filter phenomenon” in nuclei. Consider an amplitude involving four external (two
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in-going and two outgoing) nucleon fields interacting with a slowly-varying electroweak
current. It can be characterized just as for nuclear forces with the exponent ν, (III.26),
with one difference: the vertices involving electroweak currents satisfy instead
di +
1
2
ni − 2 ≥ −1. (III.81)
Thus the leading order graphs are given by L = 0 with a single vertex probed by an
electroweak current for which di+
1
2ni−2 = −1 and πNN vertices satisfying di+ 12ni−2 = 0.
One can easily see that such graphs are given only by one-pion exchange terms in which the
current is coupled to a πNN vertex or hooks onto a pion line and that to this order, there is
no contribution from the four-nucleon contact interaction or from vector-meson exchanges.
Effectively then, there are only two soft-pion graphs for electromagnetic field (i.e, the “pair”
and “pionic” graphs in the jargon used in the literature [109]) and only one graph (“pair”)
for weak currents. These are given in Fig. 9.
pi
+ pipi
Figure 9: The leading “soft-pion” graphs contributing to exchange electromagnetic currents ([left]
and [right]) and to exchange axial charge ([left]). The circled cross stands for the vector current V µ
or the axial current Aµ. The propagators are as defined in Fig. 7.
We should emphasize that there are no heavy-meson or multi-pion exchanges at this
order, a situation that renders the calculation for currents markedly simpler than for forces.
What this means is that when massive degrees of freedom are explicitly included, they can
contribute only at O(Q2) relative to the tree order. Put more precisely, if one includes one
soft-pion (Aπ), two or more pion (Aππ) and vector meson (AV ) exchanges, excited baryons
(AN∗) and appropriate form factors (AFF ) as one customarily does in exchange current
calculations, consistency with chiral symmetry requires that even though each contribution
could be large, the sum must satisfy[99]
Aπ +Aππ +AV +AN∗ +AFF ≈ Aπ(1 +O(Q2)). (III.82)
Later we will give a simple justification of this result by one-loop chiral perturbation theory
and give a numerical value for the O(Q2) term. The surprising thing is that the relation
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(III.82) holds remarkably well for the famous threshold electrodisintegration of the deuteron
as well as in the magnetic form factors of 3He and 3H to large momentum transfers [110]. In
the case of nuclear axial-charge transitions mediated by the time component of the isovector
axial current which will be discussed below, one can construct a phenomenological model
that fits nucleon-nucleon interactions which satisfies this condition well with the O(Q2) less
than 10% of the dominant soft-pion contribution.
3.5.3 Axial-charge transitions in nuclei
We now illustrate how our formalism works by applying it to what is known as axial-
charge transition in nuclei. It involves the time component of the isovector axial current
~Jµ±5 inducing the transition 0
+ ↔ 0− with ∆I = 1. This transition in heavy nuclei is quite
sensitive to the soft-pion exchange as well as to the scaling effect[112] and illustrates nicely
the power of chiral symmetry in understanding subtle nuclear phenomena.
Tree order
The axial-charge transition is described by a one-body (“impulse”) axial-charge op-
erator plus a two-body (“exchange”) axial-charge operator described above. Three-body
and higher many-body operators do not contribute at small energy-momentum transfer we
will focus on. In a work done some time ago[111], these operators were calculated without
the scaling effect. Now from the foregoing discussion, it is obvious that we will get the
operators of exactly the same form except that the masses mi’s are replaced by m
∗
i ’s and
the coupling constants gi’s are replaced by g
∗
i ’s. This means that in the results obtained
previously, we are to make the following replacements
mN → mNΦ(ρ), fπ → fπΦ, mπ → mπ
√
Φ (III.83)
with Φ a density-dependent constant to be determined empirically. (This quantity is prob-
ably calculable from a microscopic Hamiltonian, but for the moment we should simply take
it as a parameter.) At the mean-field level, the coupling constants gπNN and gA are not
affected by density as shown above (see Eq.(III.68). We shall come back to loop effects
later. The axial-charge density one-body and two-body operators are of the form
J0±5 = J
(1)±
5 + J
(2)±
5 , (III.84)
J
(1)±
5 = −gA
∑
i
τ±i (~σi · ~pi/m⋆N )δ(~x − ~xi), (III.85)
J
(2)±
5 =
m⋆π
2
8πf⋆π
(
g⋆A
f⋆π
)∑
i<j
(τi × τj)±[~σi · rˆδ(~x − ~xj) + ~σj · rˆδ(~x − ~xi)]Z(rij) (III.86)
with
Z(r) =
(
1 +
1
m⋆πr
)
e−m
⋆
πr/m⋆πr
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where rij = ~xi − ~xj and ~p the initial momentum of the nucleon making the transition.
The two-body current comes only from the left graph of Fig.9. We have set the current
momentum equal to zero. Note that the star is put on all the quantities that scale within the
framework given above. However in applying the result to actual transitions in nuclei, there
is a subtlety due to the fact that the Gamow-Teller coupling constant gA scales in medium
due to short-range interactions between baryons as described later. As a consequence,
effectively, at least up to nuclear matter density, the constant g⋆A/f
⋆
π associated with a pion
exchange remains unscaled. Furthermore consideration based on QCD indicates that the
properties of Goldstone bosons are not affected by the changes in the quark condensates.
Thus we should take in Eq. (III.86) m⋆π ≈ mπ and g
⋆
A
f⋆π
≈ gAfπ . The gA that figures in the
single-particle axial charge operator in (III.86) remains unscaled since it is not associated
with a Gamow-Teller operator.
Let us denote the one-body matrix element calculated with the scaling by M∗1 and
the corresponding two-body exchange current matrix element by M∗2
M∗a ≡ 〈f |J (a)±5 |i〉, a = 1, 2. (III.87)
Let Ma denote the quantities calculated with the operators in which no scaling is taken
into account. For comparison with experiments, it is a common practice to consider the
ratio
ǫMEC ≡ M
observed
M1 . (III.88)
This is a ratio of an experimental quantity over a theoretical quantity, describing the devi-
ation of the impulse approximation from the observation. The prediction that the present
theory makes is remarkably simple. It is immediate from (III.84) and the argument given
above that#34
ǫthMEC =
M∗1 +M∗2
M1 = Φ
−1(1 +R) (III.89)
where R =M2/M1.
One-loop corrections
There are two ways of computing the O(Q2) correction in (III.82). One is to introduce
vector mesons and saturate the correction by tree graphs and the other is to compute one
loop graphs with pions. Clearly the former is easier. However tree graphs with vector
mesons are not complete as we know from O(∂4) in ππ scattering. There are nonanalytic
terms coming from pion loops in addition to the counter terms saturated by the vectors.
In this subsection, we shall compute the O(Q2) correction to R using pions and nucleons
#34 The result in [112] differs from this in that in [112] the non-scaling g∗A/f
∗
π ≈ gA/fπ was not taken into
account. As a consequence, a factor Φ−1 was multiplied into R. This I think is not correct.
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only. The ∆ resonance does not contribute and the effect of the vector mesons ρ and a1
are effectively included in the treatment through the loop effect. These are discussed in the
work of Park et al [100].
pi
pi
+ + +
+ …+ … + …
pi
pi
pi pi
pi
pi pi
Figure 10: Two-body exchange graphs of O(Q2) relative to the leading soft-pion graphs. The non-
vanishing graphs are [a], [b] and [c]; all the rest, most of which are not shown here, do not contribute
to the order considered. The dashed line represents the time-order pion propagator.
Let the corrected ratio be
R→ (1 + ∆)R (III.90)
where ∆ is given by the loops according to the counting rule given in (III.26). ∆ can come
from two sources. One is the loop correction to the soft-pion term of Fig. 9, essentially
given by one-loop corrections to the vertex A0NNπ since there is no one-loop correction
in HFF to the πNN vertex other than renormalizing the πNN coupling constant gπNN .
Now the one-loop correction to the A0NNπ is nothing but the one-loop correction to the
isovector Dirac form factor F V1 , so it is completely determined by experiments. We will
call the corresponding correction ∆1π. The other class of diagrams contributing to ∆2π is
two-pion exchange graphs given in Figure 10. There are many other graphs one can draw
but they do not contribute to the order considered when the HFF is used. In particular the
four-fermion contact interactions that appear in nuclear forces do not play any role in the
currents. In evaluating these graphs, Fig. 10, counter terms (there are effectively two of
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them) involving four-fermion field with derivatives are needed to remove divergences. They
would also contribute to nuclear forces at the same chiral order. Now the finite counter
terms that appear are the so-called “irrelevant terms” in effective theory (as they are down
by the inverse power of the chiral scale parameter) and can only be probed at very short
distance. Indeed the currents that come from such terms are δ functions and derivatives
of the δ functions, so they should be suppressed if the wave functions have short-range
correlations. Therefore the counter terms that appear here can be ignored. This can be
also understood by the fact that such terms do not figure in phenomenological potentials;
this also means that one cannot extract them from nucleon-nucleon scattering data. They
could perhaps be seen if one measures small effects at very short distances. Thus embedded
in nuclear medium, the unknown counter terms do not play any role. This is the part of
“chiral filtering” by nuclear matter of short-wavelength degrees of freedom. A corollary to
this “theorem” is that if the dominant soft-pion contribution is suppressed by kinematics or
by selection rules, then the next order terms including 1/mN corrections must enter. This
is the other side of the same coin as predicted a long ago [111]. For instance, s-wave pion
production in
pp→ ppπ0 (III.91)
is closely related to the matrix element of the axial charge operator. But because of an
isospin selection rule, the soft-pion exchange current cannot contribute. Since the single-
particle matrix element is kinematically suppressed, the contribution from higher chiral
corrections will be substantial. This turns out to be the case [113]. The case with the space
component of the axial current, namely, the coupling constant gA in nuclei, is discussed
below.
Apart from these counter terms which are rendered ineffective inside nuclei, there are
no unknown parameters once the masses of the nucleon and the pion and constants such as
gA, fπ are taken from free space. We quote the results, omitting details. The quantity we
want is the ratio of nuclear matrix elements (denoted by < >)
∆1π = 〈δJ (2)5 (1π)〉/〈J (2)5 (soft)〉, (III.92)
∆2π = 〈δJ (2)5 (2π)〉/〈J (2)5 (soft)〉 (III.93)
where J
(2)
5 (soft) is given by the soft-pion term (III.86)
J
(2)
5 (soft) = T (1)
d
dr
[
− 1
4πr
e−mπr
]
, (III.94)
with the matrix element to be evaluated in the sense of (III.87) and
δJ
(2)
5 (1π) =
m2π
6
〈r2〉V1
m2π
f2π
J
(2)
5 (soft)
+
T (1)
16π2f2π
d
dr
{
−1 + 3g
2
A
2
[
K0(r)− K˜0(r)
]
+ (2 + 4g2A)
[
K2(r)− K˜2(r)
]}
,
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(III.95)
δJ
(2)
5 (2π) =
1
16π2f2π
d
dr
{
−
[
3g2A − 2
4
K0(r) +
1
2
g2AK1(r)
]
T (1) + 2g2AK0(r)T (2)
}
,
(III.96)
where nπ in the argument of the δJ5’s stands for nπ exchange in the one-loop graphs and
〈r2〉V1 is the isovector charge radius of the nucleon. We have used the notations
T (1) ≡ ~τ1 × ~τ2 rˆ · (~σ1 + ~σ2), (III.97)
T (2) ≡ (~τ1 + ~τ2) rˆ · ~σ1 × ~σ2 (III.98)
and the functions Ki and K˜i defined by
K0(r) = − 1
4πr
∫ 1
0
dx
2x2
1− x2 E
2e−Er,
K2(r) = − 1
4πr
∫ 1
0
dx
2x2
1− x2
(
1
4
− x
2
12
)
E2e−Er (III.99)
and
K˜0(r) =
1
4πr
∫ 1
0
dx
2x2
1− x2
m2π
m2π − E2
(
m2πe
−mπr − E2e−Er
)
,
K˜2(r) =
1
4πr
∫ 1
0
dx
2x2
1− x2
(
1
4
− x
2
12
)
m2π
m2π − E2
(
m2πe
−mπr − E2e−Er
)
.(III.100)
Here E(x) = 2mπ/
√
1− x2. These are Fourier-transforms of McDonald functions and their
derivatives with δ function terms excised on account of short-range correlations.
For a first estimate, we shall calculate the relevant matrix elements in fermi-gas model
with a short-range correlation function in the simple form (in coordinate space)
g(r) = θ(r − d), r = |~r1 − ~r2|. (III.101)
Figure 11 summarizes the result for various short-range cut-off d. The relevant d commonly
used in the literature is 0.7 fm. It is difficult to pin down the cut-off accurately but this is
roughly what realistic calculations give.
Numerically although ∆1π and ∆2π can be non-negligible individually, there is a large
cancellation, so the total is small, ∆ < 0.1. This is the chiral filter mechanism mentioned
before. This cancellation mechanism which is also operative in nuclear electromagnetic
processes mediated by magnetic operators as in the electrodisintegration of the deuteron
and the magnetic form factors of the tri-nucleon systems is characteristic of the strong con-
straints coming from chiral symmetry, analogous to the pair suppression in πN scattering.
Absence of multi-body currents
For small energy transfer (say, much less than mπ), three-body and other multi-body
forces do not contribute to O(Q2) relative to the soft-pion term. This can be seen in the
following way.
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Figure 11: The O(Q2) correction ∆1pi, ∆2pi and ∆ = ∆1pi +∆2pi calculated in Fermi gas model as
function of density ρ/ρ0 for short-range cut-off d = 0.5 fm and 0.7 fm. The possible uncertainty in
the value of cut-off is indicated by the shaded area.
Consider attaching an axial-charge operator to the vertices in the graphs for three-
body forces, Figure 12. We need not consider those graphs where the operator acts on any
of the nucleon line. Now the argument that the sum of all such irreducible graphs cannot
contribute to the order considered as long as the static pion propagator is used for two-body
soft-pion exchange currents parallels exactly the argument used for the forces.
The situation is quite different, however, if the energy transfer is larger than say
the pion mass as in the case where a ∆ is excited by an external electroweak probe. In
such cases, there is no reason why three-body and higher-body currents should be small
compared with one- and two-body currents. This phenomenon should be measurable by
high intensity electron machines at multi-GeV region.
Comparison with experiments
We shall estimate the ratio R in fermi-gas model. This will give us a global estimate.
It turns out that the ratio R depends little on nuclear model and on mass number. In
fermi-gas model, it is given by
R =
g2πNN
4π2g2A
pF
mN
[
1 + λ− λ(1 + λ
2
) ln(1 +
2
λ
)
]
(III.102)
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Figure 12: Three-body currents suppressed to O(Q2) relative to the soft-pion (two-body) graphs.
The mechanism for the suppression is the same as for three-body forces to the same chiral order.
As before, the wiggly line represents the Feynman propagator and the dotted line the time-ordered
propagator of the pion.
with λ ≡ m2π
2p2
F
, where pF is the Fermi momentum (which is (
3π2
2 ρ)
1/3 for nuclear matter).
Numerically this ranges from R ≈ 0.44 for ρ = 12ρ0 to R ≈ 0.62 for ρ = ρ0. Now in the
same model with a reasonable short-range correlation, ∆ comes out to be about 0.1, pretty
much independently of nuclear density[100], so that we can take
R(1 + ∆) ≈ 1.1R. (III.103)
The only undetermined parameter in this theory is the scaling factor Φ. Ideally one
should determine it from experiments. However it is a mean-field quantity which makes
sense only for large nuclei and has not been pinned down yet. Once it is fixed in heavy
nuclei, one could then use local-density approximation to describe transitions in light nuclei.
At the moment it is known only from QCD sum-rule calculations of hadrons in medium,
e.g., the vector-meson mass [114]. To have a qualitative idea, we shall take
Φ ≈ 1− 0.18 ρ
ρ0
. (III.104)
With eqs. (III.103) and (III.104), we predict
ǫMEC ≈ 1.63, 2.05 for ρ = ρ0/2, ρ0. (III.105)
In view of the crudeness in (III.103) we have an uncertainty of ±0.2 in these values. This
agrees with the result (experimentally ≈ 1.6) in light nuclei as well as with the results
(experimentally ∼ 2) in heavy nuclei[115]. The empirical value in the Pb region is
ǫexpMEC = 2.01 ± 0.05. (III.106)
For a meaningful test of the theory, a finite-nucleus calculation will be required.
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3.5.4 g∗A in Nuclei
As already discussed, at the tree level of the effective Lagrangian, the axial-vector
coupling constant gA is not renormalized in medium. Here we illustrate how short-distance
in-medium effects which cannot be included by low-order chiral perturbation theory can
induce an important density dependence for the Gamow-Teller vertex. Such a correction
is actually required by the observation that the value of gA measured in the neutron beta
decay [116]
gA = 1.262 ± 0.005 (III.107)
is quenched to about 1 in medium and heavy nuclei[117]. This explains why we must take
g⋆A/f
⋆
π ≈ gA/fπ for the πNN vertex contributing to the one-pion exchange operators, at
least up to nuclear matter density. The important point here is that this quenching is not
to be attributed to an influence of a modified vacuum, in other words, a “fundamental
quenching” as often thought in the past. This is obviated by the fact that in large Nc QCD,
it is the O(1/N2c ) correction that is affected by nuclear medium. Of course at an asymptotic
density, gA should reach unity as a consequence of the melting of the quark condensate.
In nuclei, g∗A is measured in Gamow-Teller transitions, namely the space component
of the axial current. For this component, the exchange current given by the soft-pion
theorem discussed above is suppressed. Therefore according the corollary to the “chiral
filter” argument, corrections to g∗A must come from loop terms and/or higher Q Lagrangian
pieces or many-body currents involving short-distance physics #35. It is known that the
dominant correction comes from the excitation of ∆-hole states as given in Fig. 13.
N −1
∆
Figure 13: The ∆-hole graph involving four-baryon contact interaction that plays a dominant role
in quenching gA in nuclei. The cross stands for ~A,the space component of the axial current, the
double line stands for the ∆ and N−1 for the nucleon hole.
The introduction of the ∆ requires extending the effective Lagrangian to decuplet
(spin-3/2) baryons in the case of three flavors. This can be done in the following way[118].
#35 For the Gamow-Teller operator, a three-body current where one of the nucleons contains AµππNN
vertex has no suppression factor as the axial-charge operator does, so a tree graph of this type may be
non-negligible. This graph has not been evaluated so far, so its importance is unknown at present.
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Introduce a Rarita-Schwinger field ∆µ obeying the constraint γµ∆
µ = 0. This field
carries SU(3) tensor indices abc that are completely symmetrized to form the decuplet. The
chirally symmetric Lagrangian involving the decuplet with its coupling to octet baryon and
mesons equivalent to (III.8) is
L∆ = i∆¯µγνDν∆µ −m∆∆¯µ∆µ + α
(
∆¯µAµB + h.c.
)
+ β∆¯µγνγ5A
ν∆µ, (III.108)
where α and β are unknown constants, B stands for the spin-1/2 octet baryons, ∆µ the spin-
3/2 decuplets ∆, Σ∗, Ξ∗ and Ω and Aµ is the “induced” axial vector Aµ = i2 (ξ∂
µξ†−ξ†∂µξ).
Sum over all SU(3) indices (not explicitly written down here) is understood. The covariant
derivative acting on the Rarita-Schwinger field is defined by
Dν∆µabc = ∂ν∆µabc + (V ν)da∆µdbc + (V µ)db∆µadc + (V µ)dc∆µabd (III.109)
with V µ = 12 (ξ∂
µξ† + ξ†∂µξ). Under chiral SUL(3) × SUR(3) transformation, the Rarita-
Schwinger field transforms as
∆µabc → gdagebgfc∆µdef . (III.110)
As before, we have terms quadratic in baryon fields which we may write
L∆4 = γ
(
∆¯µCµνBB¯FνB + h.c.
)
+ (∆∆BB) + (∆B∆B) + (∆∆∆∆) + · · · . (III.111)
where C and F are appropriate tensors allowed by Lorentz and isospin invariance. We have
indicated explicitly only the ∆BBB components as they play the essential role for g∗A.
As with the nucleon, we can use the heavy-baryon formalism for the ∆. Evaluating the
diagram in Fig.III.9 requires information on the axial-vector coupling constant g∆A connect-
ing to ∆ and N and the contact interaction g′∆ for ∆N ↔ NN in the particle-hole channel.
The latter is analogous to the Landau-Migdal particle-hole interaction g′0~τ1 · ~τ2~σ1 · ~σ2δ(r12)
governing spin-isospin interactions in nuclei and can be written in terms of the transition
spin operator ~S and transition isospin operator ~T as[119]
g′∆ ~T1 · ~τ2~S1 · ~σ2δ(r12). (III.112)
Neither g∆A nor g
′
∆ is known sufficiently well. Assuming that the axial-vector current couples
to the ∆ and N in the same way as the pion does, one usually takes
g∆A /gA ≈ 2. (III.113)
We can then roughly estimate in small-density approximation that
g∗A/gA = 1− ag′∆ρ(m∆ −mN )−1 + · · · (III.114)
with a ≈ (23mπ−1)2 (where the factor (2/3) comes from the matrix element of the transition
spin and isospin). It turns out that the acceptable empirical value (coming from pion-nucleus
scattering) for g′∆ is about 1/3. Taking the ∆N mass difference ∼ 2.1mπ, we have
g∗A/gA ≈ 0.8 for ρ = ρ0. (III.115)
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This makes g∗A approximately 1 in nuclear matter.
There are many other diagrams contributing at the same order but none of them
is as important as Fig.V.9 except possibly for core polarizations involving particle-hole
excitations through tensor interactions #36. What one observes in nuclei is of course the
sum of all. The point of the above exercise is that the gA is quenched in nuclei due to higher
order chiral effects of short-range character and not due to soft pions.
3.6 Nuclei in the “Swelled World”
The case of axial-charge transitions (and the isovector magnetic dipole process which
we did not discuss here) corresponds to small energy and momentum transfers qµ ≈ 0. The
effective Lagrangian (III.64) with the parameters scaled as
m∗B
mB
≈ m
∗
V
mV
≈ m
∗
σ
mσ
≈ f
∗
π
fπ
≡ Φ(ρ) (III.116)
can be applied to other nuclear processes of similar nature. For this relation to be useful, it
is necessary that the process studied should be dominated by tree graphs, with next chiral
order corrections suppressed as in the axial-charge example seen above. In phenomenological
approach in nuclear physics, this is usually the case. Let us therefore consider cases where
the scaling (III.116) makes a marked improvement in fitting experimental data. Here we
discuss a few of such examples [120].
3.6.1 Tensor forces in nuclei
If the ρ field is not integrated out assuming that its mass is very high, then at tree
level, there can be two terms contributing to tensor forces in nuclei. The first is the tensor
force coming from one-pion exchange. As noted before, there is little scaling in the one-
pion exchange potential, so this part will be left untouched by medium. The second is a
contribution from one-ρ exchange and this part will be scaled. As we saw before, the vector
mesons contribute to forces at the same chiral order as the pion. Effectively the tensor force
has the form
VT (~q, ω) = − f
2
m2π
[
~σ1 · ~q~σ2 · ~q − 13 (~σ1 · ~σ2)q2
(q2 +m2π)− ω2
]
τ1 · τ2
+
f∗ρ
2
m∗ρ2
[
~σ1 · ~q~σ2 · ~q − 13(~σ1 · ~σ2)q2
(q2 +m∗ρ2)− ω2
]
τ1 · τ2 (III.117)
#36The strength of tensor interactions is believed to be considerably weaker in dense nuclear matter than
what has been accepted, as will be mentioned shortly. If this is true, then the mechanism due to core
polarizations may be much less important in heavy nuclei where density is higher than the ∆-hole mechanism
described here. This is a controversial issue that has been around for a long time.
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where we have defined f
2
m2π
=
(
gA
2fπ
)2
. It is assumed in (III.117) that the pion-exchange term
is unscaled up to nuclear matter density as suggested by nature. Using
f∗ρ
2
m∗ρ2
≈ fρ
2
mρ2
Φ(ρ)−2 (III.118)
and the empirical observation
fρ
2
mρ2
≈ 2 f
2
mπ2
(III.119)
we see that the tensor force would vanish when
1
2
Φ2
〈(q2 +m∗ρ2)〉
〈(q2 +m2π)〉
≈ 1 (III.120)
where we have set ω ≈ 0 for static force. This happens when 〈q2〉 ≈ 7.6m2π for Φ ≈ 0.8
corresponding to nuclear matter density. This is within the range of momentum a meson
carries between nucleons in nuclear matter. Such effects of a medium-quenched tensor force
are observed in (e, e′) and (p, p′) processes on heavy nuclei at several hundreds of MeV: The
value of Φ required is m∗/m = 0.79 – 0.86 which is consistent with the value needed to
explain the enhanced axial charge transitions seen in Pb nuclei (see Eq. (III.104)). This
again indicates that the ρ should be considered on the same footing as the π when nucleons
are present. This is consistent with the picture of the ρ as a light gauge field.
3.6.2 Other processes
Other evidences [122] are:
• Electroweak probes. In addition to the weak current discussed above, electromagnetic
probes also provide an indirect evidence of the scaling effect. Specifically, the scaling
of the vector meson and nucleon masses can be used to explain the longitudinal-to-
transverse response function ratios in (e, e′p) processes with such nuclei as 3He, 4He
and 40Ca. Experimentally there is quenching in the longitudinal response function
that seems to increase with nuclear density while the transverse response remains
unaffected. This feature can be economically (but perhaps not uniquely) explained
by the scaling vector meson masses.
• Hadronic probes. Some long-standing problems in hadron-nucleus scattering (i.e,
the kaon-nucleus and nucleon-nucleus optical potentials) are resolved by a quenched
vector-meson mass. A stiffening of nucleon-nucleus spin-isospin response is predicted
and is observed. These effects are manifested through the forces mediating the pro-
cesses and the change in the range of such forces due to the scaling masses.
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3.7 Appendix Added 1: Effective Field Theory for Nuclei
During slightly more than one decade since Weinberg’s paper in 1990 [97], there has been
a splurge of activity in applying effective field theory to the studies of two-nucleon systems,
principally of two-nucleon scattering and two-nucleon potential and less of few-nucleon re-
sponse functions. Here the focus has been to assess how well one can understand nucleon-
nucleon dynamics from the starting point of an effective theory anchored on “fundamental
principles,” namely QCD. Although there have been efforts to address three- or more-body
systems for a similar purpose, there has been little progress on them. The up-to-date status
of the progress made so far was reviewed in [144]. Leaving this part of the story to the
review article and references given therein, I would like to summarize an aspect of nuclear
EFT that is of a different objective than just “seeing” how EFT works in nuclei and how
much one can reproduce what has been achieved by the standard nuclear physics approach
(SNPA) [145]. If nuclear EFT is to be a reliable representation of QCD in nuclei, then it
must have the power of predictiveness that the SNPA – which is anchored largely on phe-
nomenology – cannot achieve. What I would like to do here is to describe what EFT has
been able to do in making predictions that cannot be done otherwise for processes that figure
importantly in astrophysics. The point I emphasize here is that one should recognize that the
“old” SNPA is not an object alien to the basic theory of strong interactions but rather is an
integral – though perhaps incomplete – part of it and an EFT that incorporates the SNPA
in a way consistent with the tenet of EFT is a lot more powerful than one which eschews
the SNPA. This aspect has been largely enunciated in several recent publications [136, 146].
3.7.1 Chiral filter mechanism
In contrast to the approaches adhering to strict order-by-order power counting rule
proposed subsequently to Weinberg’s work [97], I find it a lot more powerful for my purpose
to follow Weinberg’s original chiral perturbation scheme in which the pion exchange is put
on the same footing as contact non-derivative four-nucleon interactions with the pion mass
incorporated by means of perturbative unitarity. This is because it allows a direct contact
with the SNPA and the wealth of information available from the long history of nuclear
physics. There is a bit of problem with the power counting when the pion is present ab
initio and this has been discussed extensively by several people [144]. I would not like to get
into that matter as I believe it is a technical matter that does not seem to be important in
most of the processes considered so far.
I will take it for granted that a sophisticated phenomenology with light nuclei can
supply us accurate wave functions with which one can calculate response functions. Although
n-body potentials for n > 2 cannot be unambiguously determined in this way, two-body
and possibly three-body potentials could be determined with great accuracy. And there is a
growing evidence that this is the case. Solving the Schro¨dinger equation with such potentials
corresponds to summing to all orders a subset of “reducible graphs” in the EFT expansion,
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with the “irreducible graphs” subsumed to be taken into account in the “accurate potentials”
up to some high order. In exploiting these accurate wave functions that emerge from such
calculations in the context of an EFT, it would of course be highly desirable to have a clear
idea what is included and what is not in the potentials used. In some cases, one of which is
discussed here, this is possible. Now given such wave functions, can one calculate response
functions measured in precision experiments as accurately as possible with the possibility of
controlling the theoretical errors one commits ? This question can be answered affirmatively
for the calculation of responses to slowly-varying EW fields.
Consider the matrix element of the vector current Jaµ and the axial-vector current
Ja5µ. We are interested in calculating 〈f |Jµ|i〉 where i and f denote respectively the initial
and final nuclear states. This current effective in an A-body system can be decomposed into
Jµ =
A∑
n=1
J (n)µ . (III.121)
Customarily, except for unusual cases, an example of which we will encounter below, one-
body terms are leading in the power counting (chiral counting in chiral-invariant theories)
– and they are leading numerically, so the theorist’s task is to compute the matrix ele-
ments of higher-body currents. Since the EW current will act only once for very weak and
slowly-varying interactions, it suffices to systematically count the chiral orders of the irre-
ducible graphs contributing to the current. This strategy is rather close to the that initiated
many years ago [109]. In terms of exchanges of mesons between the nucleons in interac-
tion, the dominant “correction” to the leading one-body is the 2-body contribution with the
exchange of one soft-pion. Recall that the chiral filter mechanism states [111] that whenever
the one soft-pion exchange is allowed, unsuppressed by kinematics and symmetry, the soft-
pion-exchange two-body current dominates the correction with higher (chiral order) terms
suppressed typically by an order of magnitude and yet calculable reliably. This means that
one can compute the transition matrix elements with high accuracy within the framework of
chiral perturbation theory. Conversely if the one-soft-pion term is suppressed, then correc-
tions to the leading term are several orders higher in the power counting or shorter-ranged
and cannot be accessed reliably with only a finite number of terms. In this case, ordinary
chiral perturbation theory is not much of power and one has to resort to a different strategy
than ordinary chiral perturbation theory. A simple analysis of the graphs of Fig. 9 shows
that the space component of the vector current and the time component of the axial current
are protected by the chiral filter mechanism and the remainders are not [111]. One beautiful
example that supports this observation is the thermal np capture process [147] which involves
the space component of the vector current, that is, the isovector M1 operator,
n+ p→ d+ γ, (III.122)
the cross section of which is predicted (in the sense that there are no free parameters) with
a theoretical error of <∼ 1% with the prediction agreeing perfectly with the experiment. The
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other example is the axial charge transition in heavy nuclei
A(0±)→ A′(0∓) e ν ∆T = 1. (III.123)
It has been confirmed in forbidden β transitions that the enhancement due to the soft-pion
exchange graph with a suitable scaling due to density in the chiral Lagrangian (described
below) can be ∼ 100% in heavy nuclei such as Pb [112, 148, 149].
3.7.2 Predictions for the solar pp and hep processes
It turns out, somewhat unexpectedly, that even when the chiral filter mechanism is
suppressed and hence the soft-pion contribution is absent, under certain circumstances (to
be described below), one can still make accurate predictions without being obstructed by un-
known parameters. I discuss two cases here which are quite important for astrophysics. #37
The processes I will consider, recently discussed in [150, 151], are
p+ p → d+ e+ + νe, (III.124)
3He + p → 4He + e+ + νe. (III.125)
These two processes are important for the solar neutrino problem that has bearing
on the issues of neutrino mass and stellar evolution. What we are concerned with here is
neither the neutrino mass nor the stellar evolution but with the strong interaction input –
that is, accurate nuclear matrix elements of the weak current – which is of course essential
for the main issues. This problem turns out to be highly nontrivial, particularly for the
hep process (III.125), for the following reasons. A naive (chiral) power counting shows
that the dominant contribution should come from the space part of the axial current, in
particular, the single-particle Gamow-Teller (GT) operator, since the lepton momentum
transfer is small. However the chiral filter argument says that the soft-pion correction is
suppressed for the space component of the axial current and hence corrections to the leading
one-body current would inevitably involve shorter-distance physics. In terms of the chiral
power counting relative to the leading single-particle GT operator which formally is of O(p0),
corrections to the GT would start at next-to-next-to-next-to-leading order (denoted N3LO or
O(p3)). (There are also small contributions from the axial charge operator but this operator
is protected by the chiral filter and hence is accurately calculable.) If the single-particle GT
matrix element does not have an anomalous suppression, then this term should make up the
bulk of the amplitude and the N3LO correction, even with an inherent uncertainty, would
not affect the total significantly. This is indeed the case for the pp process (III.124): Here
the single-particle term makes up typically more than 95 % of the decay rate. However this
is not the case for (III.125) because of an “accidental” suppression of the single-particle GT
#37As far as I can see, the purist approach that eschews the good old wave functions but strictly adheres
to the order-by-order power counting cannot possibly obtain a genuine prediction for the hep process without
unknown parameters.
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term caused by the spatial symmetry mismatch between the initial and final wave functions.
Furthermore the situation is even more acerbated since the leading correction term comes
with an opposite sign to the single-particle term with a comparable magnitude. Due to the
cancellation, the resulting decay rate could differ by orders of magnitude depending on the
theory. Thus for the process in question, it is imperative that the suppressed correction term
be calculated with high accuracy as emphasized in the context of EFT in [152].
The details of the solution to this problem are rather complex but the general idea of
how it comes about is rather simple. I shall describe this in as simple a way as possible.
Since other terms than the GT are straightforward and unambiguous, let me focus on the
GT.
Since the long-range soft-pionic contribution is made inoperative in the GT channel,
it is the short-range interaction that figures importantly. In the standard nuclear physics
approach, this aspect of physics is interpreted as “short-range correlation.” In the present
framework of EFT, this short-distance N3LO current receives contributions from both “hard”
pionic part and heavy mesonic part, zero-ranged as the heavy mesons are integrated out.
Denote the matrix element of the finite-range pionic part by
Mπ =
∫
d3rFπ(r) (III.126)
and that of the zero-ranged pionic part and heavy-meson parts by
Mzero =
∫
d3rFzero(r). (III.127)
The coefficients of the operators in (III.126) as well as the pionic part of (III.127) are of
course known. However the rest of the terms in (III.127), such as, e.g., the counter terms,
are not known. Since they must depend on the cutoff imposed, they cannot be obtained by
saturating with a set of known heavy mesons. They can only be determined from experiments
if data are available.
To have a contact with SNPA, we work in coordinate space. The quantities Fπ,zero(r)
contain information on the “exact” wave functions (with the phenomenological potentials
fitted to an ensemble of experimental data). By the procedure, the wave functions embody not
only the physics ingredient that figures in the calculation of the currents calculated to N3LO
but also much – though perhaps not all – of short-distance interactions that are of higher
order than N3LO. If the currents were calculated to all orders in the chiral counting and
the wave functions corresponded to the same order, then the integrals would be well-defined
without any further regularization. However our currents are calculated to a given order,
i.e., N3LO, and the wave function to an order presumably higher than N3LO. Therefore, the
integrals will diverge and to make sense, an ultraviolet regularization is needed. In SNPA,
one customarily cuts off the integral at a “hard-core” size r = rc. Such a hard core kills
all zero-range terms (including all counter terms) in (III.127) as well as cuts the short-
range piece of the (known) finite-range terms in (III.126). I will call this SNPA procedure
“hard-core regularization (HCR).” If the process is dominated by long-range interactions as
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in the case where the chiral filter mechanism is operative, this prescription is expected – and
verified – to be reliable. The prime example is the thermal np capture mentioned above.
However in the present problem, the principal action comes from the short-distance part,
so it is evident that the HCR prescription will give a result that strongly depends on the
hard-core radius, thus upsetting the tenet of EFT and hence predictivity.
This is where the basic idea of EFT comes to help. The strategy of EFT is to reg-
ularize the operators in both (III.126) and (III.127) in such a way that the integrals be
well-defined and the sum of (III.126) and (III.127) come out independent of the cutoff one
imposes to the order considered #38. This regularization will be referred to as “modified
hard-core regularization (MHCR).” This is not a trivial feat and there seems to be much
misunderstanding on this in the community of nuclear EFT.
Now, what is the relevant scale of the cutoff? Since the lightest degrees of freedom
that enter in the short-distance physics embedded in the counter terms are the scalar σ, ρ,
ω mesons, we expect the cutoff to be in the vicinity of the σ mass >∼ 500 MeV.
Next what is expected of a bona-fide EFT? An EFT requires that the cutoff dependence
in (III.126) – that reflects defect in short-distance physics in (III.126) – be cancelled by the
cutoff dependence in (III.127). This implies that the coefficients of the counter terms will be
cutoff dependent; the stronger it will be, the more short-ranged the physics is. Now in order
for this procedure to work, we need an independent experimental source that determines
the cut-off dependent parameters in (III.127). For the processes in question (III.124) and
(III.125), it is the tritium beta decay that supplies the crucial link:
3H→3 He + e− + ν¯e. (III.128)
What turns out to be remarkable is that the same linear combination of counter-term op-
erators figures in all three processes (III.124), (III.125) and (III.128). The reason for this
“miracle” is that the same symmetry is operative in this GT channel. Furthermore since
one is dealing with a rather short-ranged interaction, the same dynamics prevails for the
two-body current whether it takes place in two-body, 3-body or 4-body systems. Thus once the
single unknown term (called dˆR in [150, 151]) is fixed for a given cutoff from (III.128), there
are no free parameters for the processes (III.124) and (III.125). This makes the calculation
of the delicate correction term firmer since three-body and four-body currents (suppressed by
power counting) turn out to be totally negligible numerically.
To give an idea what happens, let me give what is called “S factor” which carries the
nuclear information needed. With the error estimated from the cutoff dependence in the
range 500 ≤ Λ/MeV ≤ 800, the results are
Spp = 3.94(1 ± 10−3)× 10−25 MeV − barn, (III.129)
Shep = (8.5 ± 1.4) × 10−20 MeV − barn. (III.130)
#38In the papers cited above, this was done to O(p3) but were this done to O(p4) or higher, the strategy
would be essentially the same. Clearly this cannot be done at the leading order where the corrections to the
GT operator do not come in.
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I would say that these results are one of the most accurate predictions ever made in nuclear
physics. The reason why the pp can be calculated with such a greater precision is that the
main term is the single-particle GT and the correction term which is quite small <∼ 1 %
can be more or less controlled. Because of the accidental suppression of the single-particle
GT, such an accuracy cannot be attained in the hep process. Nonetheless, the result is
remarkable, considering that in the past the uncertainty was orders of magnitude.
To conclude, whenever the chiral filter is operative, the dominant single-particle con-
tribution and the soft-pion correction thereof are accurately given by the matrix elements
computed with the SNPA wave functions. In this case, it is possible to argue that the wave
functions do make an integral part of the EFT itself. The aficionados of the puristic power
counting will agree to this statement since it is possible to do a rigorous calculation fully
consistent with chiral counting at each order and come to the same result. But there is
nothing really gained in adhering to the counting rule since one learns nothing beyond what
we already know from SNPA. When the chiral filter mechanism is not operative, the same
aficionados will face difficulty in calculating, say, the hep process because it involves short
distance and hence high orders, perhaps much higher than what can be managed with the
given experimental data.
I should note that in the approach presented here, the possible error in counting
brought in by the “exact” wave functions with O(p3) currents is most likely compensated
by the regularization procedure that assures the cutoff independence. Exactly the same ob-
servation was made in the calculation of the isoscalar M1 and E2 matrix elements in the
process n + p→ d+ γ [153]. Although these matrix elements, governed by the chiral-filter-
unprotected operators, are suppressed with respect to the dominant isovector M1 matrix el-
ement by ∼ three orders of magnitude, the same regularization scheme used above produced
a prediction with a very small theoretical error bar. What is in action is again a universal
feature associated with the short-distance interaction not easily accessible by a low-order
chiral perturbation expansion. This prediction can be potentially checked by experiments.
3.7.3 Experimental tests
There are a number of experimental indications that the predictions or postdictions
for those processes protected by the chiral filter are valid. The situation for the predictions
discussed above where a short-distance regularization, i.e., the modified hard-core regular-
ization (MHCR), enters has not yet been confirmed. When the parity-violation experiments
in the process n+p→ d+γ are sufficiently refined, one could perhaps isolate the suppressed
isoscalar M1 matrix element (M1S) and E2 matrix element (E2S) and check the predic-
tion based on the MHCR. The presently available data on polarization observables are not
precise enough for the test.
The solar neutrino experiments performed at the SNO and the super-Kamiokande
provide some information on the hep process but at present, there is little one can say
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about the value of the hep amplitude from the observation. Future refined measurements
will perhaps supply the necessary information.
A process somewhat related to the hep process is the “hen” process
3He + n→4 He + γ (III.131)
which involves the same wave function overlap problem. An EFT analysis using the same
strategy used for the hep process might be illuminating to test some of the ideas used for
the latter. However one should note that as is known since a long time [109] the structure
of multi-body currents is basically different between the EM vector current that enters in
(III.131) and the axial-current that enters in (III.125). It is not obvious that the short-
distance physics that plays a crucial role in (III.125) figures in (III.131) in the same way.
This point is being analyzed and we will have the answer in the near future.
3.8 Appendix Added 2: Intrinsic Density Dependence of In-Medium Effective Chiral
Lagrangians and Landau Fermi-Liquid Fixed Point Parameters
One of the most important developments in the field of effective field theories in
many-hadron systems is the finding that matching to QCD of an effective theory with chiral
symmetry leads to the notion that the bare parameters of the Lagrangian defined at a scale
Λ¯ must have an intrinsic density dependence just as was found in BR scaling described in
the ELAP 93 lecture. This story will be discussed in an appendix in the next section. Here
I would like to discuss the possible relation found since 93 between the density-dependent
parameters of the chiral Lagrangian to the Fermi-liquid fixed point parameters: This issue
was briefly alluded to in Section 3.4 above.
3.8.1 Walecka mean field theory with intrinsic density dependence
We start with the ground state of many-body systems, in particular nuclear matter.
In the next subsection, we will consider fluctuations.
For the ground state, we exploit the fact that Walecka’s mean field theory [123] is
equivalent to Fermi-liquid theory [143]. To set up the EFT for the system, let us consider
that the degrees of freedom we want to take into account explicitly, ΦL of (III.31), now
contain nucleons, pions and vector mesons. In fact the same can be formulated with the
vector mesons and other heavy mesons integrated out but it is convenient to put the vectors
and a scalar meson denoted φ explicitly. In free space this scalar may be the scalar meson
with a broad width which is being hotly debated nowadays. For the symmetric nuclear matter
for which we will apply mean field approximation, we can drop the pions and the ρ mesons.
The Lagrangian we will consider is
L = N¯(iγµ(∂µ + ig⋆ωµ)−M⋆ + h⋆φ)N − 1
4
F 2µν
+
1
2
m⋆ω
2ω2 +
1
2
(∂µφ)
2 − 1
2
m⋆φ
2φ2 · · · . (III.132)
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Apart from the stars appearing in the parameters, this is of the same form as Walecka’s
linear mean field model [123]. I should emphasize that this Lagrangian can be made consis-
tent with chiral symmetry by restoring pion fields and identifying φ as a chiral scalar, not
as the fourth component of the chiral four vector as in linear sigma model. The ω meson
is a chiral scalar. The ellipsis stands for higher chiral-order terms (involving derivatives
and chiral symmetry breaking terms) that can contribute in general but will not be explicitly
considered here.
Suppose now that we do the mean field approximation in computing nuclear matter
properties. If one simply puts the density dependence as m⋆ = m(n), n being the matter
density, and do the mean field, one does not get the right answer. In fact, one loses the
conservation of energy-momentum tensor and thermodynamics does not come out right as a
consequence. This has been a long standing difficulty in naively putting density dependence
into the parameters of a mean field theory Lagrangian.
There may be more than one resolutions to this problem. One such solution was found
by Song, Min and Rho [154, 155]. The idea is to make the parameters of the Lagrangian a
chiral invariant functional of the density field operator nˇ defined by
nˇuµ = N¯γµN (III.133)
with unit fluid 4-velocity
uµ =
1√
1− ~v2 (1, ~v) =
1√
n2 −~j2
(n,~j). (III.134)
Here ~j = 〈N¯~γN〉 is the baryon current density and n ≡ 〈N †N〉 is the baryon number
density. In mean field, the field dependence brings additional terms in the baryon equation
of motion whereas it does not affect the meson equations of motion. These additional terms
contribute to the energy momentum tensor a term of the form
δT µν = −2ΣˇN¯γµnµNgµν (III.135)
where
Σˇ =
∂L
∂nˇ
(III.136)
which comes into the energy density and the pressure of the system. In many-body the-
ory language, this additional term at mean field order can be identified as “rearrangement”
terms. Note that these terms enter here in a chirally invariant manner. This simple ma-
nipulation restores all the conservation laws lost when a c-number density is used. The
resulting energy density etc. is of the same form as that of linear Walecka model except
that the mass and coupling constants are a function of density. Let me just use the scaling
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consistent with the BR scaling #39
m⋆ω
mω
≈ m
⋆
φ
mφ
≈ M
⋆
M
= Φ(n) (III.137)
and #40
g⋆
g
≈ Φ(n) (III.138)
with a universal scaling factor
Φ(n) =
1
1 + 0.28n/n0
. (III.139)
The numerical value 0.28 in the denominator of Φ will be seen coming from nuclear gyro-
magnetic ratio in lead nuclei. Using the standard value for the masses for the ω and the
nucleon and mφ ≈ 700 MeV, I get the binding energy BE = 16.0 MeV, the equilibrium den-
sity keq = 257.3 MeV, m
⋆/M = 0.62 and the compression modulus K = 296 MeV. These
results agree well with experiments, much better than the simple Walecka linear model, in
particular for the compression modulus. In fact they are comparable to the “best-fit” mean
field model [157] which gives BE = 16.0±0.1 MeV, keq = 256±2 MeV, m⋆/M = 0.61±0.03
and K = 250 ± 50 MeV.
The use of the bilinear nucleon field operator (III.133) makes evident and direct the
dependence on density of the parameters of the Lagrangian in the mean field approximation.
One could perhaps use other field variables such as the scalar field φ which is chiral scalar.
However the scalar field would affect only the equation of motion of the scalar field, not that
of the fermion field. It would make the density dependence complicated since the ground-
state expectation value (GEV) of the scalar field is only indirectly related to the number
density. Also doing the mean field with the scalar would involve different approximations.
This is an interesting possibility to explore, however; it has not yet been studied.
One more point to note. Use of the scaling relations (III.137) and (III.138) is an
additional ingredient to the notion that there should be an intrinsic dependence on density
in the parameters of the Lagrangian. It is not dictated by the RGEs and the QCD-HLS
matching discussed below in connection with the vector manifestation a` la Harada and Ya-
mawaki.
3.8.2 Response functions of a quasiparticle
Given the ground state as described above, we now would like to calculate the response
to an external field of a quasiparticle sitting on top of the Fermi sea. Here I will discuss
#39As made evident in Appendix 4.4, this scaling can in principle be calculable from QCD, say, by a
Wilsonian matching to QCD or by QCD sum rules.
#40This scaling in the vector coupling corresponds to the scaling dictated by the vector manifestation dis-
cussed below and is consistent with the “Nambu scaling” predicted to be effective for densities at and above
nuclear matter density [136, 156].
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response to the electromagnetic (EM) field. The response to the weak field in the axial
channel is not yet well understood.
Consider a (non-relativistic) quasiparticle sitting on top of the Fermi sea with the
momentum ~p which is probed by a slowly varying EM field. The convection current is given
by
~J = gl
~p
M
(III.140)
with |~p| ≈ kF , where M is the free-space nucleon mass and gl is the orbital gyromagnetic
ratio given by
gl =
1 + τ3
2
+ δgl. (III.141)
It is important to note that it is the free-space mass M , not an effective mass m⋆, that
appears in (III.140). This is so because of the charge conservation or more generally gauge
invariance. In condensed matter physics, such a requirement is known for the cyclotron
frequency of an electron in magnetic field as “Kohn theorem.”
To calculate gl, one starts with a chiral Lagrangian with the parameters of the La-
grangian density-dependent as determined by the mean field property as described in the
last subsection and then calculates fluctuations on top of the ground state. This has been
discussed extensively in the literature [158, 148, 136], so I shall not go into details. The
calculation is rather straightforward and the result is
δgl =
4
9
[
Φ−1 − 1− 1
2
F˜ π1
]
τ3 (III.142)
where F˜ π1 is the l = 1 component of the Landau parameter F – the spin- and isospin-
independent component of the quasiparticle interaction F – coming from one-pion exchange
which is of course given unambiguously by the chiral Lagrangian for a given kF . The ex-
pression is valid for density up to ∼ n0 but cannot be pushed to the regime where Φ ≪ 1.
(When Φ ≪ 1, the nucleon cannot be treated non-relativistically and hence (III.142) will
break down.)
For nuclear matter density,
F˜ π1 (n0) = −0.153 (III.143)
and from an experiment for a proton in the lead region
δgpl = 0.23 ± 0.03. (III.144)
This then gives
Φ(n0) ≈ 0.78. (III.145)
In terms of the parameterization Φ(n) = (1 + yn/n0)
−1, this corresponds to y = 0.28 used
before for the ground state of nuclear matter. Here we have extracted the scaling factor Φ
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from the experimental gyromagnetic ratio at nuclear matter density. In the past [158], the
procedure was reversed, that is, the Φ was picked from QCD sum-rule calculations of the
in-medium mass of the ρ meson and the δgl was predicted. As reviewed in [149], this value
was shown to be consistent with a variety of nuclear observables such as, e.g., quasielastic
electron scattering, axial-charge transitions in heavy nuclei etc.
What we have gotten here is a beginning of the relation between the hadronic pa-
rameters effective in medium of an effective Lagrangian matched to QCD and many-body
interactions characterized by a number of fixed points around the Fermi surface. Much work
needs to be done to unravel the intricate connections that we have a glimpse of.
4 Hadronic Phase Transitions
So far we have been discussing response functions and two-body forces in terms of
chiral Lagrangians. In this section we will turn to the bulk property of nuclear matter,
particularly its structure under extreme conditions of high density. The question which
remains largely unanswered up to date is whether or not effective Lagrangians can address
the bulk property of hadronic matter. Our discussion given here is therefore very much
tentative and could be even incorrect. Nonetheless the problem is important for further
development in nuclear physics and our purpose here is more to indicate the issues involved
than to provide any answers.
4.1 Nuclear Matter
Before discussing matter with density ρ > ρ0 (where ρ0 ≈ 12m3π is the ordinary
nuclear matter density), we discuss briefly how the chiral Lagrangians that we shall use fare
in describing ordinary nuclear matter.
It has been a disturbing point for chiral symmetry in nuclear physics that a La-
grangian with chiral symmetry treated at low chiral orders fails to describe correctly both
nuclear matter and nuclei. Instead the Walecka model [123] with the scalar σ and the vector
ω coupled to nucleons when treated at mean field is found to work fairly well both for nuclear
matter and nuclei. This model however has no chiral symmetry. What is more disturbing
is that since the pion has no mean field, the only solidly established low-energy excitations
of QCD (as seen in preceding chapters), Goldstone bosons, seem to play no role whatsoever
in the ground-state property and low-energy excitations of nuclear systems. This has led
many people to believe that chiral Lagrangians are useless for nuclear physics. This is in
glaring conflict with the power of low-energy theorems and effective theories seen in some
nuclear response functions.
This issue is being revived and will presumably be resolved in the future. The recent
attempt (at the time of this writing) is to include all the known symmetries of QCD,
not just chiral symmetry which has been mainly investigated, in constructing effective
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Lagrangians. One of the additional ingredients so far considered is the broken conformal
invariance associated with the trace anomaly discussed above. Given such a nonlinear
Lagrangian, one could obtain nuclear matter and finite nuclei nuclear matter as a “chiral
liquid” and ” chiral liquid drop” as suggested by Lynn [124]. In this description, nuclei
are nontopological solitons . Since the parameters appearing in such Lagrangians may
be fixed by elementary processes involving mesons and baryons that satisfy low-energy
theorems, this would be a natural way to marry chiral symmetry (and trace anomaly)
with nuclear characteristics. This is an exciting new development in the field and deserves
attention. Indeed, implementing vector mesons to the chiral Lagrangian that has correct
trace anomaly structure, it has been found [125] that both nuclear matter and finite nuclei
can be described satisfactorily at mean-field level with effective Lagrangians provided certain
nonlinear couplings of the matter fields are allowed. The compression modulus K seems to
come out somewhat too high but this is presumably symptomatic of the tree approximation,
not of the Lagrangian structure.
Although the situation is not entirely clear, we believe it to be safe to assume that
there is no fundamental obstacle to understanding normal nuclear matter in terms of effec-
tive actions. This is similar to the description of Fermi liquids and instabilities therefrom
leading to phase transitions [2, 102] in terms of effective field theories. Here phase transitions
are driven by instabilities associated with “marginal” terms and some “irrelevant” terms
kinematically enhanced in the effective Lagrangian absent in normal Fermi liquids. We
will essentially take the same point of view in treating phase transitions in nuclear matter
associated with meson condensations. In other words, our somewhat poor understanding of
normal nuclear matter and finite nuclei need not preclude the prediction of possible phase
transitions at high density in terms of effective field theories.
4.2 Goldstone Boson Condensation
4.2.1 Kaon condensation with pion condensation
At large density or temperature, there can be two basically different phase transitions
seen from the point of view of effective chiral Lagrangians: Goldstone boson condensation
and chiral/deconfinement phase transitions. In this section, we consider the density effect
and discuss the first. We will focus on kaon condensation because it is most likely that pion
condensation cannot occur at a density lower than 5-6 times that of nuclear matter and kaon
condensation may occur before that density as suggested first by Kaplan and Nelson[126]
There are two kinds of driving mechanism as density increases. First of all, the masses
generally drop due to the “shrinking ” of the chiral circle which is inherently of the vacuum
nature. The second mechanism is the tendency of Nature to restore symmetry on the chiral
circle. Consider infinite (nuclear) matter. A specific system to imagine is the “neutron
star” matter#41. The relevant Lagrangian we will consider is the sum LU + LB + δLB of
#41We put a quotation mark here because we will see later that “nuclear star” is a more appropriate name
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Eq. (III.18) in flavor SU(3) sector,
L = f
2
4
Tr∂µU∂
µU † + cTr (TrMU + h.c.)
+ TrB†i∂0B + iTrB†[V0, B]−DTrB†~σ · { ~A,B} − FTrB†~σ · [ ~A,B]
+ bTrB† (ξMξ)B + dTrB†B (ξMξ + h.c.) + hTrB†B (MU + h.c.) + · · · .(III.146)
The ellipsis stands for chiral symmetric terms quadratic in derivatives (A), terms linear in
M and powers of derivatives (B), terms higher order in M (C) etc. The class B and class
C terms are not relevant at tree order that we will be considering here but the class A term
is of the same order in chiral counting as the terms linear in M given in (III.146). For the
moment we will not worry about this class A terms but return to them later in discussing
kaon-nuclear scattering at the same order.
Taking the Lagrangian (III.146) effectively as a Ginzburg-Landau form, we will treat
it in tree order, so the parameters appearing in (III.146) can be fixed directly by experiments
in free space. Weak leptonic pion decay gives f = fπ ≈ 93 MeV. Nuclear β decay and semi-
leptonic hyperon decay fix F ≈ 0.44 and D ≈ 0.81. The kaon and η masses are given by
the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner relation (at the lowest order in the mass matrix)
m2K =
3
4
m2η = 2msc/f
2 (III.147)
with ms the s-quark current quark mass. Empirical mass gives
msc ≈ (182MeV )4. (III.148)
Baryon mass splittings are given by
mΣ −mN = 2dms, (III.149)
mΛ −mN = 2
3
(d− 2b)ms, (III.150)
mΞ −mN = 2(d− b)ms. (III.151)
From these we obtain
bms ≈ −67 MeV, (III.152)
dms ≈ 134 MeV. (III.153)
The coefficient h is related to the πN sigma term and has a large uncertainty. The presently
accepted value is
hms ≈ −310 MeV (III.154)
for the system.
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with an error of order ±50 MeV. In fact, this term related to the strangeness content of
the proton could be considerably less than this, making the following estimate subject to
doubt. Indeed by Feynman-Hellman theorem
ms〈p|s¯s|p〉 = ms∂mN
∂ms
= −2(d+ h)ms ≈ 350 MeV. (III.155)
This corresponds to the strange quark contribution (∼ 350 MeV) to the nucleon mass and
it is most certainly too big to be reasonable. A skyrmion estimate gives a value smaller by
as much as an order of magnitude. One can gain an interesting idea by looking at the two
extreme limits whenms → 0 andms →∞. #42 In the former case, the s-quark contribution
to the baryon mass is trivially zero since 〈p|s¯s|p〉 is smooth in that limit. In the latter case,
the s quark can be integrated out and one gets
ms
∂mN
∂ms
|ms→∞ →
2
9
mn ≈ 65 MeV. (III.156)
thus the two limits give a much smaller value than the “empirical” value.
Let the Hamiltonian obtained from (III.146) be denoted as H. To ensure charge
neutrality of the matter system, we consider
H˜ = H + µQ (III.157)
with Q the electric charge and µ the corresponding Lagrange multiplier (chemical potential).
Let the expectation value of H˜ with respect to the lowest-energy state be denoted by E˜.
Then the charge neutrality condition is
∂E˜
∂µ
= 〈Q〉 = 0. (III.158)
When this condition is satisfied, E˜ = E, the quantity we wish to calculate. We assume the
ground-state expectation values
〈π−〉 = e−iµtei~pπ·~x, (III.159)
〈K0〉 = ei~q·~xv0, (III.160)
〈K+〉 = eiµtei~k·~xvK . (III.161)
For the neutral kaons, the chemical potential is zero. As for the charged pions and kaons,
the time dependence of the field is precisely given by the chemical potential with pπ0 =
k0 = µ. In our consideration, the negatively charged mesons π
− and K− are involved.
The Hamiltonian mixes the neutron state to baryons with unit charge of strangeness S =
−1 since we will be looking at the threshold for kaon condensation and hence limiting to
quadratic order in kaon field, thus allowing |∆S| = 1. The states that can be admixed are
Λ, Σ0, and Σ−. The proton will also be mixed through pion (π−) condensation. The lowest
#42We follow closely Ref.[127].
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such quasi-particle state can then be occupied up to the Fermi momentum pF = (3π
2ρ)1/3
to form the ground state whose energy density to O(1) in 1/mB is then given by
E˜/V ≡ ǫ˜ = ǫ˜(0) + (~q2 +m2K)|v0|2 + (~k2 +m2K − µ2)|vK |2
+
(
~p2π +m
2
π − µ2
)
|vπ|2 + ρ∆ǫ (III.162)
where
∆ǫ =
(
µ
2f2
− (F +D)
2
2µf2
~p2π
)
|vπ|2
+
[
(4h+ 2d+ 2b)
ms
2f2
− (3F +D)
2
8(d− 2b)msf2~q
2 − (D − F )
2
8dmsf2
~q2
]
|v0|2
+
[
− µ
2f2
+ (4h+ 2d)
ms
2f2
− (D − F )
2
(2dms − µ)2f2
~k2
]
|vK |2 + · · · . (III.163)
The ∆ǫ given here is an in-medium one-loop term and goes formally up to O(Q5) in the
Weinberg counting (III.26). Two-loop terms not included here will go as O(Q6) in the
Weinberg counting rule. The graphs contributing to (III.163) are given in Fig. 14. It
is easy to understand Eq. (III.163) in terms of these graphs. The terms containing the
coefficients b, d and h come from Fig. 15a explicitly proportional to the chiral symmetry
breaking quark mass matrix which are of s-wave KN interactions. The terms proportional
to ~q2 and ~k2 come from Fig. 14b and are intrinsically from p-wave K-N interactions. The
term linear in µ is from the vector field term Vµ coupled to the baryon current B¯γ0B,
included in Fig. 14a.
K K
K K
(a) (b)
Figure 14: In-medium one-loop graphs contributing to energy-density of dense nuclear matter
proportional to v2K for kaon condensation. The solid line stands for baryons and the dotted line for
the kaon.
Within the one-loop approximation, the p-wave interaction is linear in the square of
the kaon three-momentum. Thus for a density for which
ρ
[
(3F +D)2
8(d − 2b)msf2 +
(D − F )2
8dmsf2
]
> 1 (III.164)
which corresponds to the density ρ >∼ 3.2ρ0, increasing ~q2 would bring in increasing
attraction triggering aK0 condensation. However in reality, there is a form factor associated
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with the vertex (which in the chiral counting would correspond to higher loops) that would
prevent the arbitrary increase in the momentum. It is likely that the LHS of (III.164) is
never greater than 1 in which case one would have ~q2 = 0. Let us assume this for the
moment and ignore the K0 mode. We now minimize the energy density ǫ with respect to
the pion momentum and K− momentum. From ∂ǫ˜/∂~pπ = 0, we get
µ = (F +D)2
ρ
2f2
. (III.165)
We will confine to s-wave KN interactions and set ~k = 0. Then the charge neutrality
∂ǫ˜/∂µ = 0 gives
~p2π =
(
ρ
2f2
)2
(F +D)2
{
[2(F +D)2 − 1] + [2(F +D)2 + 1]|vK
vπ
|2
}
. (III.166)
We thus have
ǫ˜ = ǫ(vπ, vK) = ǫ(0, 0)
+ |vπ|2
{
m2π − (F +D)2
(
ρ
2f2
)2
[(F +D)2 − 1]
}
+ |vK |2
{
m2K − (F +D)2
(
ρ
2f2
)2
[(F +D)2 + 1] +
(
ρ
2f2
)
(4h + 2d)ms
}
+ · · · . (III.167)
What is known from an extensive theoretical and experimental development in nuclear
physics, particularly from nuclear beta decay and spin-isospin modes in complex nuclei is
that the main correlation effect which would correspond to higher order chiral corrections
in the framework of chiral perturbation expansion is the downward renormalization of the
axial-vector coupling constant gA from its free space value of 1.26 to about 1 discussed
in the previous subsection. This means that the main correction to the above formula
would be to replace (F +D) above by g∗A ≈ 1. Including nucleon-nucleon interaction effects
generated through the contact interaction of (III.76) in the particle-hole spin-isospin channel
will further reduce the effective gA, as is well-known in the Landau-Migdal formalism. This
makes the coefficient of |vπ|2 always greater than zero to a much larger density than relevant
here. Therefore we expect that
vπ ≈ 0. (III.168)
The vanishing VEV of the pion field in the presence of a nonvanishing kaon VEV would
imply by (III.166) an arbitrarily large pion momentum. Such a situation would be pre-
vented by form factor effects arising at higher loop order. Since there cannot be any kaon
condensation without pions (condensed or not) (this can be easily verified by looking at
the energy density in the absence of pion field and showing that the coefficient of |vK |2 is
always greater than zero), it pays to have a little bit of pion VEV at the cost of a large pion
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momentum. What matters is that the pion contribution to the energy density be as small
as possible, not necessarily strictly zero.
The critical density for kaon condensation ρK is
ρK ≈ −f2ms(2h+ d)
{
[1 +
2m2K
m2s(2h+ d)
2
]
1
2 − 1
}
(III.169)
where we have set g∗A ≈ 1. Numerically this gives ρK ≈ 2.6ρ0 for hms = −310 MeV and
ρK ≈ 3.7ρ0 for hms = −140 MeV (which is close to hms = −125 MeV corresponding to the
extreme case with ms〈p|s¯s|p〉 ≈ 0). Even when (g∗A)2 = 1/2, the critical density increases
only to about 5.7 times ρ0. This is of course too high a density for the approximations
used to be valid. Nonetheless one observes here a remarkable robustness against changes
in parameters, in particular with respect to the greatest uncertainty in the theory, namely
the quantity h and also g∗A. The insensitivity to the strangeness content of the proton,
namely, the parameter (h+ d) makes the prediction surprisingly solid. Furthermore, while
(F + D) → 1 banishes the pion condensation, this affects relatively unimportantly the
kaon property. It seems significant that the critical density for kaon condensation is robust
against higher-order corrections while pion condensation is extremely sensitive to higher-
order graphs.
Unfortunately it is highly unlikely that Nature provides the right condition for pions
to trigger this mode of kaon condensation. The trouble is that once g∗A falls to near 1 or
below, the condensate pion momentum has to be large and this would be prevented by the
form factors that one would have to append to pion-nucleon vertices. Furthermore if the
kaon condensation occurs at large density, say, at five or six times the matter density, then
many of the approximations used so far (such as the heavy-baryon approximation) would
no longer be justifiable.
4.2.2 Kaon condensation via electron chemical potential
In the above discussion, pions played a crucial role in triggering kaon condensation.
Here we present an alternative way for the kaons to condense in “neutron star” matter
which does not require pion condensation. The key idea is that in “neutron star” matter,
energetic electrons – reaching hundreds of MeV in kinetic energy in dense “neutron star”
matter – can decay into kaons if the kaon mass falls sufficiently low in dense matter, as we
will show below [128], via
e− → K− + ν. (III.170)
This process can go into chemical equilibrium with the beta decay
n→ p+ e− + νe (III.171)
with the neutrinos diffusing out. This means that the chemical potentials satisfy
µK− = µe− = µn − µp . (III.172)
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Let x denote the fraction of protons generated by (III.170) and (III.171), so
ρn = (1− x)ρ, ρp = xρ (III.173)
and define
ρ ≡ uρ0 (III.174)
with ρ0 being the nuclear matter density. With the addition of protons, we gain in energy
(i.e, the symmetry energy) by the amount
Es/V = ǫs[(1− 2x)2 − 1]ρ0u = −4x(1 − x)ǫsρ0u (III.175)
where we have assumed, for simplicity, that the symmetry energy depends on the density
linearly with the constant ǫs determined from nuclei,
ǫs ≈ 32MeV. (III.176)
More sophisticated formulas for symmetry energy could be used but for our purpose this
form should suffice. In any event the symmetry energy above nuclear matter density is
unknown, so this constitutes one of the major uncertainties in our discussion.
Instead of (III.162), we have a simpler form for the energy density,
E˜/V ≡ ǫ˜ = ǫ˜(0) + (m2K − µ2)|vK |2 + ρ∆ǫ (III.177)
where ǫ˜(0) represents the sum of the kinetic energy density of the symmetric nuclear matter
and the isospin independent part of the nuclear interaction contribution and
∆ǫ = − 1
2f2
[µ(1− x) + 2µx− (4h + 2d)ms] |vK |2 − 4x(1 − x)ǫs + · · · (III.178)
The first term in the square bracket of (III.178) is the neutron contribution through vector
exchange (namely, the V0 term in (III.146)) and the second the corresponding proton con-
tribution. The factor of 2 for the proton contribution can be easily understood by the fact
that the K−p interaction with vector meson exchanges is twice as attractive as the K−n
interaction: This can be readily verified by looking at the isospin structure of the vector
current Vµ. Defining
µˆ = µ+
ρ0u
4f2
(1 + x) (III.179)
we can rewrite (III.177)
∆ǫ ≡ ǫ˜− ǫ˜(0)
=
[
(m∗K)
2 − µˆ2 + ρ
2
0u
2
16f4
(1 + x)2
]
|vK |2 − 4x(1− x)ǫsρ0u+ xρ0uµ (III.180)
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where
(m∗K)
2 = m2K +
ρ0u
2f2
(4h+ 2d)ms. (III.181)
The charge neutrality condition is gotten by balancing the negative charge of the kaon
against the positive charge of the proton, i.e,
µˆ = x
ρ0u
2|vK |2 . (III.182)
The condition (III.182) gives x as a function of |vK |2 since the proton and neutron chemical
potentials are functions of x. Since by beta equilibrium,
∂ǫ˜/∂x = 0, (III.183)
we have one more condition
µˆ ≈ ρu
2f2
(1 + x) =
16f2
|vk|2 x(1− 2x)ǫs. (III.184)
Substituting (III.182) and (III.184) into (III.180) with the electron contribution taken into
account and using the numerical values dms ≈ 134 MeV, hms ≈ −310 MeV (consistent
with lattice results discussed in Chapter 9), ǫs ≈ 32 MeV, f = 93 MeV, we find the critical
density
ρK ≈ 2ρ0. (III.185)
This critical density is comparable to that predicted for the most optimistic case of the kaon
condensation triggered by pion condensation. The more sophisticated calculation described
later using the same physical mechanism and chiral perturbation theory corroborated this
simple estimate.
An extremely interesting question to ask for physics of neutron stars and stellar
collapse is what the proton fraction x comes out to be in neutron star matter given the
low critical density predicted for the kaon condensate formation. This is highly relevant
for neutron star cooling. It is known that kaon condensation by itself could lead to a rapid
cooling [129]. But even more importantly, as pointed out recently by Lattimer et al [130],
the direct URCA process can occur in neutron stars if the proton concentration exceeds
some critical value in the range of (11 − 15)%: The direct URCA can cool the neutron
star considerably faster than any other known mechanism, be that meson condensation or
quark-gluon plasma. In order to evaluate the proton concentration, we have to include
higher order (at least quartic) terms in kaon field. In free space, kaon-kaon interactions
are are known to be weak, so we may ignore them. However medium-dependent kaon-
kaon interactions, appearing at the one-loop level, may not be negligible. This requires
calculating density-dependent loop diagrams. In the absence of explicit computation of the
loop diagrams, it is difficult to say what the proton fraction comes out to be. Here we
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attempt a simple calculation of x which may not be accurate but nevertheless gives some
idea how things will go.
Even if one ignores the explicit loop graphs, our expression for the energy density
contains an arbitrary power of the kaon VEV through the relation between x and |vK |2,
namely from eqs.(III.182) and(III.184),
x = (8ǫs/ρ0)|vK |2
(
1 + (16ǫs/ρ0)|vK |2
)−1
. (III.186)
In looking for the critical density, it sufficed to retain only the lowest order term in the
VEV from this relation. For determining the proton fraction x, however, we need higher
orders, certainly at least quartic. It may be that it is not really justified to take into account
the higher VEV’s through solely the nonlinearity of the charge neutrality constraint while
ignoring explicit contributions from higher loop graphs but to the extent that we are using
a “phenomenological” symmetry energy, it may be hoped that the constraint equation
supplies not entirely erroneous higher-order VEV’s. Now it is easy to check that expanding
(III.186) to the quartic order in the VEV is not good enough. The resulting quartic term
in the energy density is much too repulsive for the kaon VEV to develop significantly. It
is not surprising that the expansion cannot be trusted if truncated at low order since next
order terms that are ignored have much larger coefficients with alternating sign#43. Instead
of expanding it, therefore, we should substitute (III.186) into (III.180) and minimize the
resulting energy density with respect to |vK |2. The resulting algebraic equation has been
solved exactly for the VEV as a function of u. The result (obtained without the scaling
effect) is that the critical proton concentration xc = 0.11 is reached at the density u = 4,
increasing gently as density increases, i.e, x = 0.12 at u = 5, x = 0.17 at u = 10 etc.
The scaling effect as well as any further attraction (expected) from loop contributions will
increase further the proton concentration. It looks that the URCA process is very likely to
play an important role.
4.2.3 Constraints from kaon-nuclear interactions
Although the effective chiral Lagrangian is consistent with nuclear matter when scale
anomaly is suitably incorporated, we have not asked whether it is consistent with on-shell
kaon interactions with nucleons, both in free space and in medium. To answer this question,
we extract relevant terms for s-wave kaon-nucleon scattering from the Lagrangian density
(III.146). The leading term is of order Q1 or ν = 1 and has the form
Lν=1(KN) = −i
8f2π
(
3(Nγ0N)K¯ ↔ K + (N~τγ0N) · K¯~τ ↔ K
)
(III.187)
#43The reason why one wants to expand and retain the lowest relevant term is that they are the only ones
that can be systematically calculated in chiral perturbation theory. Once we take the phenomenological
symmetry energy and impose the relation due to charge neutrality, then the chiral perturbation strategy
seems to lose its predictivity and uniqueness. To make a further progress, it would be necessary to sort out
what is in the symmetry energy expression we use in terms of the chiral expansion.
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with NT = (p n), KT = (K+ K0) and K ↔ K ≡ K → K −K ← K. For K¯N scattering
(with K¯T = (K− K¯0)), due to G-parity, the isoscalar term changes sign. In terms of
an effective Lagrangian that contains vector mesons in hidden gauge symmetric way, the
first term of (III.187) cam be identified as the ω exchange and the second term as the ρ
exchange between the kaon and the nucleon. Thus this leading order term can be thought
of as vector-dominated for the scattering amplitude. Now the next order term is of ν = 2
and can be written for s-wave scattering as
Lν=2(KN) = ΣKN
f2π
(NN)KK +
C
f2π
(N¯~τN) · (K¯~τK) (III.188)
where
ΣKN = −(1
2
b+ d+ 2h)ms, (III.189)
C = −bms
2
, (III.190)
With (III.187) and (III.188), the s-wave KN scattering lengths are
aKNI=1 =
1
4πf2π(1 +mK/mB)
(−mK +ΣKN + C) , (III.191)
aKNI=0 =
1
4πf2π(1 +mK/mB)
(ΣKN − 3C) . (III.192)
With the values for the constants b, d and h given above (III.152)- (III.154), that is, bms =
−67 MeV, dms = 134 MeV and hm≈ − 310 MeV (which imply ΣKN ≈ 520 MeV), we get
aKNI=1 ≈ 0.07 fm and aKNI=0 ≈ 0.50 fm to be compared with the presently available empirical
values −0.31 fm and −0.09 fm respectively. The empirical value for aKNI=1 is reliable but that
for aKNI=0 is not. In fact the latter is compatible with zero fm. The experimental uncertainty
notwithstanding, it is clear that the Lagrangian so far used is not consistent with the s-
wave K+N scattering. It is true that the ΣKN that large implies a substantial amount of
strangeness in the proton which is not in accord with Nature. If one lowers the value of
ΣKN to ∼ 2mπ which is reasonable for the strangeness content, the predicted values are:
aKNI=1 ≈ 0.07 fm and aKNI=0 ≈ 0.50 fm. These are closer to the empirical values but the I = 0
amplitude is much too attractive. The point is that if the amplitudes for the K+N channel
come out wrong, there is no way that the amplitudes for the K−N channel can come out
right: The K−N interaction is much stronger than the K+N interaction.
This difficulty can be remedied if one recognizes that the ν = 2 piece of the Lagrangian
(III.188) is incomplete. It misses the chiral symmetric two-derivative terms which for s-wave
scattering take the form
δLν=2(KN) = D˜
f2π
(NN)∂tK∂tK +
D˜′
f2π
(N~τN) · (∂tK~τ∂tK). (III.193)
There are two sources to these terms. One is what we will call “1/m” correction. This
comes because in the heavy-baryon formalism, baryon-antibaryon pair terms appear at the
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ν = 2 order in the form of p/mN where p is the spatial momentum carried by the nucleon.
The other source has to do with high-energy degrees of freedom integrated out above the
chiral scale Λχ, appearing as contact counter terms. The former can be calculated but the
latter, while calculable in some dynamical models, are unknown constants that need be
fixed by experiments. Including (III.193) modifies the scattering lengths to
aKNI=1 =
1
4πf2π(1 +mK/mB)
(
−mK +ΣKN + C + (D¯ + D¯′))m2K
)
, (III.194)
aKNI=0 =
1
4πf2π(1 +mK/mB)
(
ΣKN − 3C + (D¯ − 3D¯′)m2K
)
. (III.195)
Let us first ask what values of D˜ and D˜′ are needed for (III.194) and (III.195) to
reproduce the experimental numbers. We find:
D˜ ≈ 0.33/mK − ΣKN/m2K , (III.196)
D˜′ ≈ 0.16/mK − C/m2K . (III.197)
For D˜, we take ΣKN ≈ 2mπ. We have D˜ ≈ −0.24/mK and D˜′ ≈ 0.23/mK .
As mentioned, the 1/m corrections are calculable. They are given by [131]
D˜ 1
m
≈ − 1
48
[
(D + 3F )2 + 9(D − F )2
]
/mN ≈ −0.06/mK ,
D˜′1
m
≈ − 1
48
[
(D + 3F )2 − 3(D − F )2
]
/mN ≈ −0.04/mK . (III.198)
Clearly the 1/m corrections are much too small to account for the values of D˜ and D˜′.
The main contributions must therefore come from the contact counter terms since at order
ν = 2, there are no loop corrections which start at ν = 3.
Given that the D˜ and D˜′ are very important at threshold, an immediate question is
how they affect the critical density and composition of the condensed matter. Since these
terms are quadratic in derivative, for the s-wave processes we are considering, they will
simply modify ω2 coming from the kinetic energy term for the kaon as
ω2 →
(
1 + [
D˜
f2π
+ (2x− 1)D˜
′
f2π
]uρ0
)
ω2. (III.199)
At threshold, ω → mK . For kaon condensation, as mentioned above, ω = µ (µ being the
chemical potential) due to the charge conservation. Now since in dense matter the chemical
potential gets quenched, the role of the D˜ and D˜′ terms becomes less important. For this
reason, little is modified in the properties of the condensate by the inclusion of these extra
terms. For instance, with ΣKN ≈ 2mπ and without the BR scaling, the critical density
is uc ≈ 3.04 without D˜ and D˜′ and uc ≈ 3.27 with them. The equation of state is also
little affected, the matter turning rapidly to “nuclear matter” with both x and strangeness
fraction S/B near 0.5 right above the critical point. This feature is expected to have a
profound influence on the formation of compact “nuclear stars” and their cooling. We will
not pursue this here but refer to the literature [131].
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4.3 Vector Symmetry
What happens when density is so high that there is a phase transition away from the
Goldstone mode? Does it go into quark-gluon phase as expected at some density by QCD?
Or does it make a transition into something else? Up to date, this question has not received
a clear answer: It remains an open question even after so many years of QCD. Here we
discuss a possible state of matter that is still hadronic but different from the normal hadron
state and also from meson-condensed states – a state that realizes the “vector symmetry”
of Georgi[121]. #44
4.3.1 Pseudoscalar and scalar Goldstone bosons
When one has the matrix element of the axial current
〈0|Aµ|π〉 = iqµfπ (III.200)
this can mean either of the two possibilities. The conventional way is to consider π’s as
Goldstone bosons that emerge as a consequence of spontaneous breaking of chiral SU(3)×
SU(3) symmetry, with the current Aµ associated with the part of the symmetry that is
broken (i.e, the charge
∫
d3xA0(x) being the generator of the broken symmetry). But there
is another way that this relation can hold. If there are scalar bosons s annihilated by the
vector current V µ
〈0|V µ|s〉 = iqµfs (III.201)
with fπ = fs, then the symmetry SU(3)×SU(3) can be unbroken. This can happen in the
following way. Since Aµ and V µ are part of (8, 1) + (1, 8) of SU(3)× SU(3), all we need is
that π’s and s’s are part of (8, 1)+(1, 8). The SU(3)×SU(3) symmetry follows if the decay
constants are equal. In Nature, one does not see low-energy scalar octets corresponding to
s. Therefore the symmetry must be broken. This can be simply understood if one imagines
that the scalars are eaten up to make up the longitudinal components of the massive octet
vector mesons. If this is so, then there must be a situation where the symmetry is restored
in such a way that the scalars are liberated and become real particles, with the vectors
becoming massless. This is the “vector limit” of Georgi. In this limit, there will be 16
massless scalars and massless octet vector mesons with the symmetry swollen to [SU(3)]4
which is broken down spontaneously to [SU(3)]2. In what follows, we discuss how this limit
can be reached.
#44See subsection 4.4 for the modern development concerning the matter discussed in this subsection. The
modern interpretation is considerably more interesting.
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The full vector symmetry #45 is
SUL(3)× SUR(3)× SUGL(3)× SUGR(3). (III.202)
This is a primordial symmetry which is dynamically broken down to
SUL+GL(3)× SUR+GR(3). (III.203)
As is well-known, the nonlinear symmetry
SUL(3)× SUR(3)× SUGL(3)× SUGR(3)
SUL+GL(3) × SUR+GR(3)
(III.204)
is equivalent to the linear realization
{[SUL(3)× SUGL(3)]global × [SUL(3)]local} × {L→ R} (III.205)
where the local symmetries are two copies of the hidden gauge symmetry. One can think of
the two sets of hidden gauge bosons as the octet vectors ρµ and the octet axial vectors aµ.
In order to supply the longitudinal components of both vector and axial vector octets
of spin-1 fields, we would need 16 Goldstone bosons that are to be eaten up plus 8 pseu-
doscalars π to appear as physical states. Here we shall consider a minimal model where
only the vector fields ρ are considered. The axials are purged from the picture. We can
imagine this happening as an explicit symmetry breaking
SUGL × SUGR → SUGL+GR . (III.206)
What happens to the axials after symmetry breaking is many-fold. They could for instance
be banished to high mass ≫ mρ.
4.3.2 The Lagrangian
To be more specific, we shall construct a model Lagrangian with the given symme-
try. Since we are ignoring the axials, the Goldstone bosons can be represented with the
transformation properties
ξL → LξLG†, (III.207)
ξR → RξRG† (III.208)
with ξL transforming as (3, 1, 3¯) under SUL(3) × SUR(3) × SUG(3) (with G = GL + GR)
and ξR as (1, 3, 3¯). L, R and G are the linear transformations of the respective symmetries.
The usual Goldstone bosons of the coset SUL(3)× SUR(3)/SUL+R(3) are
U = ξLξ
†
R (III.209)
#45This “enhanced symmetry” is not consistent with the Wigner symmetry of QCD. In fact it is now known
(as discussed in the next appendix) that, if matched to QCD at a certain matching scale, the correct symmetry
realization turns out to be the “vector manifestation” that induces no symmetry enhancement at the phase
transition. This is a basically new development that replaces the idea of the vector symmetry discussed in
ELAF93.
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transforming as (3, 3¯, 1). In terms of the covariant derivatives
DµξL = ∂
µξL − igξLρµ, (III.210)
DµξR = ∂
µξR − igξRρµ (III.211)
the lowest derivative Lagrangian having the (hidden) local SU(3)L+R symmetry is
L = f
2
2
{Tr
(
DµξLDµξ
†
L
)
+ (L→ R)}+ κf
2
4
Tr(∂µU∂µU
†). (III.212)
A convenient parameterization for the chiral field is
ξL,R ≡ eiσ(x)/fse±iπ(x)/fπ (III.213)
with σ(x) = 12λ
aσa(x) and π(x) = 12λ
aπa(x). (Setting σ(x) = 0 corresponds to unitary
gauge with no Faddeev-Popov ghosts.) At the tree order with the Lagrangian (III.212), we
have
fs = f, fπ =
√
1 + κf (III.214)
and the ρππ coupling
gρππ =
1
2(1 + κ)
g. (III.215)
The vector meson mass is
mρ = fg = 2
√
1 + κfπgρππ. (III.216)
Thus fs = fπ when κ = 0, i.e, when the mixing LR vanishes. One can see that the
standard hidden gauge symmetry result is obtained when κ = −1/2. When κ = 0, we have
an unbroken SU(3) × SU(3), but the vectors are still massive. The mass can disappear
even if fπ 6= 0 if the gauge coupling vanishes. In the limit that g → 0 which is presumably
attained at asymptotic density as described below, the vector mesons decouple from the
Goldstone bosons, the scalars are liberated and the symmetry swells to [SU(3)]4 with the
Goldstone bosons transforming
ξL → LξLG†L, (III.217)
ξR → RξRG†R. (III.218)
Note that the local symmetry G gets “recovered” to a global symmetry GL ×GR. (This is
a dynamical symmetry restoration, in some sense.)
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4.3.3 Hidden gauge symmetry and the vector limit
We shall now consider renormalization-group (RG) structure #46 of the constants g
and κ of the Lagrangian in SU(2) flavor which is of the form (III.212) with the fields valued
in SU(2),
L = f
2
2
{Tr
(
DµξLDµξ
†
L
)
+ (L→ R)}+ κf
2
4
Tr(∂µU∂µU
†). (III.219)
The kinetic energy term of the ρ field should be added for completeness; we do not need
it for this discussion. We are interested in what happens to hadrons described by this
Lagrangian as matter density ρ and/or temperature T are increased #47. For this consider
the vector meson mass in dense medium at zero temperature. It turns out that the mass
formula (III.216) is valid to all orders of perturbation theory [132, 133]. We expect this to
be true in medium, according to the argument given above. Therefore we need to consider
the scaling behavior of the constants fπ, g and κ in medium. Now we know from above
that fπ decreases as density is increased. This is mainly caused by the vacuum property, so
we can assume that the effect of radiative corrections we are considering is not important.
Thus we have to examine how g and κ scale. The quantities we are interested in are the β
functions for the coupling constants g and κ. These can be derived in a standard way with
the Lagrangian (III.219). At one-loop order, we have in dimensional regularization [132]
βg(gr) ≡ µdgr
dµ
= −87− a
2
r
12
g3r
(4π)2
, (III.220)
βa(ar) ≡ µdar
dµ
= 3ar(a
2
r − 1)
g2r
(4π)2
(III.221)
where µ is the length scale involved (which in our case is the matter density) and we have
redefined
a = 1/(1 + κ). (III.222)
To see how the factors in the beta function can be understood, let us discuss the first
equation describing the way the coupling constant g runs. In terms of Feynman diagrams,
the quantity on the right-hand side of (III.220) can be decomposed as
− 1
(4π)2
87− a2r
12
= − 1
(4π)2
[
11nf
3
− (1
2
)2
1
3
− (ar
2
)2
1
3
]
(III.223)
with the number of flavor nf = 2. This is an exact analog to the beta function of QCD,
βQCDg = − g
3
(4π)2
[
11
3 Nc − 23nf
]
. The first term on the right-hand side of (III.223) is the vector
meson loop which is an analog to the gluon contribution in QCD with the number of flavors
nf replacing the number of colors Nc (the vector meson ρ is the “gauge field” here), the
#46What is discussed in this part is drastically improved and modified in the modern development. See
Appendix 4.4.
#47We will follow Ref.[132].
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second term is the σ loop contribution g2ρσσ/3 with gρσσ = g/2 and the last term the pion
loop contribution g2ρππ/3 with gρππ = (ar/2)g.
As in QCD, the fact that the beta function is negative signals that the coupling
constant runs down as the momentum (or density) scale increases and at asymptotic mo-
mentum (or density), the coupling would go to zero, that is, asymptotically free. Now the
beta function is negative here as long as a2r < 87 with the coupling constant running as
g2(µ) =
8π2
(87− a2r) ln µΛ
(III.224)
with the HGS scale Λ defined as in QCD. The inequality a2r < 87 is clearly satisfied as one
can see from Eq. (III.221) which says that there is an ultraviolet fixed point ar = 1, so as
the momentum increases the constant a would run toward 1. Of course one would have to
solve the equations (III.220) and (III.221) simultaneously to see the trajectory of ar but it
seems reasonable to assume that the ar runs monotonically from the vacuum value ar = 2
(or κ = 1) to the fixed point ar = 1 (or κ = 0). The in-medium mass formula
m⋆ρ = f
⋆g⋆ =
1√
1 + κ⋆
f⋆πg
⋆
ρππ (III.225)
shows that apart from the condensate effect on f⋆π , there are additional effects due to the
decreasing (1 + κ⋆)−1 factor. The vector mass will go to zero for f⋆π 6= 0 as the coupling g⋆
vanishes, approaching the “vector limit” of Georgi.
4.3.4 Physics under extreme conditions
What happens to the hadronic matter governed by the HGS Lagrangian as density
or temperature increases? At present, there is no direct prediction from QCD that the
relevant limits can be reached by temperature or density. No model calculations purporting
to indicate them are available. Nonetheless, the vector limit ideas are intuitively appealing
and could play an important role in dense cold matter like in nuclear stars and in hot dense
matter like in heavy-ion collision.
In the κ = 0 limit, the vector mass is
mρ = 2fπgρππ (III.226)
which in terms of physical values of fπ and gρππ is too big by roughly a factor of
√
2 whereas
the current algebra result (KSRF) is mρ =
√
2fπgρππ, which is in good agreement with the
experiment. This shows that at the tree order, the limit is rather far from reality as applied
to the medium-free space. Loop corrections with the Lagrangian treating the κ term as a
perturbation does improve the prediction[134], bringing it much closer to experiments. One
possible scenario that emerges from the discussion given above is that the density changes
the state of matter from the phase of normal matter with κ 6= 0 and g 6= 0 to first κ = 0
and then to g = 0, resulting in a significant increase of light degrees of freedom below the
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critical point. In the model we have been considering, we will have a total of 32 degrees of
freedom consisting of 16 spin-0 bosons and 8 massless vectors. If we add the axial vectors,
then the total becomes 48. Now in the quark-gluon phase with three flavors, one expects
4712 . They are of the same order and if anything, the transition will be extremely smooth.
#48
Strictly speaking, the above counting is not quite relevant because of the strange
quark mass. The relevant degrees of freedom are more likely to be less than that. Nonethe-
less if one counts all the possible light degrees of freedom in the hadronic sector, they come
out certainly much more than the customary counting based on pion degrees of freedom
often invoked in the literature. Thus the vector limit is a possible candidate phase before
the would-be chiral transition to quark-gluon phase (to be described in QCD variables) at
which we will have fπ = fs = 0.
4.4 Appendix Added: Hidden Local Symmetry and Vector Manifestation of Chiral
Symmetry
The idea that the Georgi vector limit is relevant to the chiral phase transition discussed
in my ELAF93 lectures (given above) turns out to be only partially correct and the correct
description comes from the major developments by Harada and Yamawaki on the “vector
manifestation (VM)” of chiral symmetry [159, 160, 161, 162] reviewed recently in [163].
Indeed, at the phase transition, the gauge coupling g vanishes, g → 0, and a→ 1 as in the
Georgi vector limit but contrary to Georgi’s case, the pion decay constant also has to go
to zero. It turns out that this is a fixed point called “VM fixed point.” In this appendix, I
describe briefly the essential points relevant to the phase transition phenomenon along the
line that was presented in my 2002 Taiwan lecture note [146].
4.4.1 HLS and chiral perturbation theory
For completeness, I write down the full leading order (O(p2)) HLS Lagrangian explic-
itly:
LHLS = F 2πTr(αˆAµ)2 + F 2σTr(αˆV µ)2 −
1
2g2
Tr(Vµν)
2 + Lp4 . (III.227)
with
F 2σ
F 2π
= a (III.228)
and
Vµν = ∂µVν − ∂νVµ − i[Vµ, Vν ],
αˆV µ(x) ≡ (DµξL · ξ†L +DµξR · ξ†R)(−i/2),
αˆAµ(x) ≡ (DµξL · ξ†L −DµξR · ξ†R)(−i/2) (III.229)
#48For further discussions on this matter, see [120].
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and
DµξL = ∂µ − iVµξL + iξLLµ,
DµξR = ∂µ − iVµξR + iξRRµ (III.230)
where Lµ and Rµ are respectively left and right external gauge fields. I put the external
gauge fields here since I will need them in considering correlators later. I have not put the
mass term in (III.227) but it should be added for practical calculations. For the calculations
to be described below, we need the Lagrangian of O(p4). If one includes the external gauge
fields, there are some 35 terms in Lp4, the complete list of which can be found in the Phys.
Rep. review of Harada and Yamawaki [163]. We won’t write it here in full. What we will
need for our purpose are the ones that enter in the vector and axial-vector correlators and
will be written down as needed.
As is done in chiral perturbation theory with the standard chiral Lagrangian without
the vector mesons, we count
∂µ ∼ Lµ ∼ Rµ ∼ O(p). (III.231)
Here and in what follows, p represents the characteristic small probe momentum involved. In
the same counting the pion mass term will be m2π ∼ O(p2) as the leading term in (III.227).
It is in dealing with the vector mesons that one encounters an unconventional counting.
As pointed out first by Georgi [121], in order to have a systematic chiral expansion with
(III.227), the vector meson mass has to be counted as
m2ρ ∼ m2π ∼ O(p2). (III.232)
Since m2ρ ∼ g2f2π , this means that we have to count g ∼ O(p). Thus we should have
Vµ ∼ gρµ ∼ O(p). (III.233)
This is how the vector kinetic energy term in (III.227) is of O(p2).
It might surprise some readers to learn that the vector meson mass has to be considered
as “light” when in reality it is more than five times heavier than the pion mass in the
vacuum. Even though one might argue that the expansion is m2ρ/(4πFπ)
2 ∼ 0.4, this is
not so small. Surprisingly enough, once one adopts this counting of the vector mass and
the vector field, one can do a chiral perturbation calculation [160] that is equivalent to the
classic calculation of Gasser and Leutwyler [101]. At this point it is important to note that
while one may doubt the validity of the counting rule in the vacuum, it will however be fully
justified in the scenario where the vector meson mass does become comparable to the pion
mass as density approaches that of chiral restoration. So in some sense this counting rule
which is valid at high density is being extrapolated down smoothly to the zero density regime.
If the Lagrangian (III.227) is to be taken as an effective field theory of QCD, then
it can make sense only if the parameters of the Lagrangian are bare parameters defined at
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a certain given scale. It is natural to define them at the chiral scale Λχ and that above
Λχ, it is QCD proper that is operative. Thus we are invited to match the HLS Lagrangian
(III.227) to QCD at Λχ to determine the parameters. This matching will provide the bare
Lagrangian in the Wilsonian sense with which one can do quantum theory by “decimating”
down to zero energy/momentum. The matching can be done typically with correlators in
space-like momenta. We do this with the vector and axial-vector correlators defined as
i
∫
d4xeiqx〈0|TJaµ(x)Jbν(0)|〉 = δab
(
qµqν − gµνq2
)
ΠV (Q
2),
i
∫
d4xeiqx〈0|TJa5µ(x)Jb5ν(0)|〉 = δab
(
qµqν − gµνq2
)
ΠA(Q
2) (III.234)
with
Q2 ≡ −q2. (III.235)
We first define the scale Λ¯ at which the matching will be done. One would like to match
the HLS theory and QCD at the point where both are “valid.” We suppose that the QCD
correlators can be matched to those of HLS at Λ¯ close to but slightly below Λχ. At Λ¯, the
correlators in the HLS sector are supposed to be well described by tree contributions to O(p4)
when Q ∼ Λ¯. To compute the tree graphs, we need the O(p4) Lagrangian that enters into
the correlators,
δL = z1Tr
[
Vˆµν Vˆµν
]
+ z2Tr
[
AˆµνAˆµν
]
+ z3Tr
[
VˆµνV µν
]
(III.236)
where Vˆµν and Aˆµν are respectively the external vector and axial-vector field tensors and
Vµν is the field tensor for the HLS vector defined above. The correlators in the HLS sector
then are
Π
(HLS)
A (Q
2) =
F 2π (Λ¯)
Q2
− 2z2(Λ¯), (III.237)
Π
(HLS)
V (Q
2) =
F 2σ (Λ¯)
M2v (Λ¯) +Q
2
[
1− 2g2(Λ¯)z3(Λ¯)
]
− 2z1(Λ¯) (III.238)
with
M2v (Λ¯) ≡ g2(Λ¯)F 2σ (Λ¯). (III.239)
Since we are at the matching scale, there are no loops, i.e., no flow.
Next we have to write down the correlators in the QCD sector. We assume that these
are given by the OPE to O(1/Q6),
Π
(QCD)
A =
1
8π2
[
−(1 + αs/π) ln Q
2
µ2
+
π2
3
〈αsπ GµνGµν〉
Q4
+
π3
3
1408
27
αs〈q¯q〉2
Q6
]
,(III.240)
Π
(QCD)
V =
1
8π2
[
−(1 + αs/π) ln Q
2
µ2
+
π2
3
〈αsπ GµνGµν〉
Q4
− π
3
3
896
27
αs〈q¯q〉2
Q6
]
(III.241)
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where µ here is the renormalization scale of QCD (e.g., in the sense of dimensional regu-
larization) #49. Note that the QCD correlators separately depend explicitly on the renor-
malization scale µ but the difference does not. Such dependence must be lodged in the z1,2
terms in the HLS sector. The condensates and the gauge coupling constant αs of course
depend implicitly on the scale µ. In matching the QCD correlators to the HLS’ ones, the
natural thing to do is to take µ ∼ Λ¯.
The matching is done by equating the correlators and their derivatives at Q2 = Λ¯2.
This gives effectively three equations. The parameters to be fixed are Fπ, g, a, z3 and
z2−z1. That makes five parameters. To determine all five, the on-shell pion decay constant
Fπ(0) = 93 MeV and the vector meson mass mρ = 770 MeV are used as inputs. Given µ,
one can then fix all five constants at the scale Λ¯. The HLS Lagrangian with the parameters
so determined at Λ¯ when implemented with RGE’s with certain quadratic divergences (to be
described below) gives results that are very close to those obtained by the Gasser-Leutwyler
Lagrangian [101] that includes O(p4) counter terms. This means that the counting rule
used for the vector meson is consistent with chiral perturbation theory. Just to illustrate
the point, let me give some numerical predictions given by the theory. With Λ¯ = 1.1 ∼ 1.2
GeV, ΛQCD = 400 MeV, the results are:
gρ = 0.116 ∼ 0.118 (0.118 ± 0.003),
gρππ = 5.79 ∼ 5.95 (6.04 ± 0.04),
L9(mρ) = 7.55 ∼ 7.57 (6.9 ± 0.7),
L10(mρ) = −7.00 ∼ −6.23 (−5.2 ± 0.3),
a(0) = 1.75 ∼ 1.85 (2) (III.242)
where the numbers in the parenthesis are experimental except for “a” which corresponds to
VDM (or KSRF) value. For more details, see the Harada-Yamawaki review [163].
4.4.2 The “vector manifestation (VM)” fixed point
The HLS theory (III.227) has a set of fixed points when the scale is dialled. Among
them there is only one fixed point called “vector manifestation (VM)” that matches with
QCD. In the next subsection, I will show that that fixed point is relevant to chiral restoration
when nuclear matter is compressed or heated.
We start with (III.227) defined at the scale Λ¯, below which the relevant degrees of
freedom are the pions π and the vector mesons ρ (and ω). We would like to do the EFT as
defined above by decimating downward from the scale Λ¯. The parameters Fπ, g, Fσ (or a)
and zi will flow as the renormalization scale M is dialled #50. To do this, one has to choose
#49This µ is not to be confused with the chemical potential also denoted µ and employed in subsection 4.4.3.
To avoid the confusion, I will use M for the renormalization scale in what follows.
#50I am using the symbol M as the renormalization scale, reserving the conventional notion µ for chemical
potential.
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the gauge and the convenient gauge is the background gauge. These have been worked out
in the background gauge [163] and to one-loop order, take the forms #51
M dX
dM = (2− 3a
2G)X − 2(2− a)X2,
M da
dM = −(a− 1)[3a(1 + a)G− (3a− 1)X],
M dG
dM = −
87− a2
6
G2,
M dz1
dM = C
5− 4a+ a2
12
,
M dz2
dM = C
a
6
,
M dz3
dM = C
1 + 2a− a2
6
(III.243)
where
X(M) ≡ CM2/F 2π (M), G(M) = Cg2, C = Nf/
[
2(4π)2
]
. (III.244)
I should note that these are Wilsonian renormalization group equations valid above the
vector meson mass scale mρ defined by the on-shell condition m
2
ρ = a(mρ)g
2(mρ)F
2
π (mρ)
at M = mρ. This means that Equations (III.243) are valid for a(M)G(M) ≤ X(M) but
modified below by the decoupling of the vector mesons.
The fixed points are given by setting the RHS of (III.243) equal to zero. It is found
in [162] that there are three fixed points in the relevant region with a > 0 and X > 0:
(X⋆, a⋆, G⋆) = (1, 1, 0), (
3
5
,
1
3
, 0),
(
2(2 + 45
√
87)
4097
,
√
87,
2(11919 − 176√87)
1069317
)
(III.245)
and a fixed line
(X⋆, a⋆, G⋆) = (0, any, 0). (III.246)
Depending upon how the parameters are dialled, there can be a variety of flows as the scales
are varied. All the flows are interesting for the model per se. However not all of them are
relevant to the physics given by QCD. In fact, if one insists that the vector and axial-vector
correlators of HLS theory are matched at the chiral phase transition that is characterized by
the on-shell pion decay constant Fπ(M = 0) = 0 to those of QCD at a scale Λ¯ ∼ Λχ, then
there is only one fixed point to which the theory flows and that is the vector manifestation
(VM) fixed point
(X⋆, a⋆, G⋆)V M = (1, 1, 0). (III.247)
#51It is not transparent in this form but there is an important quadratic divergence in the pion loop contri-
butions, hence in Fπ (i.e., X) as well as in a that plays a crucial role for chiral restoration. The fixed point
in X is governed by this divergence.
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This means that independently of what triggers the phase transition, at the chiral restoration
point, the theory must be at the point a = 1, g = 0, Fπ = 0. As emphasized by Harada and
Yamawaki, this is not Georgi’s “vector limit” [121] where a = 1, g = 0 but Fπ 6= 0.
We will see next that density or temperature does indeed drive the system to the VM
fixed point as does large Nf and as a consequence, the vector meson mass must vanish at the
chiral restoration point at least in the chiral limit. A corollary to this is that if an effective
theory that has all the low-energy symmetries consistent with QCD but is not matched to
QCD at an appropriate matching scale can flow in density/temperature in a direction that
has nothing to do with QCD. In such a model, the vector meson mass need not vanish at
the chiral transition point.
4.4.3 The fate of the vector meson in hot/dense matter
I will show that indeed, density or temperature can drive nuclear matter toward the
VM fixed point and as a consequence, the vector meson mass must vanish at the critical
point at least in the chiral limit. See [164]. Since the temperature case is quite similar to
the density case, I will consider here only the density case. It is of course more relevant
for studying the structure of compact-star matter. The same conclusion holds for high
temperature case relevant to heavy-ion physics.
• Renormalization group equations for dense matter
Consider a many-body hadronic system at a density n or equivalently chemical
potential µ (n and µ will be used interchangeably). In the presence of matter density, the
system loses Lorentz invariance and hence the theory should be formulated with an O(3)
invariance. This means that one has to separate the time and space components of vector
objects (like currents etc.). It turns out that one can proceed as if we have Lorentz invariance
and at the end of the day, make the distinction when necessary. The details of non-Lorentz
invariant structure are given in the paper [164].
The Lagrangian density (III.227) including the O(p4) term contains no fermions and
hence is not sufficient. To introduce fermion degrees of freedom, we assume that as one
approaches the chiral transition point from below, the quasiquark (or constituent quark)
description is more appropriate than baryonic. Denoting the quasiquark by ψ, we write the
fermion part of the Lagrangian as
δLF = ψ¯(x)(iDµγµ − µγ0 −mq)ψ(x)
+ψ¯(x)
(
κγµαˆ‖µ(x) + λγ5γµαˆ⊥µ(x)
)
ψ(x) (III.248)
where Dµψ = (∂µ − igρµ)ψ and κ and λ are constants to be specified later. The HLS
Lagrangian we work with is then given by (III.227) and (III.248).
We consider matching at the scale Λ¯. In the presence of matter, the matching scale
will depend upon density. We use the same notation as in the vacuum with the µ dependence
understood. At the scale Λ¯, the correlators are given by the tree contributions and hence by
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(III.227) only. Since there is no flow, (III.248) which can figure only at loop order does not
enter. We have
Π
(HLS)
A (Q
2) =
F 2π (Λ¯;µ)
Q2
− 2z2(Λ¯;µ) ,
Π
(HLS)
V (Q
2) =
F 2σ (Λ¯;µ)
[
1− 2g2(Λ¯;µ)z3(Λ¯;µ)
]
M2ρ (Λ¯;µ) +Q
2
− 2z1(Λ¯;µ) , (III.249)
where M2ρ (Λ¯;µ) ≡ g2(Λ¯;µ)F 2σ (Λ¯;µ) is the bare ρ mass, and z1,2,3(Λ¯;µ) are the bare coef-
ficient parameters of the relevant O(p4) terms, all at M = Λ¯. As was done above in the
free space, one matches these correlators to those of QCD and obtain the bare parameters
of the HLS Lagrangian defined at scale Λ¯. Since the condensates of the QCD correlators
are density dependent, the bare parameters of the Lagrangian must clearly be density de-
pendent. This density dependence in the HLS sector that we will refer to as “intrinsic
density dependence” can be understood in the following way. First of all the matching scale
Λ¯ will have an intrinsic density dependence. Secondly the degrees of freedom ΦH lodged
above the scale Λ¯ which in full theory are in interactions with the nucleons in the Fermi
sea will, when integrated out for EFT, leave their imprint of interactions – which is ev-
idently density-dependent – in the coefficients of the Lagrangian. This “intrinsic density
dependence” is generally absent in loop-order calculations that employ effective Lagrangians
whose parameters are fixed by comparing with experiments in the matter-free space. Such
theories miss the VM fixed point.
In the QCD correlators, going to the Wigner phase with 〈q¯q〉µc = 0 implies that at
M = Λ¯
Π
(QCD)
V (Q
2;µc) = Π
(QCD)
A (Q
2;µc) (III.250)
which implies by matching that
Π
(HLS)
V (Q
2;µc) = Π
(HLS)
A (Q
2;µc). (III.251)
This means from (III.249) that
g(Λ¯;µ) −→
µ→µc
0 , a(Λ¯;µ) −→
µ→µc
1 ,
z1(Λ¯;µ)− z2(Λ¯;µ) −→
µ→µc
0 . (III.252)
Note that this gives no condition for Fπ(Λ¯;µc). In fact Fπ(Λ¯;µc) is not zero.
Given (III.252) at µ = µc, how the parameters vary as they flow to on-shell is gov-
erned by the RGEs. With the contribution from the fermion loops given by (III.248) added,
the RGEs now read
MdF
2
π
dM = C[3a
2g2F 2π + 2(2− a)M2]−
m2q
2π2
λ2Nc
M da
dM = −C(a− 1)[3a(1 + a)g
2 − (3a− 1)M
2
F 2π
] + a
λ2
2π2
m2q
F 2π
Nc
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M dg
2
dM = −C
87− a2
6
g4 +
Nc
6π2
g4(1− κ)2
Mdmq
dM = −
mq
8π2
[(Cπ − Cσ)M2 −m2q(Cπ − Cσ) +M2ρCσ − 4Cρ] (III.253)
where C = Nf/
[
2(4π)2
]
and
Cπ ≡ ( λ
Fπ
)2
N2f − 1
2Nf
Cσ ≡ ( κ
Fσ
)2
N2f − 1
2Nf
Cρ ≡ g2(1− κ)2
N2f − 1
2Nf
.
Quadratic divergences are present also in the fermion loop contributions as in the pion loops
contributing to Fπ. Note that since mq = 0 is a fixed point, the fixed-point structure of the
other parameters is not modified. Specifically, when mq = 0, (g, a) = (0, 1) is a fixed point.
Furthermore X = 1 remains a fixed point. Therefore (X⋆, a⋆, G⋆,m⋆q) = (1, 1, 0, 0) is the
VM fixed point.
• Hadrons near µ = µc
Let us see what the above result means for hadrons near µc. To do this we
define the “on-shell” quantities
Fπ = Fπ(M = 0;µ) ,
g = g(M =Mρ(µ);µ) , a = a(M =Mρ(µ);µ) , (III.254)
where Mρ is determined from the “on-shell condition”:
M2ρ =M
2
ρ (µ) = a(M =Mρ(µ);µ)g2(M =Mρ(µ);µ)F 2π(M =Mρ(µ);µ) . (III.255)
Then, the parameter Mρ in this paper is renormalized in such a way that it becomes the pole
mass at µ = 0.
We first look at the “on-shell” pion decay constant fπ. At µ = µc, it is given by
fπ(µc) ≡ fπ(M = 0;µc) = Fπ(0;µc) + ∆(µc) (III.256)
where ∆ is dense hadronic contribution arising from fermion loops involving (III.248). It
has been shown (see [164]) that up to O(p6) in the power counting, ∆(µc) = 0 at the fixed
point (g, a,mq) = (0, 1, 0). Thus
fπ(µc) = Fπ(0;µc) = 0. (III.257)
This is the signal for chiral symmetry restoration. Since
F 2π (0;µc) = F
2
π (Λ¯;µc)−
Nf
2(4π)2
Λ¯2, (III.258)
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and at the matching scale Λ¯, F 2π (Λ¯;µc) is given by a QCD correlator at µ = µc – presumably
measured on lattice, µc can in principle be computed from
F 2π (Λ¯;µc) =
Nf
2(4π)2
Λ¯2 . (III.259)
In order for this equation to have a solution at the critical density, it is necessary that
F 2π (Λ¯;µc)/F
2
π (Λ¯; 0) ∼ 3/5. We do not have at present a reliable estimate of the density
dependence of the QCD correlator to verify this condition but the decrease of Fπ of this
order in medium looks quite reasonable. #52
Next we compute the ρ pole mass near µc. The calculation is straightforward, so we
just quote the result. With the inclusion of the fermionic dense loop terms, the pole mass,
for Mρ,mq ≪ kF (where kF is the Fermi momentum), is of the form
m2ρ(µ) = M
2
ρ (µ) + g
2G(µ) , (III.260)
G(µ) =
µ2
2π2
[
1
3
(1− κ)2 +Nc(Nf cV 1 + cV 2)] . (III.261)
At µ = µc, we have g = 0 and a = 1 so that Mρ(µ) = 0 and since G(µc) is non-singular,
mρ = 0. Thus the fate of the ρ meson at the critical density is as follows: As µc is
approached, the ρ becomes sharper and lighter with the mass vanishing at the critical point
in the chiral limit. The vector meson meets the same fate at the critical temperature [165].
So far we have focused on the critical density at which the Wilsonian matching clearly
determines g = 0 and a = 1 without knowing much about the details of the current correla-
tors. Here we consider how the parameters flow as function of chemical potential µ. In low
density region, we expect that the “intrinsic” density dependence of the bare parameters is
small. If we ignore the intrinsic density effect, we may then resort to Morley-Kislinger (MS)
theorem 2 [166] which states that given an RGE in terms of M, one can simply trade in µ
for M for dimensionless quantities and for dimensionful quantities with suitable calculable
additional terms. The results are
µ
dF 2π
dµ
= −2F 2π +C[3a2g2F 2π + 2(2− a)M2]−
m2
2π2
λ2Nc
µ
da
dµ
= −C(a− 1)[3a(1 + a)g2 − (3a − 1) µ
2
F 2π
] + a
λ2
2π2
m2
F 2π
Nc
µ
dg2
dµ
= −C 87− a
2
6
g4 +
Nc
6π2
g4(1− κ)2
µ
dmq
dµ
= −mq − mq
8π2
[(Cπ − Cσ)µ2 −m2q(Cπ − Cσ) +M2ρCσ − 4Cρ] , (III.262)
where Fπ, a, g, etc. are understood as Fπ(M = µ;µ), a(M = µ;µ), g(M = µ;µ), and so
on.
#52Since F 2π(Λ¯;µc) is a slowly varying function of Λ¯ and hence too much fine-tuning will be required,
(III.258) does not appear to be a useful formula for determining µc.
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It should be stressed that the MK theorem presumably applies in the given form to
“fundamental theories” such as QED but not without modifications to effective theories such
as the one we are considering. The principal reason is that there is a change of relevant
degrees of freedom from above Λ¯ where QCD variables are relevant to below Λ¯ where hadronic
variables figure. Consequently we do not expect Eq. (III.262) to apply in the vicinity of µc.
Specifically, near the critical point, the intrinsic density dependence of the bare theory will
become indispensable and the naive application of Eq. (III.262) should break down. One
can see this clearly in the following example: The condition g(M = µc;µc) = 0 that follows
from the QCD-HLS matching condition, would imply, when (III.262) is naively applied,
that g(µ) = 0 for all µ. This is obviously incorrect. Therefore near the critical density the
intrinsic density dependence should be included in the RGE: Noting that Eq. (III.262) is
for, e.g., g(M = µ;µ), we can write down the RGE for g corrected by the intrinsic density
dependence as
µ
d
dµ
g(µ;µ) = M ∂
∂Mg(M;µ)
∣∣∣∣M=µ + µ
∂
∂µ
g(M;µ)
∣∣∣∣
M=µ
, (III.263)
where the first term in the right-hand-side reproduces Eq. (III.262) and the second term
appears due to the intrinsic density dependence. Note that g = 0 is a fixed point when the
second term is neglected (this follows from (III.262)), and the presence of the second term
makes g = 0 be no longer the fixed point of Eq. (III.263). The condition g(µc;µc) = 0
follows from the fixed point of the RGE in M, but it is not a fixed point of the RGE in µ.
The second term can be determined from QCD through the Wilsonian matching. However,
we do not presently have reliable estimate of the µ dependence of the QCD correlators.
Analyzing the µ dependence away from the critical density in detail has not yet been worked
out.
The Wilsonian matching of the correlators at Λ = Λχ allows one to see how the ρ
mass scales very near the critical density (or temperature). For this purpose, it suffices to
look at the intrinsic density dependence of Mρ. We find that close to µc
M2ρ (Λ;µ) ∼
〈q¯q(µ)〉2
F 2π (Λ;µ)Λ
2
(III.264)
which implies that
m⋆ρ
mρ
∼ 〈q¯q〉
⋆
〈q¯q〉 . (III.265)
Here the star denotes density dependence. Note that Equation (III.265) is consistent with
the “Nambu scaling” or more generally with sigma-model scaling. How this scaling fares
with nature is discussed in [136].
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4.4.4 A comment on BR scaling
The vector meson mass is predicted [156] to scale as
m⋆ρ
mρ
∼
(〈q¯q〉⋆
〈q¯q〉
)1/2
(III.266)
at densities 0 <∼ n <∼ n0 and as (III.265) at densities n0 <∼ n <∼ nc. This can be understood
in the framework of the vector manifestation as follows. At low densities, the vector mass
goes like
m⋆ρ ∼M⋆ρ ∼
√
aF ⋆πg
⋆. (III.267)
At low densities, the g⋆ does not scale, and a stays more or less constant, so m⋆ρ will
scale as F ⋆π which scales (from Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner formula for the in-medium pion
mass) as (〈q¯q〉⋆/〈q¯q〉)1/2. But as n increases, then g⋆ starts scaling like (〈q¯q〉⋆/〈q¯q〉), so the
parameter M⋆ρ falls off like (〈q¯q〉⋆/〈q¯q〉)3/2 but the dense loop correction [164] which goes as
g⋆F (n/n0) with F slowly varying in density will remain and scale linearly in the condensate
as in (III.265). The changeover from the square root to the linear dependence seems to take
place roughly at nuclear matter density [156].
If one considers baryons as bound states of quasiquarks near the critical point, then it
seems quite reasonable to conclude that the baryon mass scales like the meson mass near the
chiral transition as found in the BR scaling. #53 However as suggested by Oka et al. [167],
there can be a mirror symmetry in the baryon sector – which is a sort of “mended symmetry”
in the sense of Weinberg [168] – which makes parity doublets come together at the chiral
restoration point to a non-vanishing common mass m0 ∼ 500 MeV #54. In this case, the
BR scaling will not be effective in the baryon sector. At the moment, this mirror symmetry
scenario, somewhat unorthodox it might appear to be, cannot be ruled out.
#53At low density up to nuclear mater density, the nucleon mass m⋆N (identified with “Landau mass” in
Fermi-liquid theory) scales faster than the vector meson mass because of the extra factor
√
g⋆
A
gA
(which is less
than one and reaches a constant at about nuclear matter density).
#54I am grateful for discussions with Makoto Oka on this possibility.
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